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Preface

'n 1993 United University Professions (UUP) released a study of gender- and race-
based salary disparities among faculty and professional staff at the State University of
New York (SUNY). Lois Haignere, one of the nation's leading experts on pay equity

and equal pay, conducted the study on the twenty-nine SUNY campuses on which the
UUP acts as a collective bargaining agent. The findings resulted in $2.2 million in wage
adjustments for some 5,700 women and minority faculty and professional staff.

Although the immediate outcome of the study was gratifying, no one tried to pretend
that the wage adjustments would make salary disparities in higher education a thing of
the past. Recognizing that low pay for women and minorities inevitably undercuts all
salaries, UUP president William Scheuerman approached the American Federation of
Teachers for funding and support to pursue the issue. The result was the first edition of
this book, Pay Checks: A Guide to Achieving Salary Equity in Higher Education, published in
1996.

Since that time, the UUP's research department has maintained an ongoing interest in
studying equal pay. Each year, it publishes a report titled Discounted Salaries and Dismal
Promotions: A UUP Research Report on Issues of Gender Equity at the State University of New
York. The current edition of Pay Checks, now called Paychecks: A Guide to Conducting
Salary-Equity Studies for Higher Education Faculty, is further evidence of the UUP's
involvement in the subject. The book results from a collaboration among the UUP, the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP), and Haignere, Inc.

The SUNY-UUP research, like that of hundreds of other colleges and universities, was
built on techniques applied by the AAUP to identify and remedy salary inequalities. The
AAUP pioneered the movement to correct salary inequities between female and male pro-
fessors in the academy through its Committee on the Status of Women in the Academic
Profession. The first project of the newly created committee in 1917 was a "preliminary
study" of 176 institutions of higher education. It found that 47 percent of the coeduca-
tional colleges and 27 percent of the women's colleges studied "frankly admitted that
women are given less salary and lower rank than men for the same work."

Over the decades, the AAUP has continued to help faculty members and
administrators promote gender equity in compensation. In 1977 the AAUP developed the
Higher Education Salary Evaluation Kit, which hundreds of administrators and faculty
members have used to examine salary structures for gender inequities and ways to
correct them. In addition, members of the AAUP's women's committee have offered the
academic community detailed strategies for documenting and rectifying gender-based
salary inequities.

Each year, the AAUP publishes a salary survey that provides comparative salary
data by gender. From time to time, the Association also issues special research reports
that examine women's salaries in the academy. In 1998 the AAUP published Disparities in
the Salaries and Appointments of Academic Women and Men: An Update of a 1988 Report of
Committee Won the Status of Women in the Academic Profession. The report found that
substantial disparities in salary, rank, and tenure status between male and female faculty
members persist despite the increasing proportion of women in the academic profession.

On the local level, AAUP chapters at colleges and universities across the country
have helped establish policies to correct salary disparities. These policies are often
included in faculty handbooks or collective bargaining agreements. In addition, the
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AAUP supports litigation to promote salary equity on college and university campuses
and offers technical advice to faculty members and administrators who want to conduct
salary and promotion studies. Hundreds of colleges and universities have used the tech-
niques pioneered by the AAUP to identify and rectify salary inequities.

Lois Haignere began her research on salaries at SUNY's Center for Women and
Government, where she directed projects investigating pay equity.' In 1988 she became
director of research at the WP. Over the next twelve years, she analyzed data sets from
SUNY campuses ranging from two-year technical schools to research universities. The
diversity of the SUNY system allowed her to observe the effects of different statistical
approaches on different types and sizes of institutions.

Subsequent to her work with SUNY, Haignere conducted equal pay research at other
U.S. and Canadian colleges and universities. In 1998 she launched her own firm,
Haignere, Inc., and has since carried out equal pay and pay equity projects for many
unions and institutions of higher education, including the University of Maine Higher
Education System, as well as the Canadian Human Rights Commission, the City of
Toronto, and Toronto Public Libraries. For details, see <www.payequityresearch.com>.

To inform the writing of Paychecks, twelve SUNY institutions were selected on which to
test the methods discussed. Selections were made with an eye toward including data sets
ranging widely in size and content within three institutional types. Four two-year col-
leges, four four-year colleges, and four research universities were
chosen. (For more detailed information about these twelve institutions, see appendix B.)

The contributors to this book have used their combined experience across the
decades to help readers appreciate the importance of faculty salary analyses, learn how to
conduct them, and understand the analyses that have been done by others.

Note
1. Pay equity, also called comparable worth, refers to the issue of paying those with traditionally
female job titles, such as nurse, secretary, or teacher's aide, what men with jobs requiring compara-
ble levels of skills and responsibilities would be paid. It is an area of gender bias not covered in
this guide.
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The best interests of labor require the admission of women to full citizenship as a matter of
justice to them and as a necessary step towards insuring and raising the scale of wages for all.

American Federation of Labor Resolution
American Federationist

April 1919

ONE

Introduction to Equal Pay for Equal Work
By Lois Haignere

Institutions of higher education have played an
important role in establishing the fundamental prin-
ciple that discrimination based on race or sex is

unfair to individuals and counterproductive for society.
Yet many of the same features that give vitality to high-
er education leave it vulnerable to salary discrimination,
however inadvertent. Academic departments, for exam-
ple, enjoy great autonomy in appointing faculty mem-
bers and setting their salaries. Professors believe this lat-
itude, which is grounded in historic respect for academ-
ic freedom, market forces, and peer review, helps raise
the quality of their departments and institutions.

Unlike universities, most large employers have cen-
tralized personnel procedures that lead to relatively uni-
form policies for hiring and salary setting, including job
classification and job evaluation, across different depart-
ments and units. These uniform procedures help guard
against gender and race bias in salaries.

Costs of Salary Inequity
Even relatively small differences in initial salary grow
over time. If annual across-the-board salary increments
average 3.5 percent, a woman or minority male who
earns $1,000 less than a colleague at the outset would
accumulate $84,550 less over a forty-year career. If
$1,000 a year were invested or saved in an account at 5
percent interest, at the end of forty years the account
would hold $210,684. For a salary difference of $2,000,
this figure would more than double, owing to com-
pounding. After forty years, the highest salary of a facul-
ty member starting $1,000 behind her colleague would
lag by $3,825, affecting her calculated pension. Pensions
derived from "percent of salary" contributions to annu-
ity plans are similarly reduced. So, too, are maximum
contributions to supplemental retirement plans and any
employee contributions to such plans. Add to this any
bias that may occur in the allocation of discretionary or
merit awards and promotions, and it is clear that sys-
temic bias is potentially very costly to the individual.

Fairness alone justifies a review of parity in faculty
salaries. But benefits also accrue to the institution and to
all faculty members, men and women alike, and their
families. These benefits include a sense of inclusiveness
among faculty, improved academic morale, better over-
all salaries, lower staff turnover, and an enhanced pub-
lic image.

Unconscious Ideology
Systemic discrimination seeps into salary decisions by
way of unconscious ideology, which is prevalent in our
society and affects everyone: men and women, mem-
bers of minority groups, and those from nonminority
populations.

One determinant of starting pay is what a new hire
requests. It is commonly believed that some women and
minority candidates ask for less than their white-male
counterparts. To the extent that this is so, it may stem, in
part, from their immediate experience with market bias,
as evidenced by their previous salaries. We all have
internalized biases that are expressed even when, intel-
lectually, we know better.

In many contexts, the mere fact of identifying work as
having been done by a woman results in its receiving a
lower evaluation and a lesser reward than when the
same work is attributed to a man. Research shows that
both men and women judge artwork, literature,
resumes, and scholarly articles attributed to women
more harshly than these same items attributed to men
(Goldberg 1968; Pheterson, Kiesler, and Goldberg 1971;
Paludi and Bauer 1983). Moreover, for women, unlike
men, a favorable performance evaluation tends not to
lead to promotion and advancement. And research indi-
cates a strong inclination among managers to discrimi-
nate against women when reviewing applications for
technical-managerial jobs and making recommenda-
tions for promotion or training (Rosen and Jerdee 1974;
Ruble and Ruble 1982; Gerdes and Garber 1983; Valian
1998).
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Lois Haignere

Studies specific to higher education reveal that
department chairs, deans, and members of faculty
search committees prefer curricula vitae attached to
male names over the same vitae attached to female
names (Fide 11 1970; Top 1991; Steinpreis, Anders, and
Ritzke 1999; Davidson and Burke 2000). When search
committees in one study offered positions to hypotheti-
cal candidates, female names were more likely to
receive non-tenure-track, lower-rank positions; only
male names were offered full professorships (Fidel!
1970).

The combined impact of the internalized biases of
candidates themselves, of those providing references for
candidates, and of those involved in the hiring process
can mean that equally qualified women and minorities
are hired to do the same work as their white-male coun-
terparts at lower salaries. Promotion and discretionary
raises can also be affected.

Lest we fool ourselves that these phenomena have
disappeared with time or feminist enlightenment, it has
been shown that sex stereotypes persist, in spite of the
women's movement, legal protections, and the profes-
sional advancement of some women (Ruble and Ruble
1982; Valian 1998; Top 1991; Toren 2000).

Over the past two decades, hundreds of institutions
in the United States and Canada have conducted statis-
tical studies looking for possible salary bias (Gray 1993).
The studies have been initiated variously by bargaining
units, women's groups, faculty members, and adminis-
trators. The growing numbers of women and minority
faculty members and the increasing availability of com-
puterized human-resources data make it likely that
more requests for statistical reviews of salaries will arise
in coming years.

Objectives of This Book
From a perspective of faculty employment and labor
policy, what does it mean to review salaries statistical-
ly? What are the political and legal implications? What
information is gained and how useful is it? Can some
statistical methods actually hide or fail to make visible
gender and race bias? Will all faculty members under-
stand the results of such reviews? The contributors to
this guidebook provide practical answers to these ques-
tions based on our access to a wealth of data and our
experience conducting analyses of salary bias.

The guidebook is designed to be a "full service"
resource for those who want to conduct salary bias analy-
ses or to understand and interpret results presented to
them. The objective of the contributors is twofold: to pre-
sent information in a way that is not too technical for

2

nonstatistician faculty leaders and other policy makers to
grasp, and to provide the technical information needed
by statistical researchers to conduct multiple-regression
salary reviews.

This dual purpose has led us to include a glossary and
an appendix describing multiple regression as it is used
to study equity in salaries (appendix A). Recognizing
that our audience has a wide range of mathematical
expertise, we have attempted to make this appendix
understandable to anyone who can add, subtract, and
multiply. It walks readers through regression modeling
and provides a basic guide to the computer output of
regression results. Those already familiar with multiple
regression may find this appendix helpful in under-
standing the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
different types of regression models we discuss (chapter
5), why we suggest that certain approaches be avoided
(chapter 6), and the recommendations we offer for mak-
ing salary adjustments to remove bias (chapter 7).

This introductory chapter and chapters 2, 6, and 7
give an overview of research methods and related reme-
dies and discuss their political implications. Chapter 2
describes what a multiple-regression salary study can
reveal; the expertise, computer resources, and time
needed to conduct such a study; the process for select-
ing a consultant; and the value judgments and decisions
involved in conducting the study. Chapter 6 analyzes
the eight pitfalls that can mask gender and race bias.
Too often, research decisions are touted as strictly
methodological, and their subjective nature and poten-
tial political impact are ignored. Chapter 7 explores the
political dynamics of diagnosing and treating salary
inequities. In particular, it discusses two common views
of how bias becomes embedded in salaries, the politics
associated with these views, and the impact of some of
the remedies that have been undertaken to eliminate
salary bias. In addition, the chapter describes the
methodological limits of responding to political pres-
sures for further analyses, the remedy that was applied
at the State University of New York and why it was cho-
sen, some of the ramifications of certain remedies, and
proactive steps to keep salary inequities from occurring.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are intended primarily for those
who are directly involved in designing and implement-
ing salary reviews, but we have tried to keep even these
more technical chapters accessible by confining some of
the technical information to notes and appendices. The
chapters provide details on what variables are needed
and how to collect and clean the data (chapter 3), meth-
ods for examining bias in rank assignment and promo-
tion (chapter 4), and ways to conduct multiple-
regression salary reviews (chapter 5).

15



Introduction to Equal Pay for Equal Work

Neglected Groups
Another goal of this guidebook is to encourage analyses
where they have been neglected. Most of the reported
multiple-regression salary reviews in higher education
have been done at universities, with fewer such analy-
ses having been conducted at four-year colleges and
even fewer at two-year community and technical col-
leges. The scarcity of studies at two-year institutions
may result in part from the fact that many of these col-
leges have salary schedules or grids that are presumed
to preclude gender or race bias.' The relative lack of
studies at two-year colleges is, however, notable in light
of the large number of women and minority faculty at
these institutions.

Two-year colleges are not the only neglected catego-
ry. Racial minorities have also been left out of most
analyses. Throughout this guidebook, we stress the
importance of looking at both race and gender. In some
cases, we cite studies or reports that consider only gen-
der and we therefore do not mention race when refer-
ring to those studies. (In many salary studies, the num-
ber of racial minorities is too small to assess racial bias
validly.) But the SUNY-UUP analyses consistently took
race as well as gender into account whenever data on
race were available. (See the preface and appendix B for
details on the SUNY-UUP studies.) Chapters 3, 4, and 5
give recommendations concerning how best to combine
or disaggregate race categories for specific analyses.

White Males
Testing for race and gender bias requires comparisons,
and the appropriate comparison is with the race and
gender category that predominates at almost all U.S.
institutions of higher education: white males. Thus
"white male" is mentioned often, particularly in
methodological chapters explaining how to test for bias
in rank assignment (chapter 4) and salary (chapter 5).
We mean to assign no blameand certainly not to kin-
dle animosityby these frequent references. We are
simply acknowledging the fact that white males define
the necessary standardthe reference category
against which other groups are measured. Rectifying
salary inequities is about raising the pay of gender and
race groups when the analyses indicate bias. It is never
about lowering the pay of those in the standard or refer-
ence category.

SUNY Studies
The collective bargaining agreement negotiated by the
UUP and SUNY in 1985 resulted in multiple-regression
analyses of faculty salaries at twenty-nine SUNY cam-
puses. The university system's Central Administration

Office of Employee Relations and Personnel Operations
coordinated the collection of data from the employee
relations or personnel offices on each of the twenty-nine
campuses. Because of time and staffing constraints,
SUNY's Central Institutional Research Office chose
merely to replicate and validate the findings, leaving
the UUP's research department to take the lead in clean-
ing the data and conducting the analyses. Initial analy-
ses often revealed the need to carry out clarifying analy-
ses with redesigned variables or corrected data. It was
not unusual for a dozen or more analyses to be run at
each institution. As noted in the preface, these studies
resulted in $2.2 million in wage adjustments for 5,700
women and minority academics.

In addition, analyses were conducted specifically to
inform the writing of this book. Twelve SUNY campus-
es were selected on which to test the methods discussed
here. Selections were made to obtain data sets with
maximum variations of size and content within three
institutional types. Four two-year colleges, four four-
year colleges, and four research universities were cho-
sen, with faculty populations ranging from 99 to 811.
Specific reanalyses of salaries and rank data were con-
ducted. The statistical methods for determining bias in
rank discussed in chapter 4, and the three types of
multiple-regression analyses of salaries described in
chapter 5 were tested using different variables on these
twelve different SUNY populations. (For more details
about the institutions, see appendix B.)

Limits on Coverage
Although, as was just noted, we have conducted many
analyses of faculty salaries, in general this guidebook
does not report specific institutional-level findings. One
exception is the Kent State University case study, which
is reported in appendix H.

Also not included is information about the common-
ly used qualitative approach called "paired compar-
isons" or "counterparting." This technique involves
matching white-male and female or minority faculty
members on the basis of similar qualifications. At best,
such case-by-case methods are cumbersome, particular-
ly at larger institutions; when there are female or
minority faculty with no peers, they are impossible.
Moreover, the process of selecting appropriate counter-
parts generates animosity (K. Moore and Amey 1993).
There are further problems when the counterparts are
selected by the same administrators responsible for cre-
ating any existing inequities (Muffo, Braskamp, and
Langston 1979). The paired comparisons method
ignores the concept of systemic bias, which affects all
women and minorities, in favor of the concept that only
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a few women and minority faculty members have been
affected (see chapter 7). Multiple-regression analyses,
on the other hand, statistically make every conceivable
paired comparison.

Demographics
Over the past two decades, the percentage of women
among full-time faculty in the United States has grown
steadily from only 22.5 percent in 1974 to more than 35
percent in 1999 (see figure 1.1). The continuing increase
in the proportion of doctoral degrees granted to women
suggests that this trend will continue (Magner 1999).

Many people in academia expected that as more
women became faculty members, the gap between the
average salary for faculty women and the average
salary for faculty men would decrease. In fact, however,
data from the AAUP's Annual Report on the Economic
Status of the Profession, published each spring in the
Association's magazine, Academe, indicate that just the

opposite has occurred. Figure 1.2 shows that between
1976 and 1995 women's salaries declined relative to
men's at the ranks of assistant, associate, and full pro-
fessor. Moreover, between 1981 and 1984, the average
salary for female faculty declined sharply relative to
that for male faculty.

Since 1984, the ratios have remained remarkably stable
for associate and full professors. Women assistant profes-
sors, however, continued to lose ground until 1987, when
the gap between their salaries and those of their male col-
leagues began to close somewhat. In 1999 the gap
widened again and remained roughly the same in 2000. It
is too early to tell if this downturn signals the beginning
of a downward trend or is just a temporary fluctuation.
At best, salary differences seem to be entrenched, recur-
ring at the same magnitude year after year.

Often, upon hearing this information, people will say,
"Yes, but women are paid less because they tend to (a)
have less education, (b) have fewer years of experience,

(c) be in lower-paid disciplines, (d) be in
lower ranks, or (e) publish less often." The
statistical techniques in this guidebook are
designed to test the validity of these "yes,
buts." As is noted later on, it is hard to test
the "publish less" factor directly because of
the difficulty of collecting the necessary
data and of assessing quality versus quanti-
ty. If the data are available, however,
regression analyses can test the validity of
this explanation as well as others. Because
the data on average salaries do not suggest
that gender-based salary differences are
going to go away, it is important to look at
whether or not these differences can be
explained by career attributes.

Figure 1.1

Growth in the Percentage of Women
Among Full-Time Faculty in the
United States, Selected Years, 1974-2000
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Note: The AAUP's Annual Report on the Economic Status of the Profession,
the source of data for this figure, did not provide data on the percentage of
women among full-time faculty in the United States for 1978-79,1981-82,
or 1983-86.
Source: AAUP, Annual Report on the Economic Status of the Profession,
1974-2000
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Regression Analysis
The studies this guidebook will help you
conduct can be seen as tools for approxi-
mating what the salaries of women and
minority faculty on campus would be in a
completely gender- and race-blind society.
We can ask statistically whether faculty in
the category female would be paid more on
average, given their career profiles, if they
were in the category male. And we can ask
statistically whether the salaries of those in
the category male would on average earn
less if they were female.

Regression analyses answer these ques-
tions by creating a line that "best fits" the
data points scattered above and below it.
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Figure 1.2

Women's Salaries As a Percentage of Men's Salaries Among Full-Time Faculty in
the United States, Selected Years, 1976-2000

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Full Professor

1990 2000

Year

Note: The AAUP's Annual Report on the Economic Status of the Profession, the source of data for this figure, did not provide comparable figures for
average salaries for all institutional types in 1979-80 or 1985-86.
Source: AAUP, Annual Report on the Economic Status of the Profession, 1976-2000

Points below the line represent individuals whose actu-
al salaries are lower than the salaries predicted by the
variables in the regression analysis. These people are
being paid less than colleagues at the same institution
with comparable career attributes.

In all likelihood, some points representing men will fall
below the line, and some points representing women will
fall above it. If, however, you add all the positive and neg-
ative distances from the line of the faculty women's scat-
ter points and find a lower total than for faculty men,
regression analysis provides a negative number (coeffi-
cient) for the variable female. That negative coefficient
indicates the average amount that women's salaries
would need to be increased for them to be distributed like
men's salaries. In other words, this one summary number
represents how much, on average, it costs a faculty mem-
ber to be a woman at the institution under study.

The beauty of the answer provided by multiple
regression is that it takes care of most of the "yes, buts."
Conceptually, multiple regression lets us compare peo-
ple with the same level of education, the same years of
experience, and in the same discipline and rank, who

vary only in their gender or race. Multiple-regression
analyses account for variations in salaries by using a set
of control or predictor variables, such as years of experi-
ence, highest degree attained, rank, and discipline. The
information concerning these variables is mathematical-
ly held constant while we examine the impact of gender
and race on salaries.

Publishing records are not held constant in most .

salary analyses. Publishing, research, service, and quali-
ty of teaching are widely recognized as measures of per-
formance or productivity. Although it would be desir-
able to include performance information in multiple-
regression salary reviews, the time and difficulty
involved in collecting and appropriately valuing the rel-
evant information is usually deemed prohibitive. In
measuring publications, for example, do we look at
quantity alone or also quality? Does the value of a jour-
nal article relative to a book depend on the discipline of
the faculty member? Do the decisions of journal referees
and grant-review committees incorporate gender bias?

Studies that have included performance variables
have found that bias in salaries persists; rarely do these

a
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variables have a significant effect on results (Weiner 1990;
Dwyer, Flynn, and Inman 1991; Persell 1993; Toutkoushian
1994b; Kolpin and Singell 1996; Nettles, Perna, and
Bradburn 2000). One explanation for this finding is that
the characteristics of faculty members at institutions
emphasizing research and publication are relatively uni-
form. People who have "made it" are remarkably alike
(Gray 1990). At such institutions, rank and tenure may
act as proxies for research and publication.

Most community and technical colleges do not
emphasize research and publication, and the argument
that women tend to teach less or less well has rarely
been suggested to explain salary disparities at these
institutions. As a result, noninclusion of performance
variables may be less debated at these institutions than
at research-oriented universities.

In considering the relative importance of performance
or productivity measures, remember that regression anal-
yses focus on variations in salaries between classes or
groups, not between individuals. The factors that make a
significant difference in individual salaries may not be
important when the focus is on group differences. To
show, for example, that some women are less qualified or
productive than some men would not refute findings
concerning group differences. Instead, it would be neces-
sary to demonstrate that females, as a group, are less
qualified or productive than males, as a group. Findings
by Bellas and Toutkoushian (1999) suggest that differ-
ences in research productivity by gender are small after
controlling for other factors, such as institutional type.

Quality of Regression Results
All multiple-regression salary analyses are not created
equal. It is important to know how to judge the validi-
ty of different regression equations. An analysis
should be based on appropriate predictor variables. If
instead of the variable "years of experience," we used
"years at current residence," or if we used "highest
monthly credit card debt" instead of "highest degree,"
the result would be a fancy equation that would not
tell us much.

Multiple regression gives an estimate of how well the
set of control or predictor variablesyears of experience,
discipline, and the likeaccount for the variation in the
dependent variable, salary. This measure is called the
adjusted R (R-square). The adjusted R takes into account
the number of predictor variables relative to the number
of cases (faculty members) in the data set. An adjusted R
of 0.75 indicates that 75 percent of the variation in salary
is accounted for by the predictor variables in the equa-
tion; an adjusted R of 0.55 indicates that 55 percent of
the variation is accounted for by the variables.

6

Assuming that the predictor variables include those
most commonly used (see chapter 3), most analyses of
faculty salaries have adjusted R values greater than
0.50, and values above 0.70 are common. Thus the vari-
ables included in most faculty salary analyses do a good
job of explaining the differences between salaries. For
more information on adjusted R , see appendix A.

Having a high adjusted R does not, however, ensure
the validity of your findings. In particular, care must be
taken that the predictor variables used do not mask gen-
der bias. A variable that does so is commonly referred
to as a "confounding variable" in the statistical litera-
ture and a "tainted variable" in the literature on gender
bias in salaries. If, for example, height were included in
a salary disparity analysis, the shortness of women facul-
ty relative to men could mask gender differences in
salaries. It is highly unlikely, of course, that height
would be included in an analysis of faculty salaries. But
if administrative or twelve-month positions, tenure, or
rank are disproportionately awarded to men at your
institution, and variables for these criteria are included
in the salary analysis, they may mask bias. Tainted vari-
ables are discussed at greater length in chapters 4 and 6.

Curiosity, Not Conviction
Salary equity is a politically charged issue. Many indi-
viduals think they already know what the outcome of a
salary-equity study will be. Some, including administra-
tors charged with managing the salary-setting process,
may believe strongly that there is no pay bias. Others,
such as women and minority professors, may be just as
convinced that a great deal of bias exists.

In a substantial minority of cases, study results show
that gender and race have played little, if any, role in
salary setting. Among the twenty-nine separate assess-
ments of salaries carried out at SUNY campuses, for
example, roughly one-third indicated no tangible gen-
der or race bias. (See the preface for details about the
SUNY study.) That some institutions are free of salary
bias demonstrates that gender- and race-neutral salary-
setting is possible. Yet most analyses that are properly
designed to avoid methods that tend to mask bias, find
evidence of gender inequity in salaries. Try to be curi-
ous about the outcome of your study without second-
guessing the results in either direction.

Notes
1. Studies have been conducted at American University,
Concordia University, Florida State University, Iowa State
University, Kansas State University, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, Monroe Community College, New Mexico
State University, Oregon State University, Seton Hall
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University, Simon Fraser University, Queens University, the
University of Cincinnati, the University of Connecticut, the
University of Hawaii at Manoa, the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, the University of Maine System, the
Baltimore College of Dental Surgery of the University of
Maryland, the University of Maryland at College Park, the
University of Nebraska at Omaha, the University of Rhode
Island, the University of Western Ontario, the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, and elsewhere. Some of these studies
have uncovered bias, others have not. For details about them
and the methods used to conduct them, see Allen 1984;
Finkler, Van Dyke, and Klawsky 1989; Geetter 1988; Gray
1993, 1990; Gray and Scott 1980; Hauser and Mason 1993;
Ikeda 1995; Hurley et al. 1981; Johnson, Riggs, and Downey
1987; McLaughlin, Zirkes, and Mahan 1983; Muffo, Braskamp,
and Langston 1979; Brittingham et al. 1979; Ramsay 1979;
Schau and Heyward 1987; Schrank 1988, 1985, 1977; and Scott
1977.

2. Although the author of this chapter has conducted no analy-
ses of two-year colleges with salary grids, she has carried out
multiple-regression salary analyses at a Canadian university
that had a salary schedule with specified minimums, incre-
ments, and maximums in place for more than twenty years.
Evidence of gender bias was found, and salary adjustments
were made.

3. The 1980-81 edition of the AAUP's Annual Report on the
Economic Status of the Profession suggests that the slippage in
salary among faculty women compared with that among fac-
ulty mendespite the increasing numbers of women faculty
overallcould result from two nondiscriminatory phenome-
na. First, as women move up in rank, they are paid less than
men in the same rank because more women are at the bottom
rungs of each rank's salary ladder. Second, the report notes
that "women faculty may be concentrated in lower-paid disci-
plines even though their salaries are the same as those of men
with(in) each rank in these disciplines."

The first explanation is implausible given the continuing
decline of women's salaries relative to men's despite their
increasing years in rank and the fact that the decline exists
even at the lowest ranks, those of lecturer, instructor, and
assistant professor. Indeed, the 1995-96 AAUP salary report
notes, based on research controlling for age, that salary
differences are not the result of women's later arrival in rank.

The second explanation regarding the concentration of
women in lower-paid disciplines was undercut in 1988 by
comparisons reported by the AAUP's Committee on the
Status of Women in the Academic Profession showing that
average salaries for women were below those of men within
discipline and rank (Gray 1988). The committee assessed
the equally plausible demographic explanation that the
salaries of women faculty lagged behind those of men
because women were being hired disproportionately at
lower-status institutions. The committee found the erosion
of women's salaries relative to men's within every institu-
tional type.

Women in academe are disproportionately in lower-paid
disciplines (Bellas and Reskin 1994), but there is no evidence
that the sharp decline in women's salaries relative to men's
from 1981 to 1984 came about because more women entered
lower- rather than higher-paid disciplines during this period.
Given the increasing number of women studying nontradi-
tional fields as a result of the heightened feminist awareness of
the 1970s, it is doubtful that the new faculty women of the
early 1980s opted for the lower-paid disciplines in greater pro-
portions than their predecessors.

Another suggested explanation is that before 1980, equally
qualified women with new Ph.D.'s were hired at lesser ranks
than their male counterparts, perhaps as instructors or lectur-
ers rather than as assistant professors. After 1980, more
women may have been hired at equal ranks, but salary differ-
entials increased.

In any case, the multiple-regression statistical methods
illustrated in this guidebook can control directly for discipline
as well as rank, years in rank, and other career attributes. Most
salary-regression studies show that lower salaries for women
persist even after controlling for these career attributes.

4. Bellas (1992) shows that the wives of faculty men seem to
provide a "(house)wife bonus," which contributes to the pro-
ductivity of male faculty members. For research indicating
how faculty time allocations toward research, teaching, and
service differ by race, gender, and family status, see Be llas and
Toutkoushian (1999).

5. If the salaries under study have been adjusted to a nine- or
ten-month base and all administrative supplements have been
removed, there is no need to include these potentially biased
variables.

7



Persuading administrators and some faculty members that statistically identified disparities
represent a systemic bias and not just a few cases of possible underpayment of women is the
hardest part of a salary review.

Mary W. Gray
Professor of Mathematics

American University

TWO

Considerations Before Launching a Salary Study
By Lois Haignere and Donna Euben

Deciding whether to assess faculty salaries statisti-
cally for gender or race bias (or both) involves
technical and political considerations. This

chapter offers an overview of some technical and policy
decisions you will have to make to carry out a multiple-
regression salary review. (Appendix D addresses the
laws that apply to salary-equity issues.) The chapter also
covers the resources you will need and the process for
selecting a consultant. It concludes with a summary of
seven salary studies that led to pay adjustments.

Politics of Technical Decisions
Some people mistakenly believe that applying statistics
to a political issue such as salary bias eliminates subjec-
tivity and human judgment. But it does not. Although
using statistical methods may hide from public view the
arena in which value judgments are made, it does not
eliminate them (N. Moore 1993). Nor, we would add,
does it remove their political impact.

Conducting research on bias in salaries often means
involvement in administration-faculty politics. To help
ensure a cooperative relationship, it is important to be
proactive with the administration. Technical decisions
that have political implications are best made openly by
well-informed participants.

The right tool
Your first consideration is whether a multiple-regression
salary review is the appropriate tool to accomplish
your objectives. Multiple regression's strength is in
revealing group effects. It can tell you the exact aver-
age effect of membership in a group, such as that of
female, full professor, or Asian. That is why it is the
method of choice for studying systemic bias. If we
assume that all those in the group female are affected
by the existence of gender bias, then multiple-regression
is the best approach to explore the effects of that
systemic bias.

But many faculty and administrators see the market
and institutional processes as acting fairly except in iso-
lated situations. They hold what is called an individual
perspective on bias and discrimination rather than a
systemic or structural view. (Chapter 7 provides details
about these two different perspectives.) For this group,
the objective of a salary study is to find the few individ-
uals whose salaries have been affected by the rare
expression of personal bias. If that is your goal, multiple
regression is not appropriate. Regression is a statistical
technique, not a formula for setting individual salaries.

Of course, you can obtain predicted salaries for indi-
viduals from multiple-regression analyses, but individual-
level predictions are much less precise than group-level
predictions. Individual salaries commonly vary because
of effects not represented by variables in multiple-
regression analyses. As noted in chapter 1, these analy-
ses rarely include productivity variables; neither do
they take into account such variables as being a relative
of the dean or provost. Factors affecting salaries but not
included in an analysis are presumed to be distributed
randomly at the group level. As we pointed out in chap-
ter 1, it is one thing to argue that an individual woman
is less productive than an individual man; it is quite
another to argue that women as a group are less pro-
ductive than men as a group.

Decisions, decisions
The decision to conduct multiple-regression analyses of
faculty salaries is only the first of many choices that will
have a bearing on your results. Who, for example, will
be included in the study? If you exclude non-tenure-
track faculty, the results will tell you nothing about
these academics, who are likely to be disproportionately
women or minorities. Moreover, excluding non-tenure-
track faculty may substantially reduce the size of your
data set and thereby restrict your ability to use some
methods. Similarly, if you decide to examine gender but

t)
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not race, will you include all males or only white males
in your comparison group?

The variables you select can influence your results. As
noted in chapter 1, if your institution confers adminis-
trative or twelve-month positions disproportionately on
white men, and you include these variables in your
analysis, they may mask bias by attributing some of the
difference in salary to the confounding variable rather
than to gender or race. (You may be able to avoid any
need to include these potentially tainted variables by
adjusting the salaries in your sample to a nine- or ten-
month basis and by removing the administrative
supplements.)

Current rank is even more controversial, since it is
strongly related to salaries but can still incorporate gen-
der or race bias. Elizabeth Scott (1977) argues that quali-
fied women who are denied promotion will appear to
be overpaid for their rank rather than frozen in it.
Chapter 4 includes a more complete discussion of
potentially tainted variables and how to assess their
impact.

To further complicate the decision-making process,
there are several different types of multiple-regression
approaches for reviewing salaries, each giving a slightly
different picture. Depending on what you want to know
and the peculiarities of your data set, such as size and
range of salaries, you may judge one approach better
than another for your purposes. Alternatively, you may
decide to conduct two or three different analyses based
on different approaches to determine if the results vali-
date each other. But if you do so and the results differ,
you will need to examine why.

If this all sounds daunting, don't despair. This guide-
book is designed to help you. Chapter 6 goes into fur-
ther detail about policy-related decisions. Here our goal
is mainly to note that your choice of population, vari-
ables, and methods will directly influence your final
results.

A simpler method?
If you find that multiple regression, computerized
data, and the need to control for all of those variables
overly complex, consider using scattergrams. A scat-
tergram shows the pattern of two variables, such as
salary and years of experience, by putting one variable
on the vertical axis of a graph and the other on the hor-
izontal axis. Points representing the intersection of the
two variables for each case (or faculty member) form a
"scatter" that gives a good visual image of the relation-
ship between the two variables. See the glossary for
more information and figure 6.1 for an example of a
scattergram.'
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You can create a scattergram with the old-fashioned
tools of pencil and paper. If you want to look at differ-
ences between two groups, say men and women, you
can use an x for the dots for one group and an o for the
dots for the other group. If you want to control for
rank, you can plot separate scattergrams for each rank.
If you are adept with spreadsheet software, you can
forgo pencil and paper in constructing these visual
representations.

If your college has a small faculty, or if you want to
examine only your department or discipline, scatter-
grams may be the best option. That is because the valid-
ity of multiple regression in examining data sets with
fewer than fifty faculty members is uncertain. For addi-
tional details about analyzing small data sets, see the
discussion of faculty size under "Basic Requirements"
below. Even with larger groups, scattergrams can pro-
vide preliminary information to help you decide
whether a full-scale salary study is needed.

Other considerations
With computerization, the automation of personnel sys-
tems and other data sets has increased, making it easier
to conduct statistical analyses. Most colleges and uni-
versities and many unions can now conduct multiple-
regression analyses with minor additions or adjust-
ments to already-existing data sets, and the growing
capacity of computers to store data encourages the
inclusion of more specific information. The expansion of
institutional data sets increases the likelihood that insti-
tutions will conduct statistical analyses like the ones
described in this guide on a variety of topics.' Faculty
leaders and bargaining-unit policy makers therefore
need to grasp basic approaches to statistical analysis.

Basic Requirements
In order to plan your study, you will need to consider
the characteristics and resources of your college or
university.

Faculty size
If your institution has one hundred or more full-time
faculty members, you can probably validly conduct the
salary analyses described in this guide. If you do have
fewer than a hundred full-time colleagues, you may want
to consider alternative methods, such as the scattergrams
discussed above. We say "may" because of the other
factors that bear on the validity of multiple-regression
analyses, primarily the number of variables used and
how well they account for variations in salaries.

If salary increases on your campus have tended to take
place only through annual increments and promotions,
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then multiple-regression analyses could predict your
salaries with a relatively small number of variables:
years of experience and rank, for example. Adjusted R
measures can help you decide, after the fact, if your data
set was big enough. That is because the adjusted R
takes into account the number of predictor variables
used relative to the number of cases (faculty members)
in the data set. Unfortunately, you will not know if your
data set was sufficiently large until after you have done
the analysis.

If your institution has fewer than a hundred full-time
faculty members, if salaries are not the result of a simple
and consistent pay policy, and if you cannot afford the
time and work involved in doing the analysis in order
to have the benefit of adjusted re hindsight, we suggest
that you not conduct multiple-regression analyses.

Expertise
Although this guidebook is designed to help laypersons
understand methods of salary analysis and the output
that results from them, you will need someone with sta-
tistical and computer expertise to conduct the actual
salary analyses. If your institution is large and you are
blessed with a cooperative, trusting relationship with
the administration, expertise may be easy to come by.
Most universities have institutional research depart-
ments with the personnel and computer resources to
conduct these analyses. Small campuses may have fac-
ulty members with the necessary expertise in depart-
ments such as sociology, psychology, economics, or
statistics.

We do not mean to imply that knowledge of statistical
procedures is all that is needed. An interest in the pro-
ject and in helping others understand statistical proce-
dures and output, a willingness to work cooperatively
with different constituencies to design the analyses, and
the trust and respect of key faculty and union policy
makers and members are at least as important as exper-
tise. It would be a mistake to ignore the political nature
of faculty salary analyses when deciding who will do
them.

Decision makers often determine that the expertise
needed to conduct the salary study can best be acquired
by contracting with an outside consultant. Hiring a con-
sultant may bring more experience and neutrality to the
project than is available from within the institution.
Later in this chapter, we provide insight into consultants
and the institutional processes involved in hiring them.

Computer resources
Whoever is selected to carry out the analyses will proba-
bly have access to the requisite computer resources,

whether an institutional mainframe or a personal com-
puter. Most personal computers sold today have the
power and memory needed to conduct complex statisti-
cal analyses. Although multiple-regression analyses can
be done with spreadsheet software, we recommend
using a statistical software package. The ease of using
such packages and of interpreting the results they gen-
erate outweighs their cost. Some statistical packages
actually do the programming for you, prompting you
concerning what variables to include.

Time
How much time will it take to conduct the analyses we
describe in this guidebook? The process takes place in
four main stages: data collection, data cleaning, running
of the analyses, and reporting of the results.

Data collection. Your institution's automated personnel
system may already contain much of the data you will
need. For each variable you select, however, you must
determine whether data are missing and, if so, how long
it will take to collect the missing information. Some of
the variables you want to include may not be available
in automated form. If, for example, you have to go
through the paper files in the personnel office to collect
the necessary degree data, it will probably take a lot
longer than if the data are available in a separate auto-
mated file, such as the one for the campus catalog. Only
you can predict how long it will take to gather missing
data. Our advice is to make an estimate and then
increase it by half. Our experience indicates that this
would be a conservative calculation of the time actually
needed.

Data cleaning. Even data that appear to be complete
and accurate commonly have anomalies that need to be
explained or corrected. You may, for example, find fac-
ulty members whose reported initial ranks are higher
than their current ranks, faculty who appear to have
received their doctorates at age twenty or younger, or
those whose discipline code differs from their depart-
ment code. It takes time to verify or correct each anoma-
ly. Although doing so is time consuming, it is impor-
tant. As the well-worn adage says, "Garbage in, garbage
out." The time needed will depend on the size of the
population you are studying. We recommend that you
allow, at minimum, two months for data cleaning, more
if your faculty is larger than four or five hundred.
Chapter 3, on developing a database, contains many
suggestions for verifying data.

Running of the analyses. Once the data have been
cleaned, the next step is to code the appropriate vari-
ables and program and run the analyses. This phase
commonly takes more time than anticipated. Consistent
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with Murphy's Law, bugs, software glitches, and hard-
ware failures will delay progress. Running analyses
may also reveal data errors that were not detected dur-
ing data cleaning, making it necessary to rerun the
analyses.

In addition, there is a tendency for each statistical
result to generate further questions. If, for example, you
use more than one method of multiple-regression analy-
sis (we describe three types in this guide) and the
results differ, you will want to know why. You may
decide you want to see some analyses with and without
certain variables. If the results indicate bias in salaries,
additional analyses aimed at formulating appropriate
wage adjustments will probably be required.

Assuming a clean data set and appropriate expertise,
we estimate that it will take a researcher about twenty
hours a week for a month, maybe two, to complete the
multiple-regression analyses. Another month or two
will be needed if the researcher carries out analyses of
bias in rank, tenure, or other potentially tainted vari-
ables (see chapter 4). We suggest that the researcher
work half time on the project, because the active
involvement of the researcher will not be required con-
tinually. Given the political nature of the research, it is
important to build in time for disseminating informa-
tion among interested parties and getting their feed-
back. Of course, additional research questions may
result from this exchange.

Reporting of the results. It is important to report the
results of the salary study in a way that faculty mem-
bers can understand. It may also be politically impor-
tant to provide a draft report to the primary con-
stituents for their review before releasing the final docu-
ment to a wider audience. Allow two to three weeks for
writing the draft, at least a week for the parties to pro-
vide feedback on it, and another week to redraft it in
light of their comments. This process may also lead to
additional analyses. Sharing information and getting
feedback can be time consuming, but it helps to ensure
an open process.

An open process
The salary-equity investigation should be public and
open. Transparency helps gain support for the project
and promotes fairness. Regular newsletters, interim
reports, and student and local press coverage are good
ways to educate the campus community about the
effort. A salary-equity study should also involve faculty
members. If the administration limits opportunities to
participate, or restricts the amount of faculty involve-
ment, then faculty members can still critique the study's
findings. Such critiques will have more legitimacy if fac-
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ulty members have tried to participate in the process. If,
after having participated, faculty members find the
study's conclusions or recommendations unwarranted,
they can prepare a minority report. They can also do so
if they think the study's methods were flawed or the
process was too political. Again, sharing information
and getting feedback can be time consuming, but it
helps ensure an open process.

Salary-Equity Consultants
This guidebook presumes that someone in your union,
chapter, faculty senate, or administration will conduct
the salary research. For various reasons, however, an
outside consultant is often sought to undertake such a
study. This section offers some insight into consultants
and the institutional processes for hiring them.

Competitive bids
College and university administrations rely on different
mechanisms to hire outside consultants. The most com-
monly used is that of the request for proposal (RFP),
which solicits competitive bids from interested parties.
The RFP process is discussed below.

Administrations can usually find the means and
money to accomplish the projects they favor. If the pres-
ident's office wants to conduct a salary-equity study
and knows a reliable and experienced outside consul-
tant, the money and mechanism to make the hire will no
doubt be found. Even public-sector institutions can hire
noncompetitively under what is often called the "single
source" provision for hiring. This provision is some-
times used when one consultant or firm can be shown to
be the only appropriate source of expertise, or when the
competition is determined to be inadequate.

If an outside consultant or firm will be hired through
a competitive process, the first step is to write an RFP
describing the proposed project and specifying the pop-
ulation to be studied and the data to be supplied by the
institution. The RFP should ask the respondent for a
detailed outline of the proposed undertaking, a
timetable, a budget, a list of references, and descriptions
of the methods to be used. In addition, the RFP should
ask about the consultant's expertise in pay-equity stud-
ies and the qualifications and experience of the pro-
posed project staff.

Review the proposals you receive, taking into account
any regulations the university or college may have for
contracting with consultants. Interview, by phone or in
person, the consultants who have submitted the best
proposals. Any staff of the consultants who will be
working on the project should also participate in the
interview. When possible, get references from faculty at
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institutions where the consultants have completed stud-
ies. Members of bargaining units, faculty associations,
and women's groups may be able to help with refer-
ences. Finally, select the consultant who best meets your
needs, and sign a contract with him or her.

faculty role
If your chapter, faculty senate, or union decides to play
an active role in the study, it must get involved early on,
when the RFP is being drafted and a consultant selected.
Once the study begins, it is often too late to change
aspects of it you do not like.

To ensure that you get in on the ground floor, review
your institution's options for hiring consultants. Who
needs to approve such a hire? Can a consultant be hired
without going through a competitive process? If so,
how? If an RFP will be circulated, make sure that the
research design includes features you consider impor-
tant. As you review the draft RFP, you may find it help-
ful to read chapter 3 and chapter 6.

A faculty committee may want to provide names of
consultants who have produced acceptable studies and
ask to review the bids received to determine whether
candidates have the requisite experience. Has the candi-
date completed similar salary studies at similar institu-
tions? Has she completed projects to the satisfaction of
faculty groups? Does he have a good track record with
unions and in unionized settings? Does she understand
the unique features of your institution and the proposed
study?

Has the candidate submitted a clear proposal? (A con-
fusing or overly technical proposal may be a sign that
the consultant does not know the field well enough.)
Does he have a staffing plan for completing the project
on time and within budget? Is she committed to the
notion that no faculty members should have their
salaries reduced as a result of the study?

The faculty committee may also want to participate in
the final selection of the consultant and review the con-
tract before it is signed for language specifying research
methods and the scope of the undertaking. In addition,
the committee should ensure that an appeals mecha-
nism exists in case the faculty wants to challenge the
consultant's conclusions or recommendations.

Bottom fine
A consultant works for the client. If you or your faculty
group are not represented among those who hire the
consultant or receive the final report, your views are
unlikely to influence the research.

Consultants hired and paid unilaterally by the univer-
sity or the college administration will probably be sensi-

five to the wishes of the administration only. If the insti-
tution involves the faculty women's committee or
another faculty or advocacy committee in selecting and
hiring the consultant, the consultant will understand
that the methodological concerns of committee mem-
bers are important to the institution. By contrast, if the
consultant is ushered in and out of the president's or
provost's office and meets no one else, that will speak
volumes as well.

Not all consultants are hired unilaterally by the
administration. Your faculty group may be able to nego-
tiate a contract under which the institution pays for the
study even though the consultant must report to both
faculty representatives and the administration. If possi-
ble, the faculty group may want to contribute to the
consultant's payment so that the consultant under-
stands that the project is for two distinct clients who are
fully and equally involved.

If your union, chapter, or faculty group has the
resources and data, you may even want to hire the con-
sultant unilaterally. Consultants can be expensive, but
the expense may be justified if the consultant has solid
experience in doing salary-equity analyses. A consultant
brings the added benefit of appearing more neutral than
internal faculty or institutional researchers.

Consultantsindividuals and firmsabound. Look
for one who puts the validity of the research above all
else and who has a good history with faculty and facul-
ty organizations.

Happy Endings
Hundreds of institutions in the United States and
Canada have conducted salary-equity studies using
multiple regression. The analyses have been initiated
variously by bargaining units, women's groups, facul-
ty members, and administrators. We have collected
most published and some unpublished reports of these
studies, but we have not attempted to identify every
one undertaken. We suspect that those that find bias
and result in awards are more likely to be published
than those that do not find bias or lead to salary
adjustments.

Below we describe eight studies that resulted in
awards to remove bias in faculty salaries. The amount
of salary adjustments varied. In our experience, most
awards range between an annual salary increment of
$500 and $2,500.

Memorial University of Newfoundland
Motivated partly by a quantitative report published by
the Canadian Commission on the Status of Women,
Memorial University commissioned a faculty salary
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study in 1973 (Rosenbluth 1967; Robson 1969). After a
year of collecting and cleaning data, which included
information on publications and research, multiple-
regression analyses were conducted on a total of 598
tenure-track faculty members, including 104 women.

The study found average annual salary disparities
between men and women amounting to $705 when rank
was included in the analysis. Because of strong evidence
that women were discriminated against in promotion, a
further analysis was conducted omitting rank. Without
the rank variable, the annual salary disparity jumped to
$1,766 (Schrank 1977).

The university president rejected the faculty associa-
tion's recommendation that blanket awards be made to
all female faculty and instead adjusted the salaries of
specific women, most of whom were in the School of
Nursing or the junior division, which was made up of
teachers of first-year courses. The awards amounted to
roughly half of the disparity found by the regression
analyses.

A follow-up study, conducted on 1982 data, again
found gender disparities, but not in cases in which
adjustments were made after the 1973 study. Where no
adjustments had been made (the School of Physical
Education and the Faculty of Arts, for example), dispar-
ities remained. Although the 1982 study resulted in no
awards, the findings enabled the faculty association to
negotiate a salary grid system. By gaining placement on
this grid, many women, particularly those with the most
longevity in the system, received substantial increases.
One senior woman faculty member received a 65 per-
cent increment.

Monroe Community College
The women's caucus of the Monroe Community College
faculty association initiated regression analyses of the
1983 salaries of tenured and tenure-track teaching facul-
ty. The study found gender bias in both salaries and
promotion among a population of 99 women and 177
men.

The faculty association filed a grievance in 1985,
because the college declined to correct the situation vol-
untarily even though sexual discrimination violated the
association's contractual agreement. An arbitrator even-
tually persuaded the college to negotiate with the facul-
ty association regarding possible remedies.

As a result, 99 female faculty members received
salary increases of $700 and an additional amount of
about $9 for each year of service. The remedy also
addressed the issue of unfair promotions and provided
for the monitoring of future promotions.
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University of Nebraska at Omaha
In 1984 the Chancellor's Commission on the Status of
Women at the University of Nebraska initiated a series
of studies that looked at the status of three different
groups of women: clerical and technical, managerial
and professional, and teaching professional (faculty). A
joint administration-AAUP committee decided such
matters as the variables and the statistical methods to be
used, the population to be studied, and any pay adjust-
ments to be made if disparities were found.

Conflicts occurred over the use of starting salary as a
predictor variable. The administration viewed starting
salary as a reflection of historical market value. The
AAUP chapter believed that the starting salaries were
themselves affected by gender bias. Two studies were
conducted by the AAUP to examine starting salary as
the dependent variable. The results revealed gender
bias in starting salary, and the university agreed to
leave this variable out of subsequent analyses (see the
discussion of initial salary in chapter 6).

The population to be studied was also controversial.
Discussion centered on two groups: faculty hired before
1972 and temporary faculty members. The administra-
tion wanted to exclude faculty members appointed
before 1972 because their salaries had been adjusted
based on a 1971 study. Doing so would have left 37 per-
cent of the faculty out of the analyses, substantially low-
ering the population.

The administration also wanted to exclude temporary
faculty, but the AAUP chapter argued that it was legally
responsible for representing the entire bargaining unit.
The parties eventually agreed to include the entire fac-
ulty in the study. After more than eighteen different
analyses, each woman faculty member received an
award of $1,000 to remedy the disparities found
(Finider, Dyke, and Klawsky 1989).

University of Connecticut
A regression analysis of faculty salaries was conducted
in 1988 in response to two factors: the requirements of a
collective bargaining agreement between the university
and the local AAUP chapter and the state's commitment
to eliminating gender-based salary inequities.

The study found that female faculty were, on average,
paid $1,806 less than their male counterparts, and that
fewer female than male faculty members received salary
increases indicating high merit. In addition, only 29 per-
cent of women received salaries higher than those the
analysis predicted they would have earned had they
been male; 66 percent of women earned less than the
salaries predicted for them. The study concluded that
there was no statistical indication that only a subgroup
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of women faculty had been affected by gender-based
inequities, and it therefore recommended a salary
adjustment for every woman on the faculty.

The total amount of money to remedy the sex-based
inequity was estimated to be $470,553, or an average of
$1,806 for each female faculty member. Two-fifths of the
money was awarded as a flat amount to all women fac-
ulty members, two-fifths was awarded as a percentage
(1.87 percent) of each woman's salary, and one-fifth was
distributed to women faculty members on the basis of
merit (Geetter 1988).

University of Connecticut Health Center
In 1992 a multiple-regression study of the salaries of fac-
ulty in the university's medical and dental schools was
conducted on the recommendation of a committee of
women faculty appointed by the administration. The
study, which resembled the one carried out earlier on
the university's main campus, revealed average dispari-
ties between men and women faculty of $4,731. The
working group on the status of women faculty reported
the results to the administration and recommended that
all women's salaries be raised by $4,731 (Ferree and
McQuillan 1998).

The administration did not accept the study, express-
ing concerns about the population included as well as
the accuracy of the human resources data and the vari-
ables used. It preferred a "flagging" approach, which
identifies as potentially underpaid those individuals
whose statistically predicted salaries were higher than
their actual salaries. The women's committee pointed
out the problems with flagging, not the least of which is
a lack of concern for women who are "top scholars" and
are underrewarded for their productivity (see chapter 7).

Additional analyses were run to address the adminis-
tration's concerns. As a result of this further study, the
administration instituted biennial salary reviews and
recommended to the board of trustees that salary-
setting guidelines be developed. In June 1994 the admin-
istration increased the pay of women faculty across the
board by $1,000 (prorated for part-time faculty).
Additional awards were made to individuals based on
the administration's flagging model, which showed the
salaries of some of the women reviewed to be signifi-
cantly below those of their male peers.

University of Hawaii at Manoa
In 1993 the University of Hawaii completed a salary-
equity study as part of an affirmative action initiative
proposed by the university president. The proposal
responded to concerns expressed by the campus
Commission on the Status of Women, other faculty

members, and the Office of Federal Contract Compli-
ance Programs.

The study assessed the effects of both gender and
ethnicity on salaries. The database it relied on consisted
of the 1991 personnel records of 1,004 faculty members.
The results indicated that both women and persons of
Japanese descent were underpaid by about 4 percent.

Although external consultants recommended an
across-the-board remedy for the disparities, the univer-
sity ended up implementing case-by-case reviews.
Women and minority male faculty whose actual salaries
fell below the median pay of comparable white-male
facultyor below the regression linecould apply for a
case review. Those whose actual salaries were above the
comparable white-male median had to use other routes
(grievances, federal agencies, or the courts) if they
wanted redress.

An all-campus faculty equity panel with 35 mem-
bers, including union representatives, worked for two
years deciding the cases of the 223 women and minori-
ty men who applied. (Only seven women eligible for
reviews did not apply.) The total amount awarded to
the 171 women who received adjustments was about
$1,525,351, an average of $8,920 each. Eighty-eight
minority men received about $810,331, an average of
$9,208 each.

State University of New York
In 1993 United University Professions (UUP) and the
State University of New York (SUNY) completed a
study to assess gender- and race-based salary dispari-
ties. The study was called for by the terms of the collec-
tive bargaining agreement between SUNY and the UUP.
The bargaining unit consisted of twenty-nine SUNY
campuses, including four major university centers, four
medical schools, thirteen four-year colleges, six technical
colleges, and specialized colleges such as the Colleges of
Optometry and Forestry. A joint labor-management
committee selected the methods to be used and made
other policy decisions, after which multiple-regression
analyses were carried out on each of the twenty-nine
institutions in the unit.

As a result of the analyses, SUNY made more than
$2.2 million in wage adjustments went to women and
minorities. These awards went to women and to those
in a given racial category if average salaries for that
category were found to be lower than those for compa-
rable white males at a particular campus (Haignere, Lin,
and Eisenberg 1993). The amount of money set aside
within the contract for salary corrections paid only
about 25 percent of the amount of the salary disparities
indicated by the research.
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University of Maine System
As part of the 1997-99 collective bargaining agreement
between the Associated Faculties of the University of
Maine (AFUM) and the University of Maine System, a
joint committee was established to study the issue of
gender equity in faculty salaries. Regression analyses
controlling for the factors that are legitimately related to
salary were conducted at the systemwide level, at all
seven institutions in the system, and at some of the larg-
er colleges within the University of Maine and the
University of Southern Maine. Study findings were
reported in October 2000.

The committee determined that systemic gender
inequity existed when being female cost a faculty mem-
ber 2 percent or more of the average male salary. Salary
disparities in excess of 2 percent were found at three
universities and within some of the colleges at the two
largest universities. The annual salary disparities
ranged from $1,438 to $3,079.

The committee recommended systematic adjustments
to salaries where the 2 percent threshold was met or
exceeded. The university and the AFUM reopened
negotiations upon receiving the committee's report and
reached agreement on salary adjustments. Roughly 80

percent of the award amount was determined by a for-
mula containing two components, each representing
roughly half of the total: a flat dollar amount for each
eligible woman and an amount based on the number of
years of university employment, up to twenty. If a
woman's salary was already higher than those of men
comparable to her in terms of department, discipline,
rank, and highest degree, then the formula awarded her
a reduced amount or no amount.

The remaining 20 percent of the adjustment amount
was set aside for consideration of individual female
salaries that, even after application of the formula,
remained significantly below the earnings of men with
similar qualifications and experience.

In addition to adjustments to base salaries, women
faculty who had completed at least eleven years of ser-
vice received a one-time payment, not added to base
salary, for each year of service between eleven and
twenty years. In total, roughly $400,000 was distributed
to two hundred faculty members.

Notes
1. Figure 6.1 contains more information than most two-
variable scattergrams because the figures on the horizontal
axis (predicted salaries) are based on regression modeling
information rather than on years of experience, age, or a
similar single variable.

2. Institutional research departments are increasingly ventur-
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ing into automated analyses that require extensive, precise
data. The Office of Institutional Research (OIR) at the
University of Delaware, for example, is conducting the
National Study of Instructional Costs and Productivity. With a
major grant from the Fund for Improvement of Post-
Secondary Education, the OIR is collecting detailed informa-
tion from many institutions of higher education in the United
States on student credit hours and organized class sections
within disciplines.

3. See note 1, chapter 1.



It's never sex bias, just lack of time in service, bad negotiating skills, bad timing, wrong field, or
bad-hair day that accounts for all these "discrepancies." So say the defenders of the status quo.

Ellen B. Kimmel
Professor of Psychology

University of South Florida
THREE

Database Decisions and Development
By Lois Haignere and Yangjing Lin

policy-related research projects usually begin with
policy decisions, and faculty salary reviews are
no exception. Determining what information to

include in the project database will require you to make
policy decisions that will influence the outcome of your
study. Who makes those decisions will vary according
to the political forces that bring the project to life. At
one end of the continuum, a faculty group unilaterally
conducts the study; at the other, the administration
does. Between these two extremes are a range of coop-
erative arrangements with different degrees of faculty-
administration control.

This chapter is geared toward those of you involved
directly in designing and implementing a salary review.
It will help you determine what data you need and how
to collect and clean the information to be analyzed.

Policy-Making Committee
Decisions about faculty salary reviews are often made
by committee. Strive to create a policy-making commit-
tee that has representatives trusted by the different con-
stituencies at your institution. Include men and women
from among the faculty and the administration who
understand the importance of addressing a perceived
equal-pay problem. Of course, many of the effective
faculty and administrators you want to involve will
probably be busy. To encourage participation, make
sure to explain that the issue at hand goes beyond
potential salary improvements for minority and
women professors: faculty morale and productivity, the
reputation of the school, and alumni support will all be
affected.

To help you determine who belongs on the policy-
making committee, you may want to revisit the "Basic
Requirements" section of chapter 2 and take an advance
look at chapter 6. Here we list some questions with which
the policy-making committees will have to grapple.

Should the study include non-tenure-track and part-
time or adjunct faculty? What about nonteaching fac-

ulty and faculty from the evening division and satel-
lite sites? How about faculty from professional
schools, department chairs, and other departmental
administrators?

What gender and race categories should be examined:
Asian women, all minority women, Latino men? Which
variables should be included: initial rank, current rank,
publications, previous experience, teaching quality, dis-
cipline, and tenure? What outcome measures will be
used to diagnose bias: standardized or unstandardized
coefficients, residuals, adjusted R2, or statistical signifi-
cance? Each of these questions can have political impli-
cations, and each can affect the study results. How the
questions are answered may depend on who is on the
policy-making committee.

When other considerations are equal, it is best to
appoint people who are comfortable with research and
statistics. They do not need to know a lot about statisti-
cal methods, but they must not be intimidated by statis-
tics or afraid to insist on basic explanations about the
origin and the importance of the numbers. Appendix A
contains information committee members will need
about regression analyses.

Avoid statistical snobspeople who know a lot about
statistics, but who cannot or will not explain the impli-
cations of statistical findings to others. If you end up
with a "trust me, I know it all" type on your committee,
you will need to read this guidebook very carefully or
find someone with knowledge equal to that of your col-
league to cut through the verbal fog.

Policy decisions that seem neutral to some committee
members may be viewed as an affront by others.
Ensuring good communication is the best way to mini-
mize confrontation and arrive at effective outcomes.
But even the best communication cannot eliminate all
differences. If you cannot gain the cooperation of the
administration in designing a valid study or in address-
ing salary inequities, you may find the strategies in
appendix E helpful.
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Study Population
Who should be included in the study? It might be better
to ask this question in the negative: who should not be
excluded from the data? Non-tenure-track or temporary
full-time faculty, whose ranks tend to include many
women and minorities (Chronister et al. 1997), are often
left out because their jobs are deemed "different." This
difference is usually vaguely defined as their having to
teach lower-level courses or their being governed by
separate hiring and promotion criteria. Comparable dif-
ferences in teaching expectations and in appointment
and evaluation standards are found across assistant,
associate, and full professor ranks, making this logic
unpersuasive. (This issue is dealt with in more detail in
chapter 6.)

Excluding non-tenure-track faculty from the analyses
will almost surely mean that they will not be considered
for any salary adjustments that may result from the
study. In other words, a group of low-paid and often
disproportionately female and minority faculty mem-
bers will be denied the opportunity to have any bias in
their salaries corrected (Gray 1993; Hamermesh 1996).

Besides, multiple regression can separate out pay dif-
ferences that are unrelated to gender or race, as long as
rank or tenure status is taken into account. In our analy-
ses of the twenty-nine SUNY campuses, for example, we
included all full-time faculty members. To allow the
equation to account for salary differences caused by
tenure status, we included a variable for lecturer, which
is the non-tenure-track rank at SUNY. That way, the
salary differences based on gender and race within the
lecturer category could be measured as part of the coef-
ficient for the gender and race variables, while salary
differences related to non-tenure-track status were
attributed to the coefficient for lecturer, not to race or
gender. In short, we recommend that all full-time facul-
ty, including those not on the tenure track, be included
in the database.

But what about part-time faculty? Here again, women
and minorities constitute a high proportion of the popu-
lation. Many must piece together an existence by teach-
ing part time at several institutions. Unfortunately,
including part-time and less-than-full-time adjunct fac-
ulty in a multiple-regression salary assessment is almost
impossible. Institutions keep little automated informa-
tion on such faculty, among whom the turnover rate is
high. In addition, part-time faculty tend not to respond
to questionnaires, making systematic collection of data
on them difficult.

Another issue is that many part-time faculty are paid
on a per-course basis rather than according to career
attributes such as experience. Thus a retired part-time
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professor with many years of teaching experience may
be paid no more than a graduate student. You may
want to consider examining per-course pay rates for
uniformity across gender and race.

If part-time faculty at your institution are paid on a
salary rather than on a per-course basis, and if you have
data on them that parallel the data you have on full-time
faculty, include them in your analyses. To do so, you
will need to adjust their salaries to make their pay com-
parable to that of full-time faculty. If, for example, part-
time professors at your institution work half time, you
would double their salaries to approximate what they
would make as full-time faculty members. You will also
need to include a part-time variable in your analyses.

If, as is likely, you do not have data on part-time fac-
ulty that are comparable to what you have on full-time
faculty, consider extending any remedies for bias found
in the full-time analyses to part-time employees, prorat-
ed to the proportion of time they work.

Data Collection
Unless your campus is way behind the times, it has an
automated personnel and payroll data system. This sys-
tem houses the information needed to ensure the accu-
racy of paychecks and usually includes date of initial
hire, date of appointment to current rank, current rank,
discipline or department, salary, and contract length
(nine-month or twelve-month year). It may also record
gender, race, and age in order to meet federal reporting
requirements.

On some campuses, the database including personnel
information, such as race and year of hire, may be sepa-
rate from payroll data. If that is so at your institution,
obtain a separate download of each database, making
sure that a common identifier, such as social security
number or first and last name, is attached to the infor-
mation for each individual. The common identifier can
be used to merge the two data sets.

Larger campuses will probably have an institutional
research department that relies on the personnel and
payroll data set for the faculty information it maintains.
Such departments conduct statistical analyses and pro-
vide descriptive statistics to assist and advise campus
policy makers. Some institutional research departments
have added useful information such as initial rank,
highest degree attained, and year of highest degree to
the database.

As the automation of data increases, more institution-
al research departments are collecting data on prior fac-
ulty experience, performance measures, and the year of
each promotion. We address the relative importance of
years of experience at hire and proxies for that informa-
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tion later in this chapter and in chapter 5. Chapter 1 dis-
cusses productivity and performance measures and the
use of current rank as a proxy for them.

Of course, "low-tech" or "hard-copy" sources of data
still exist. These include the personnel forms filled out
by new hires, paper-based personnel records, and cam-
pus catalogs (which may contain highest degree
attained, source of degree, and year of initial hire in
addition to rank and department). Having been spoiled
by the convenience of automated data, we shudder at
the thought of the labor-intensive task of collecting and
entering data from these sources. If you are lucky, you
will have to rely on such sources only to check the accu-
racy of inconsistent data for a few individuals.

Your access to institutional data will depend, of
course, on your relationship with your campus adminis-
tration. The more cooperative the administration is, the
easier it will be to access, collect, and verify data.
Faculty groups that are not recognized bargaining units
or unions may have more difficulty than recognized
groups in gaining administrative cooperation, especially
at institutions at which there is no public access to
salary information. In the United States, faculty salaries
at public institutions are technically open to public
scrutiny under freedom-of-information legislation, and
private colleges and universities can be forced to pro-
vide pay data by a court order. (In Canada, however,
public-sector salaries can be kept secret.)

Fortunately, it is often unnecessary to go to extremes.
Many institutions, even private, nonunionized colleges
and universities, have been responsive to the concerns
of women and minority faculty groups and have
worked collaboratively with them to study faculty
salaries. For the purposes of this discussion, however,
we will assume that you will have little, if any, coopera-
tion from the administration.

Under collective bargaining agreements, most unions
receive information about their members, such as name,
social security number, address, phone number, depart-
ment, current rank, and salary. Can you "make do"
with this limited data set? If you add gender and race,
you can do a regression analysis of salary to see if gen-
der or race bias seems to be present when you control
for discipline and current rank. Of course, additional
measures, like years in rank or years at the institution,
would account for more of the variation in salaries and
provide a higher adjusted R2.

If a preliminary assessment indicates bias, adminis-
trators will probably protest that the apparent bias
would disappear if you controlled for additional vari-
ables. They could be right. If women and minorities
have less time at the institution and in their current

rank, controlling for these variables may make the evi-
dence of bias disappear. But then again, it may increase,
or decrease just a little.

Tell the administration that you would be happy to
see if the bias disappears with more control variables,
and ask for information on the relevant variables.
Administrators may do their own analysis. If the evi-
dence of bias disappears, they will, in all likelihood,
give you the data so you can verify its findings. An
unwillingness to provide you with the data may indi-
cate that the bias persisted or perhaps even increased in
the administration's analysis.

When pressed for data, the administration may offer
to do the research and show you the results instead.
That is a tempting offer. Whether to accept it will
depend on how much you trust the administration and
the individual or individuals who will do the analyses.
Meet with them. Discuss the data set they will use, the
variables, and the types of analyses. Chapter 6 explains
approaches that can mask bias. Are they proposing to
use any of these approaches? Can you agree on the spe-
cific variables and statistical approaches to be used?

If you are at a public-sector institution and you have
exhausted friendly persuasion, you may be able to
acquire most of the data you need through the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA). With the passage of the
FOIA in 1966, federal records became more accessible.
All states have subsequently passed similar laws. The
salaries of public employees as well as most job-related
information such as rank (or job title) and education are
covered by these laws. To find out how to request such
information, consult your state's law. A limitation in
using the FOIA is that personal characteristics such as
race, sex, and age are specifically protected against
release. You will have to collect these data through com-
mon knowledge or other means.

Variables and Possible Substitutes
In both our original analyses of the twenty-nine SUNY
campuses and our reanalyses of twelve campuses con-
ducted to inform the writing of this guidebook, we used
eleven principal variables: salary, gender, race, highest
degree, completion date for highest degree, years since
highest degree at time of hire, date of hire at institution
under study, current rank, date of promotion to current
rank, contract length, and discipline.

Salary
Salary is, of course, the necessary dependent variable in
a study of salary equity; there are no alternatives for it.
To analyze the effect of gender and race on salary, accu-
rate information on the base salary of each individual in
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the data set is vital. Annual salaries are usually the basic
unit of analysis, although monthly salaries have also
been used. Temporary summer pay or temporary incre-
ments associated with administrative duties should be
excluded; only base salary should be considered. An
adjustment for the amount of time worked may be
needed (see the discussion under "Contract length"
below).

Gender
Gender is another variable for which there is no alterna-
tive. Studying the effect of gender on compensation
requires the ability to distinguish men from women.
Gender assumptions based on first names are accurate
for about 90 percent of Anglo-Saxon names. Foreign
names, initials, and gender-neutral first names require
verification. Without gender information, a gender anal-
ysis is not possible.

Race
Race is also an essential variable. You may ultimately
conclude that there are too few minority faculty mem-
bers at your institution to warrant an analysis of the
effect of race on compensation. But you will need to
identify the racial minorities to make this determination.

Remember that if minority males are underpaid, their
inclusion will lower the average male salary relative to
the average white-male salary. Preliminary analysis can
determine whether or not bias is evident in the salaries
of minority men. If it is, exclude minority men from the
male reference category. The comparator category for
determining whether or not bias exists is properly that
of white males.

Legally, certain racial groups are specified as protect-
ed classes, but some may be more important at your
institution than others. If your campus is in the vicinity
of a Native American reservation or near the Mexican
border, for example, regional demography will influ-
ence your concerns.

Our SUNY data included a racial category called
"alien," which is made up of noncitizens who are work-
ing legally in this country. Noncitizens are not a legally
protected class, but many faculty members who are not
citizens, most notably Asians, Latinos, and Africans,
may be in a protected class. If your data include a non-
citizen category, give this group special attention to
determine which of its members are in racial categories
that may experience discrimination.

Highest degree
Highest degree earned is an important variable. An
individual's educational attainment determines many

career markers, such as initial rank, initial salary, and
promotions. Higher degrees garner more prestige and
better pay than lower degrees, so you will want to have
this variable in the model.

At two-year colleges, a higher proportion of faculty
members will have a master's, bachelor's, or associate
degree, or a vocational certificate, not a Ph.D. Make sure
to review the distribution of degrees and code the rela-
tive distinctions at your institution.

At some institutions, the data for highest degree
includes an ambiguous category with a label such as
"professional degree." We have found that this label can
apply to a range of degrees, including those for
medicine, law, business, social work, mechanical draw-
ing, and pottery. Categorizing professional degrees may
require reviewing the data on each individual in order
to ascertain the level of educational attainment (doctor-
ate, master's, or below master's) and coding it to the
appropriate category.

Most data on highest degree attained fail to note
where the degree was earned. Many campuses do, how-
ever, have information on the institutions that granted
degrees to faculty in a separate automated file, because
it is included in the campus catalog. The status or type
of institution can be coded (doctoral, comprehensive,
baccalaureate, two year). If you can acquire it, such
detailed information could prove valuable, particularly
for initial rank or initial salary analysis. Once an indi-
vidual has been working in a field for some time, the
origin of a degree tends to become less important.

An alternative variable for highest degree attained is
highest degree earned at time of initial hire. Some insti-
tutions collect degree data when a faculty member is
appointed, but never update this information. In our
SUNY study, about 20 percent of academics received
their highest degrees (usually a Ph.D.) after being hired.
If your information on highest degree is not current, try
to update it by consulting the college catalog, deans or
chairs, or the faculty members themselves.

Completion date for highest degree
Completion date for the highest degree is a time vari-
able used to estimate experience. After receiving their
highest degrees, faculty begin to acquire experience in
their field. Those who finished their degrees many years
ago are likely to be more experienced and more valu-
able to the institution than recent graduates.

Years since highest degree at time of hire
If, however, you measure experience by calculating the
years since the highest degree was completed, that
information will overlap with the variable for date of
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initial hire (discussed below). To make the data less
redundant, create a variable for previous experience by
counting the years since highest degree at time of hire.
Those who received their degrees before being hired
will have a positive value for the variable, while those
who completed their degrees after being hired will have
a negative value.

Although years since degree at time of hire is indeed
a possible proxy for previous experience, its use
involves an assumption that once a degree is received,
the recipient begins working in her field and continues
in it until being appointed at your institution. But the
continuity of employment after degree completion may
vary by gender. Women may be more likely to take time
from employment for family work. Using data sets from
the twelve SUNY campuses we studied, we compared
the number of years since degree with the variable for
experience prior to hire. Women had fewer years of
experience recorded for their years since degree than
men did. As we discuss below, we have no way of
knowing how carefully this information was gathered at
the various campuses. Our data are, however, consistent
with the hypothesis that women are more likely than
men to take time out from continuous appointments.
Thus, using years since degree prior to hire as a proxy
for previous experience may credit women with too
many years in their field.

Age is sometimes used as a substitute for years since
degree at time of hire, but we do not recommend it.
People tend to proceed from kindergarten through
grade twelve and sometimes even through undergradu-
ate college with little time out. But education beyond
the bachelor's degree is less age-specific. Moreover, the
age at which degrees are received may vary by gender
and race, with women and minorities receiving degrees
at older ages on average.

We suggest proxies (alternative variables) to measure
previous experience because most campuses do not
include information on relevant experience at the time
of hire in their automated data sets. Even when the
information is available, its quality varies depending on
who collected and quantified it. It can easily be tar-
nished by gender or race bias. A man who was an
administrative assistant in the business world, for exam-
ple, may have his experience counted as relevant for a
faculty position in the business department, yet a
woman who gained similar work experience but had a
traditionally female title, such as office manager, may
have her experience discounted as "only clerical."

If you collect data on previous experience, we recom-
mend that you create a list of acceptable positions and a
reliable method for calculating the number of years of

such experience. Although the SUNY data included a
variable for relevant previous experience at time of hire,
we suspect that the level of care taken in collecting and
coding these data varied from campus to campus.
Assessing work experience after the fact is complicated.
You may have to consult paper files in the personnel
office or look through vitae and resumes. This process
can be time consuming; is it worth the time?

To answer that question, we performed a test on the
data from our twelve SUNY campuses. We dropped the
previous experience variable and reran our regression
analyses for each of the campuses. The adjusted le tend-
ed to decrease by less than three percentage points. Out
of the twelve schools, it increased at only two campuses,
and then only slightly. (See chapter 1, appendix A, or
the glossary for discussion of R2.) The effect on indica-
tors for gender and race bias was mixed, with half of the
schools showing less bias and half of the schools show-
ing more. At only four institutionstwo universities
and one two-year and one four-year collegedid the
results indicate increases in bias in excess of $100, the
largest increase being $500.

Our mixed findings led us to conclude that whether
or not you take the time to collect detailed data on pre-
vious experience depends on two factors. First, if policy
makers at your institution are concerned that your
proxy variable for previous experience credits women
with more than they actually have, you should collect
the necessary data about actual previous experience.

Second, you should also do so if you are being pres-
sured to include initial rank in your regression analysis.
Our categorical modeling of this variable suggests sub-
stantial gender bias in assignments to initial rank. You
will want to use the previous experience data you col-
lect to assess whether initial rank is tainted. Chapter 6
discusses in detail why we believe it is inappropriate to
include initial rank in regression analyses.

Date of hire
Date of initial hire in a faculty line at the institution
under study is another measure of experience. It allows
for calculation of important time variables, such as
years at institution and years at institution prior to
achievement of current rank. These time variables are
critical to analyses of both rank and salary.

If you do not have date-of-hire information, you can
approximate it if you know the number of years faculty
members have been at your institution (subtract the
number of years from the date of the database creation).
There is a potential disadvantage to using this kind of
calculation: a person entering data in January 2002, for
example, may credit everyone starting in 2001 with a
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year of experience regardless of whether an individual
was hired in January or September 2001. Using the date
of hire to calculate the variables associated with time at
the institution is a more accurate approach.

What about part-time experience? Your analysis will
probably include only full-time faculty because of the
difficulties associated with maintaining accurate records
for part-time faculty. But some of those who are now
full-time faculty members may also have had part-time
experience at this campus. If such experience were dis-
tributed equally among men and women, then all part-
time histories could reasonably be disregarded in the
salary analysis. At the twelve SUNY campuses we stud-
ied, we found that women were about four times as
likely as men to have part-time experience. Not consid-
ering this experience in the analysis would tend, there-
fore, to make any salary disparity between men and
women appear to be less than it would be when part-
time history is taken into account.

Of course, one year as a part-time faculty member
should not be equated to one year of full-time service;
part-time employment should be translated into a full-
time equivalency. We took the conservative approach,
treating each year of part-time service as equivalent to a
third of a year of full-time experience. We did so by
multiplying the part-time variable by 0.33. Thus, two
years of part-time service equaled 0.66 years of full-time
employment.

Do you need to go to all of this trouble? We examined
our data and regression analyses with and without
including part-time experience to answer that question.
We found that part-time experience influences the
regression results when either of two conditions exist:
(1) when 20 percent or more of the faculty have part-
time experience, or (2) when the average number of
years of part-time experience is greater than three. If the
part-time experience in your population does not meet
either of those conditions, then you can probably drop it
from your analyses. The difficulty is that you have to
collect the data on years of part-time service to know if
either of the two conditions exists on your campus. In
the SUNY study we found that dropping part-time
experience changed the results of the analyses at two
four-year colleges and two two-year colleges. Dropping
part-time service did not substantially change the
results at the remaining eight schools.

Current rank
Current rank is the most hotly debated type of informa-
tion included in regression analyses. It reflects the insti-
tution's assessment of a faculty member's performance
and is therefore viewed by some as a proxy measure for
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performance. At most colleges and universities, howev-
er, the same people and processes that control salaries
govern promotions to rank. If bias affects salaries at an
institution, it probably also influences rank (see chapter
4). Whether or not you ultimately decide to use current
rank in your analyses, you should collect rank data to
assess its appropriate use and potential bias.

Because gender bias can affect current rank, it is a
good idea to gather consistent, accurate information on
the performance variables that determine rank.
Information on these variables, which include publica-
tions, research grants, teaching, and community service,
is difficult to collect and quantify. To create valid data
on publications, for example, the value of books or
monographs relative to journal articles would need to
be coded according to how a discipline assesses them.
Each journal article, in turn, would need to be weighted
by the prestige of the periodical in which it appeared.
For grant funding, it would be best to consider both the
amount of money going for overhead and the total
award. Regarding teaching, should teaching load or
teaching quality be included? If so, how should this
information be collected?

It is unclear how these performance variables would
affect study results. Because of the unwieldy size and
diversity of the SUNY system, we made no attempt to
collect performance data. As a result, we cannot assess
the implications of substituting such data for current
rank.

Date of current rank
Date of promotion to current rank is another measure of
experience. Without such a variable, we have no way to
distinguish between a professor who reached her current
rank within the past year and one who has been in the
rank for fifteen years. We would expect the fifteen-year
veteran to have more experience and a higher salary.

If possible, collect dates for each promotion through-
out your faculty members' careers. Having each promo-
tion date simplifies any modifications that may be nec-
essary if rank analyses show substantial bias. It also pro-
vides the detail necessary to conduct event history anal-
yses of promotions (see chapter 4).

Contract length
Contract length is a variable that indicates whether a
faculty member's annual salary is earned over an
eleven- or twelve-month calendar year or a nine- or ten-
month academic year. Perhaps the most direct way to
adjust for differences in contract length is to use month-
ly salary rather than annual salary as the dependent
variable. Your institution's automated database may
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not, however, include monthly salary figures.
Remember also that if salaries are earned in ten months
but paid out over twelve, they are still ten-month
salaries and must be adjusted accordingly. Another
direct way to adjust for differences is to change the
salaries of those working eleven or twelve months to
reflect the amount of money they would have made if
they worked only nine or ten months. Institutions that
have a nine-month academic year usually adjust all
calendar-year salaries to the fraction 9/11. The fraction
used for adjustment varies relative to the paid vacation
time awarded to those working the calendar year. Some
studies have included the contract-length variable in the
analyses even when the dependent variable has been
adjusted for academic- and calendar-year salary differ-
ences. That should not be done unless it can be demon-
strated that the contract-length variable is not tainted
(see chapter 4).

Discipline
Discipline is a control for market differences. Including a
variable for discipline in the salary analyses ensures that
pay differences related to discipline are not attributed to
either race or gender bias. In essence, that means that we
statistically measure the effects of gender and race by
comparing faculty who are in the same discipline.

University studies have indicated that the greater the
proportion of women in a discipline, the lower the aver-
age salary (Staub 1987; Be llas 1997, 1994). The relation-
ship between the proportion of women in a discipline
and the salaries its practitioners receive is relevant to
the movement outside academia for equal pay for com-
parable worth. In this guidebook, however, we address
only within-discipline salary bias (equal pay for equal
work), not across-discipline salary bias (equal pay for
comparable work).

Chapter 1 noted that college and university depart-
ments enjoy much greater autonomy than do equivalent
divisions of many other public and private employers.
The result is that the vagaries of the market and of indi-
vidual administrators can affect salaries in higher edu-
cation. In the public sector, entry-level professionals by
and large make the same salary whether they begin
their careers in the State Department or in the
Department of Education. And entry-level K-12 teach-
ers generally receive equal remuneration no matter
what they teach.

In most institutions of higher education, however,
faculty members are not treated in the same way. The
salaries entry-level professors expect and receive vary
widely according to their discipline and department.
Faculty members on the same campus who teach the

same number of classes and students for the same hours
can be paid quite differently depending on what they
teach. That is so even at two- and four-year undergrad-
uate institutions that emphasize teaching over research.

To allow for salary differences across disciplines, we
incorporate a measure for discipline into the analyses.
That may sound simple enough, but this measure is not
a single variable but many. Variables that are categorical
(male and female, for example) as opposed to numerical
(years in rank) must be entered as dummy variables. In
simple terms, to specify ten academic disciplines, you
would need nine discipline dummy variables and a
tenth one as the default category. (See chapter 5 and
appendix A for information on dummy variables.)

The number of disciplines that can be entered validly
into a regression analysis depends on the number of
individual faculty members in the database. If the num-
ber of variables entered comes close to the number of
cases being examined, the regression model will not be
valid. In research vernacular, such a situation is called
"overspecifying the model." Generally, you need at
least five cases (faculty members) for each independent
or predictor variable. But that is a minimum; for robust
findings, it is best to minimize the number of variables
by maximizing the size of the discipline units used. Use
only the discipline units that have a substantial impact
on determining faculty salaries at your institution.

The Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)
codes developed by the U.S. National Center for
Education Statistics combine departments into discipline
categories that logically relate to both subject matter and
market salaries. We have used CIP codes in many facul-
ty salary studies and generally recommend their use.

Alternatively, you may choose to cluster departments
into disciplines based on common administrative units.
You may, for example, count departments in the same
college or under the same dean as disciplines. A statisti-
cal procedure called cluster analysis can also be used to
determine which departments are statistically similar
based on a set of categories including salary but exclud-
ing gender and race. Whichever approach you use to
combine departments, it is important to eliminate or
minimize clusters that contain fewer than five faculty
members.

Variables for Verification of Data
In our analyses, we commonly use five categories of
information (name, social security number, birth date or
age, department, and initial rank) to verify individual
data points that seem to be in error.

Name and social security number are useful identi-
fiers when data problems are discovered. Without them,
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you will be unable to verify or correct the data that
appear to have errors. If confidentiality is important, a
unique identifier for each individual can be substituted.
Although the researcher need not know from whom the
data are derived, someone will have to be able to trace
each unique identifier to an individual in order to check
on data errors and inconsistencies.

Information on birth date and age also help in screen-
ing for potential errors in the data. If, for example, vari-
ables for age and completion date for the highest degree
indicate that an individual received a doctoral degree
before age twenty, that individual's data should be veri-
fied. The use of birth date and other variables are dis-
cussed below ("Inconsistencies").

Department name is important to ensure that individ-
uals are categorized in the correct discipline. It will also
assist you in determining how to recode degree infor-
mation for those with "professional" degrees.

Information on initial rank can help you check the
accuracy of current rank, years at the institution, and
years in current rank. In our database, we found many
instances in which initial rank was the same as current
rank and yet years at institution was not the same as
years in current rank. Without initial rank data, we
would not have been aware of these inconsistencies.

Cleaning of Data
Checking the accuracy of data is time-consuming
drudge work and requires a tolerance for tedious
details, but it is essential to the validity of your findings.
Even if the data have been very carefully collected, you
will probably find errors. The data-cleaning process
involves finding and eliminating missing values, irregu-
larities, and inconsistencies.

Missing values
Missing values are easy to spot but hard to eliminate.
Gaps in the data usually come about because of difficulty
in getting information about particular individuals. But
lack of data about a faculty member effectively excludes
that person from the analysis and may affect the validity
of the results (N. Moore 1992). If data on a variable are
missing for many faculty members, either the informa-
tion should be collected and added to the data file or the
variable should be excluded from the analysis.

Irregularities
Irregularities in the data are values that are impossible
or illogical. If, for example, your data for educational
attainment has eleven codes (1 = less than grade 7; 11 =
doctoral degree), any code other than 1 through 11
amounts to an irregularity that should be corrected. If
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you have a collective bargaining agreement that speci-
fies minimum salaries for each rank, use the minimums
as screening criteria to flag all those who are below
them. A below-minimum salary may result from a data-
entry error, or it may signify a part-time faculty member
mistakenly counted as a full-time faculty memberor it
may call attention to a full-time faculty member who is
being underpaid and should receive a salary adjustment
to reach the minimum. Printing out all of the data on a
case that appears to have an irregularity may allow you
to make sense of it based on the person's total profile.

Inconsistencies
Although eliminating inconsistencies is more time con-
suming than locating missing data or removing irregu-
larities, it is just as important. Locating inconsistencies
involves comparing the data on two or more variables.
The criteria for screening out inconsistencies should be
decided by the members of the research team. Here are
some of the criteria we have used to clean data sets.

Initial rank versus current rank. Note any cases in
which a person's current rank is lower than the initial
rank. A faculty member may have moved from assistant
professor to a non-tenure-track rank such as lecturer to
avoid the tenure clock. But it is unlikely that a faculty
member who was initially an associate professor would
become an assistant professor. Although we have
encountered cases of faculty being downgraded, appar-
ent downgrading usually indicates an error.

Year of highest degree versus year of birth. Data indicat-
ing that a faculty member born in 1949 received a Ph.D.
degree in 1960 are suspect. In screening for potential
problems, we project that most people will be twenty-
one before completing a bachelor's degree, twenty-three
before finishing a master's degree, and twenty-five
before earning a doctorate.

Total years of experience versus year of birth. If you have
several different measures of experience (years in rank,
years at the institution, years since highest degree at time
of hire), you can create an estimate for total years of expe-
rience and compare it to the age variable. How young is
too young to have acquired relevant experience? We
screen any case in which a person seems to have acquired
relevant faculty experience by age twenty-two.

Assistant professor rank versus years in current rank.
According to the tenure system, assistant professors
must achieve tenure, which is usually accompanied by
promotion, before their fifth, sixth, or, most commonly,
seventh year in rank. If they fail to do so, their appoint-
ment is expected to terminate. So if your data show
tenure-track assistant professors who have been at the
institution for more than seven years and who were not
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appointed initially in a non-tenure-track rank, you prob-
ably have errors. Look for an error in current rank or
years at the institution. Some assistant professors, albeit
a small minority, receive tenure without promotion and
remain in the rank indefinitely. You can use information
on tenure to screen for this possibility.

Years in current rank versus years at the institution.
Logically, years in current rank should be the same as or
less than years at the institution. If, for example, your
data show that a faculty member has been in the current
rank for fifteen years but at the institution for only
twelve, you need to investigate the three-year discrep-
ancy. Such inconsistencies sometimes arise as a result of
leaves of absence, but they should be checked.

Current rank and initial rank versus time in current rank
and time at the institution. When initial rank is the same
as current rank, years in current rank should be the
same as years at the institution. But we have found indi-
viduals who had more years in current rank than years
at the institution and vice versa. Some of these inconsis-
tencies can be technically correct but need clarification
in order to judge the probable impact on salaries. We
found, for example, a faculty woman who was appoint-
ed as an assistant professor in 1976, became a nonteach-
ing professional (academic counselor) in 1981, and was
rehired as an assistant professor in 1989. Her reported
information was initial rank: assistant professor; current
rank: assistant professor; years at the institution: fifteen;
and years in current rank: two. We recoded her years in
current rank to reflect the time she spent as an assistant
professor (1976 to 1981 and 1989 to 1991, for a total of
seven) and her years at the institution to those when she
was in a faculty rank, which was also seven years.

When initial rank is not the same as current rank,
years in current rank should be less than years at the
institution. Check also for instances in which faculty
members have moved more than one promotional step,
for example, from assistant to full professor, in only one
or two years. We examine the data for anyone advanc-
ing more than one rank in five or fewer years and find
that data errors account for most of these apparent
moves. But there are indeed fast-track faculty who rise
two or more ranks in five or fewer years.

Your goal is to rectify any gender- or race-based
salary inequities that exist at your institution. To accom-
plish this goal, you and everyone involved must have
confidence in the accuracy of the data collected.
Ensuring accuracy is therefore necessary. When you
have selected the right variables and gathered complete
and accurate data, the results of your study will be seen
as a valid basis on which to assess bias in salaries and
determine any adjustments needed to correct it.

Notes
1. At the SUNY institutions we studied, we found that includ-
ing part-time experience added complexity to collecting,
cleaning, and coding the experience variable for years at the
institution. Our data consisted only of total years of part-time
experience and total years of full-time experience, leaving us
to wonder whether the part-time experience occurred during
the current rank or during the years prior to current rank, and
whether date of hire referred to the date a person started
working part or full time. These questions plagued us when
there were data inconsistencies between years in current rank,
years at the institution, and date of hire.

2. Toutkoushian (1994b) has made interesting use of citations
as a measure of performance and found that considerable
unexplained salary differences still existed between men and
women. This finding may be consistent with Valian's (1998)
observation that while women publish less, their publications
have a higher rate of citation.

3. In our original study of the twenty-nine SUNY campuses,
we did not deal with differences in contract length by adjust-
ing the dependent variable for salary because of concerns
about differences in the academic year across the campuses
under examination. Instead, we entered the contract length
variable in the analyses. Thus we held constant the differences
in months worked with a control variable. We do not neces-
sarily recommend this approach. Subsequent to completing
the SUNY analyses, we have become aware of a potential for
bias in the disproportionate awarding of calendar-year con-
tracts, and the administrative responsibilities often tied to
them, to white men (see "Problem 4" in chapter 6).

4. In chapter 5 we indicate how creating a continuous variable
for discipline using average salaries circumvents the regres-
sion analysis and why such a variable should not be used.

5. Some institutions have non-tenure-track or visiting scholar
senior ranks. They are common at professional schools that
run clinics, but they also exist elsewhere. At these institutions,
the inconsistency of having moved from a higher to a lower
rank may be related to moving from the nontenure track to the
tenure track.
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Our study revealed that one of the major sources of differential is the rate at which women are
promotedor not promotedand the longer period of time they remain in rank. It's not easy
to pursue equity; it can be a lonely and even debilitating experience. Yet I have found that
working together provides more than just better salaries. The sense of solidarity and empower-
ment is tremendously rewarding. I firmly believe that those of us who have been able to make
gains must use our experience to help other women faculty achieve equity.

Wendy Wassyng Roworth
Professor of Art History and Women's Studies

University of Rhode Island

FOUR

Gender and Race Bias in Current Rank
By Lois Haignere and Bonnie Eisenberg

Unlike the rest of this guidebook, this chapter does
not focus on assessing bias in salaries. Instead, it
explains methods for estimating whether or not

bias affects the awarding of rank. Making such a deter-
mination is important because of disagreement over
using current rank as a predictor variable. Warning: this
chapter contains technical terms. You may need to con-
sult the glossary for definitions.

Some argue that the current rank variable is potential-
ly tainted and that its inclusion in the regression model
will underestimate the gender or race bias in faculty
salaries (Scott 1977; Allen 1984; Ransom and Megdal
1989). The people and processes involved in setting
salaries at an institution probably influence rank and
tenure decisions. Thus, if salary patterns are biased, pro-
motion patterns will probably be so as well. Research
shows that women and minorities disproportionately
hold lower ranks and that women spend more years in
lower ranks before receiving promotions (Gray 1993,
1990, 1988, appendix H). Little wonder that including
variables for current rank and tenure in studies of salary
equity has led to a major debate in the literature.

Most studies, however, do include current rank as an
independent variable, usually without apology or justifi-
cation (Schrank 1988; Gray 1991). Those who offer justifi-
cation argue that salary discrimination should be defined
as unequal pay for equal work. Two people in the same
job level or rank have equal work; any discrimination in
the awarding of rank is irrelevant to a study of salary
equity. Nelle Moore adds that current rank is a strong
determiner of salary and the best available proxy for pro-
ductivity measures such as research, publications, and
teaching. In "Using Regression to Study Faculty Salaries"
(1991), mathematics professor Mary Gray summarizes the
predicament over whether or not to include current rank:

The dilemma is that if rank is not used in a
regression model of salaries, differences per-
ceived to be based on gender may be just the
result of differences in rank distribution
between men and women. On the other hand,
the differences in rank distribution may be the
result of discrimination . . . resulting from place-
ment of equally qualified men and women in
different ranks.

Excluding current rank from the analyses can overesti-
mate bias; if it is tainted, including it can underestimate
bias. To illustrate the effect of a tainted variable, we ran
analyses on a SUNY data set with and without a variable
for initial rank, which statistical analysis had shown to be
substantially gender biased. We included current rank in
these analyses. When the tainted variable for initial rank
was used, it masked about a third of the gender bias oth-
erwise shown. The methods described in this chapter do
not solve the "taint problem," but they can help you find
out where it may exist and approximate its magnitude.

Details and Options
The level of detail available in your data will affect both
your ability to test for bias in rank assignments and the
statistical methods you select. On the low end of the
scale, you may know only the proportion of men and
women faculty at each rank. At the high end, you may
have data for each faculty member indicating each
career transition, including when he or she earned the
highest degree, was hired, and moved from initial to
each subsequent rank.

The level of detail available for current rank analyses
at most colleges and universities falls between the low
and the high end. Automated filing systems commonly
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include data for each faculty member on the date of
hire, the highest degree, the year of highest degree, cur-
rent rank, initial rank, gender, and race. With this level
of information, categorical modeling methods can be
used to estimate the existence of gender bias across the
categories of current rank.

If you are fortunate enough to have complete details
concerning the career histories of your population, you
can employ event history analysis to ascertain the pro-
portion of men and women reaching a certain promo-
tion at a specific point in their career.

Later in this chapter, we will discuss how to use cate-
gorical modeling and event history analysis to assess
bias in rank. First we will illustrate how frequency tables
can help you discover potential bias in rank assignments
if you do not have the detailed data necessary to do cate-
gorical modeling or event history analysis.

Frequency Tables
If you know the current rank and the gender or race cate-
gory of the faculty members in your population, you can
create distribution tables that will give you a sense of the
proportional distribution of men, women, and minority
faculty throughout the ranks. In table 4.1 we present a
frequency distribution for a hypothetical institution to
illustrate how this information can be displayed so as to
show whether or not women and minorities are repre-
sented proportionally throughout the ranks.

The percentages in the table cells reveal the distribu-
tion of the different gender and racial groups across the
ranks. Since, for example, there are a total of five minor-
ity faculty members, the one minority lecturer in the
first cell and row represents 20 percent of the minorities
at this hypothetical institution. You can see a higher
proportion of white males at the senior ranks compared

with any other racial or gender group. A frequency
table like this one can make visible the total lack or
underrepresentation of a race or gender category, such
as minority females in this example. Thus frequency
tables may suggest recruitment and hiring problems as
well as those related to rank placement and promotion.

Unfortunately, distribution tables do not control for
other variables while looking at gender and rank. These
tables cannot, for example, address concerns about the
"pipeline." Studies of the distribution of men and
women at U.S. and Canadian institutions of higher edu-
cation have found a larger proportion of women at the
lower ranks and a larger proportion of men at the high-
er ranks. But since a faculty member cannot get into
higher ranks without first passing through the lower
ranks, it may be that women and minorities have just
not been in the faculty pipeline long enough to be pro-
portionally represented at the senior ranks.

Categorical Modeling
Other "yes, but" issues besides the pipeline are some-
times offered to explain the lower ranking and pay of fac-
ulty women. Some people argue that women are at lower
ranks because they are less likely to have a Ph.D. and
have fewer years of experience. To do statistical testing of
any of these arguments, you need the data we described
above as commonly available in most automated filing
systems: date of hire, highest degree attained, year of
highest degree, current rank, initial rank, gender, and
race. If you are conducting research on bias in salaries,
you probably have individual-level information, which
will allow you to proceed with a categorical modeling
analysis for bias in rank.

Categorical measures, such as current rank, can be
used as independent variables in a multiple-regression

model, but they can-
not be used as the
dependent variable.3
Linear multiple-
regression statistical
methods require the
dependent variable
to be a continuous
variable, such as
salary. Studying the
categorical variable
of current rank
requires a different
statistical method,
multinomial logit
modeling; we call this
method categorical

Table 4.1

Frequency Distribution for Hypothetical Institution
RANK CATEGORIES

Assistant Associate Fun Row

Race and Gender Lecturer Instructor Prof. Prof. Prof. Totals
Categories # % # % # % # % # %

All Minorities 1 20 0 0 3 60 0 0 1 20 5
All Whites 2 4 9 9 30 29 34 33 27 26 102
All Females 0 0 6 23 7 27 7 27 6 23 26
All Males 3 3.5 3 3.5 26 33 27 33 22 27 81
White Males 2 2 3 4 23 30 27 36 21 28 76
Minority Females 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rank Totals 3 5 9 8 33 31 34 32 28 24 107
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Table 4.2

Categorical Modeling: A Pairwise Comparison for Gender Bias

Number of females
in rank A

Number of females in the
next higher rank

The Odds

Ratio

compared to

Number of males
in rank A

Number of males in the
next higher rank

modeling for simplicity (appendix F includes technical
information on categorical modeling).

Like regression modeling, categorical modeling has a
dependent variable and predictor variables and can
control other predictor variables while it tests the effect
of gender or race. Years of experience and educational
attainment are held constant by the categorical model-
ing procedure while it examines whether women and
minorities are found in the same proportion as white
men across ranks.

Categorical modeling cannot handle many predictor
variables. This limitation arises from the lower range of
variability in faculty ranks compared with salary. One
hundred faculty members, for example, may have a
hundred different salaries but only five or six different
ranks (even if we count the less populated ranks of lec-
turer, instructor, and distinguished professor).

As a rule, reduce the number of variables in a categor-
ical model whenever possible. Instead of including each
gender and race category (white male, white female,
African American male, African American female,
Asian male, Asian female, Latino male, Latino female,
and so on), try reducing these categories to white,
minority, male, female, and an interaction term (see
glossary) for minority female.

The results of categorical modeling are odds ratios,
where the odds of women (or minorities) being in one
rank rather than another are compared with the same
odds for men (or whites). Table 4.2 illustrates the odds
ratio, which can also be thought of as a pairwise compar-
ison of adjacent ranks. Categorical modeling is actually
more complicated than calculating these simple ratios,
because it controls the independent variables, such as
previous experience, educational attainment, and years
at the institution. Also, to produce the best estimates, the
model uses all available information, even for those
ranks not involved directly in the particular comparison
under review. (All the data for instructors, lecturers, and
full professors are used to create estimates comparing
assistant to associate professor, for example.)

Constraints
If your campus has a small
faculty or few women and
minorities, can you test for bias
in current rank? The answer
depends on three factors: (1) the
number of faculty in relation to
the number of predictor vari-
ables included in the model; (2)
the number of faculty in each
rank; and (3) the presence of
zero cells.

Number of predictor variables. With ten predictor vari-
ables, we were able to conduct categorical modeling at
all but our smallest SUNY school. At this campus,
which had only ninety-nine faculty members, categori-
cal modeling worked well with five predictor variables.
Schools with fewer than a hundred faculty may have to
limit the number of predictor variables or forgo categor-
ical modeling.

Number of individuals in a rank. If a rank included in
the study has fewer than three people, categorical mod-
eling will probably not work. In such a situation, you
should either combine that rank with the next closest
one, or drop it from the analysis. If you choose to com-
bine ranks, the results become more complicated to
interpret. If, for example, instructors are combined with
assistant professors to create a new category, the results
will estimate the bias affecting promotions from instruc-
tor or assistant professor to associate professor. But how
likely is it that an instructor will be promoted directly to
an associate professor?

Choosing to drop a rank from the analysis may have
political ramifications. In our experience, the only ranks
with fewer than three incumbents have been the lowest
(lecturers or instructors) and the highest (leading, dis-
tinguished, or named professors). If the low rank con-
sists mainly of females and minorities while the high
rank consists mainly of white males, you may mask bias
by dropping either.

Zero cells. A zero cell is a cell with no one in it. If, for
example, your school has no minority associate profes-
sors, it has a zero cell for minority associate professors.
You would therefore be unable to use categorical mod-
eling to test for race bias between associate professors
and other ranks.

There is a hidden danger in zero cells. Any empty
rank (zero cell) that is included in the model will be
dropped from the analysis. If you review the results
with the impression that the rank was included, you
may misinterpret the findings. So, before starting any
modeling, identify the ranks in which faculty are
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found and drop all others. Among our twelve SUNY
test campuses, categorical modeling worked for all but
the smallest school (the one with ninety-nine faculty
members) as long as there were no zero cells.

Variables for categorical modeling
Given that categorical models are sensitive to zero cells,
we recommend that you include only those variables
that are the best predictors of current rank. We also
advise you to combine levels of categorical variables
wherever possible to reduce the number of zero cells.
Your population, for example, may have eight types of
terminal degrees, ranging from a high school diploma to
a Ph.D. But if most faculty members have Ph.D.'s, the
eight levels of educational attainment can be reduced to
two: Ph.D. and non-Ph.D. Below we summarize the vari-
ables we have included in our categorical models, and
we discuss how the number of variables can be reduced
to a minimum without losing necessary information.

Response variable. The dependent variable, known as
the response variable in categorical modeling, is the
variable you are studying. This chapter focuses exclu-
sively on the response variable for current rank.

Keeping in mind the problem of zero cells, include
only those ranks that have individuals in them. Avoid
combining ranks unless there are fewer than three people
in a rank. For the twelve SUNY schools in our sample, we
combined ranks only after modeling failed owing to the
presence of fewer than three individuals in a rank. At one
university and one college, we combined two instructors
with assistant professors. At two colleges, we combined
one leading professor with full professors.

For our analyses of current rank, we included predictor
variables for gender, race, highest degree attained, years
since highest degree at time of hire, and years at institu-
tion. We also used quadratic terms to control for curvilin-
earity (see glossary and chapter 5 for discussions of quad-
ratic terms and curvilinearity). Keep in mind the need to
limit the number of variables, and include only those
that most influence achieving rank at your institution.

Gender and race. As we noted above, we did not
include every possible gender and race combination in
our model, because we wanted to avoid zero cells.
Instead, we analyzed gender and race, white faculty
versus all other race categories, and male versus female.
We included an interaction term for race and gender to
provide information on minority women. Combining
all minorities may mask bias when there is substantial
bias against only one minority type. Despite this poten-
tial problem, we suggest combining categories to avoid
zero cells and to produce better estimates by creating
larger pools of data.
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Highest degree. Although our SUNY sample had nine
levels of educational attainment, we found that 90 per-
cent or more of the faculty at SUNY universities and
four-year colleges had either a master's or doctoral
degree. As a result, we reduced the variable to two lev-
els: Ph.D. and non-Ph.D. At SUNY two-year colleges,
most faculty had a master's degree as their highest level
of attainment. Thus we used two categories: M.A. and
above, and below M.A. We recommend that you exam-
ine the distribution of highest degrees at your institu-
tion and limit your variable for educational attainment
to two or three categories.

Years since highest degree at time of hire. This variable
can serve as a proxy for the amount of experience a
person acquired before coming to the institution. It is
important to give proper credit to those hired with
more experience. (See the discussion of this variable
and other variables for previous experience in
chapter 3.)

Years at institution. We chose years at institution
rather than years in current rank as a predictor variable
because years in current rank cannot logically predict
that current rank; the number of years a faculty mem-
ber has been an associate professor is not a factor in
that person getting to be an associate professor in the
first place.

Quadratic terms. We suggest including a quadratic
term for each variable that is a time measure (years at
institution or years since highest degree at time of hire)
to control for curvilinearity. A quadratic term is created
by multiplying a variable by itself. Chapter 5 discusses
the problem of curvilinearity and how quadratics reme-
dy the situation. Be aware that although quadratic terms
solve one problem, they cause anotherredundancy.
For a discussion of redundancy and solutions for it, see
appendix G.

Interpretation of results
Table 4.3 shows results from a categorical modeling
analysis of current rank at one of our SUNY test cam-
puses in which all of the predictor variables listed above
were held constant. For the promotional step from lec-
turer to assistant professor, the odds ratio for the vari-
able female is 2.96. That means that women are 2.96
times more likely than men to be lecturers rather than
assistant professors. For the same step, the odds ratio
for the variable minority is 3.69: minorities are 3.69
times more likely than whites to be lecturers rather than
assistant professors.

Table 4.3 shows little or no bias in the minority to
white category at the two higher-rank transitions. The
odds ratios for the assistant to associate professor step
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Table 4.3

Example of Categorical-Modeling Analysis of Rank

Lecturer to
Assistant Professor

Assistant to
Associate Professor

Associate to
Full Professor

Odds Ratio p-Value' Odds Ratio p-Value' Odds Ratio p-Value'

Female to Male 2.96 0.0741 2.62 0.0006 5.21 0.0001
Minority to White 3.69 0.1505 1.08 0.1245 0.82 0.6598

1. The p-Value is a measure of statistical significance. For details, see the entry for statistical significance in the
glossary and "Problem 5" subheading in chapter 6.

(1.08) and for the associate to full professor step (.82)
are close to 1. An odds ratio of 1 indicates that the two
categories being compared are equally likely to be at
either rank. Thus we can safely conclude that the cate-
gorical modeling results indicate little race bias in pro-
motions from assistant to associate and associate to full
professor.'

But what constitutes substantial bias? Unfortunately,
there are no guidelines for assessing that. It would seem
that the odds ratio in the female to male category for
associate to full professor (5.21) indicates substantial
bias. It shows that male faculty are five times more like-
ly than comparably qualified female faculty to be full
professors rather than associate professors. Odds ratios
of this magnitude were rare in our SUNY analyses and
seen mostly at the associate to full professor level. In
our opinion, they indicate bias.

But what about the 2.62 odds ratio in the female to
male category for the assistant to associate professor
level? Does the finding that female faculty are two and a
half times less likely than comparably qualified male
faculty to be at the associate rather than the assistant
rank indicate substantial bias? Our judgment would be
that it does. We suggest that campus policy makers try
to agree on the magnitude of odds ratios that will indi-
cate bias before they conduct analyses.

Model Validity
It is important to know how well the predictor vari-
ables account for the differences in the dependent vari-
able. If we substituted less valid information, such as
number of siblings for years at institution, or marital
status instead of highest degree, we would still get an
odds ratio. But no matter what its magnitude, that odds
ratio would not tell us much, because the measures we
used would not account for variation in rank levels.
What is needed is a measure that indicates the amount
of the variation in the dependent or response variable
accounted for by the independent or predictor variables.

For multiple-regression analysis,
this measure is the adjusted R2.
For categorical modeling, the
relative quality of the model is
indicated by the R-square sub-L
(R2). Appendix F explains this
measure further.

Summary of steps
1. Condense any race or minority
categories to the smallest num-
ber feasible.
2. Create a frequency table of

gender and race categories by current rank to identify
any zero cells and to provide a general understanding
of the distribution of men and women throughout the
ranks.
3. Where no zero cells appear in pairwise adjacent rank,
proceed with categorical modeling using the selected
predictor variables to produce odds ratios for each of
the adjacent rank comparisons.
4. Calculate an R2, model statistic to estimate the
amount of the variation in the dependent or response
variable accounted for by the independent or predictor
variables.
5. Consolidate the results in a table like table 4.3.

Limitations of Categorical Modeling
The categorical modeling analyses described above do
not test for bias in promotion over time. They can only
detect bias in current rank assignments (not promo-
tion) at a single point in time, that is, the point at
which the data are collected. They assess the relative
odds of being in one rank or the other at that moment,
and they answer the question: are white men with
specific educational attainment and years of experi-
ence more likely to be at a higher rank than women
(minorities) with the same educational attainment and
years of experience?

These analyses rely only on demographic variables
concerning education and experience, and the results
should therefore be interpreted with caution. Still, they
can indicate whether the variable current rank is tainted
based on the predictor variables entered, and they can
suggest where rank assignments create glass ceilings for
women and minority faculty.

Event History Analysis
If you are fortunate enough to have data showing how
men and women have progressed through the ranks over
time, you may want to conduct event history analyses.
Event history techniques can help you answer questions
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such as: what is the probability of an assistant professor
being promoted to an associate professor after four years
of being in rank? How do these probabilities differ for
white men and women and for minorities?

Like categorical modeling, event history analyses
compare the odds of women and minorities to the odds
of white males while controlling for years of experience
and education. Data for every faculty member in the
database are used, no matter when the person was eligi-
ble for the rank transition being studied. Event history's
advantage is that it provides results that directly assess
promotions rather than just rank assignments.

The difficulty is that the data needed to conduct the
analyses are not commonly available. The automated
databases of most colleges and universities maintain
year of appointment information for only the most
recent appointment, which is current rank. If that is the
situation on your campus, you can do categorical mod-
eling analyses but not event history analyses.

To conduct event history analyses, you need to know
the year each faculty member received each promotion
at the institution. The twelve SUNY campuses on which
we tested the methods described in this guidebook did
not have the promotion details needed to do event his-
tory analyses. Fortunately, we were able to test the
impact of different event history approaches on a non-
SUNY database. See appendix H for a case study con-
ducted at Kent State University using event history
analyses. Appendix H also provides technical informa-
tion and discusses the impact of common expectations
concerning the timing of promotion.

Population and time frame
Because faculty members that are hired at the senior
ranks have been promoted elsewhere or have negotiat-
ed rank in conjunction with hiring, we recommend that
you restrict your study population to those hired at the
junior ranks of lecturer, instructor, or assistant profes-
sor. These faculty are more fully subject to the promo-
tional mechanism of your institution.

Likewise, it makes sense to restrict the time frame you
examine to the period when a faculty member is eligible
for the promotion being studied. In the event history ver-
nacular, the analysis is best confined to the time during
which the individual is at risk of experiencing the event.

Still, we know that events that happen before a per-
son is eligible for promotion can affect how soon she or
he gets promoted. Having completed postdoctoral work
or having been an instructor, for example, may influence
how quickly an assistant professor is promoted to associ-
ate professor. It is therefore tempting to include these
years in the dependent variable when we examine pro-
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motion to associate professor.6 But including years as an
instructor in the dependent variable years in rank for an
analysis of promotion from assistant to associate profes-
sor would be to consider years when the possibility of
promotion to associate professor is remote or impossi-
ble. Confining your analysis to the years when faculty
are truly eligible to experience a promotion does not
mean that you have to ignore prior career investments.
Predictor variables such as years of experience at time
of hire and years at institution prior to current rank
allow the event history analysis to control for the
impact of such periods. In this way, postdoctoral work
or experience gained as an instructor can be considered
in predicting the odds of being promoted from assistant
to associate professor. But only the years when faculty
are eligible to be promoted to associate professor are
included in the dependent variable.

Person-year unit of analysis
The unit of analysis for most of the methods discussed
in this guidebook is the individual person. Each record
or row of data corresponds to an individual faculty
member and includes his or her salary, current rank,
years in rank, gender, race, discipline, and so on.
When conducting event history analyses, however, the
basic unit is a person-year, rather than a person. That
means that a faculty member who has been at an insti-
tution for ten years would contribute ten records to an
event history database, one record for each year at the
institution. The data you obtain for gender and race
analyses will probably be for persons, not person-
years. One way to reorient your thinking to person-
years is to physically construct a database in which
you create a record for each person-year. The data for
a faculty member who has been at your institution for
ten years would be reentered so that the information
would constitute ten records or rows of data. Each
record would contain a code for each variable needed
to test for bias in promotion rates. (See the list of pre-
dictor variables for categorical modeling given earlier
in this chapter.)

Unfortunately, you cannot simply copy an individu-
al's record and reenter it ten times. Although there are
variables that do not change with time (race, gender,
and years since degree at time of hire), other variables
(years in rank and years at institution) change each
year. Furthermore, some faculty members may not
have received their Ph.D. degree until after they
became assistant professors. If the data for an individ-
ual indicate that she received a Ph.D. in 1978 but
became an assistant professor in 1975, her first three
person-year records will have non-Ph.D. as her
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educational attainment. For the fourth person-
year, the highest degree code will change to
Ph.D.

In addition to creating the predictor vari-
ables for every year an individual contributes
to the database, you will need to create a tran-
sition variable. All of the faculty members who
receive a promotion (or transition to a higher
rank) in a given year score 1 on the transition
variable. All of the faculty members who do
not receive a promotion in that same year score
0 on the transition variable. An individual
hired in 1992 as an assistant professor and pro-
moted in 1998 would have a transition variable
equal to 0 for his person-years from 1992 to
1997. In 1998 the code would change to 1.

Probabllhy tables
If you have complete career history data, you
can construct promotion probability tables to
assess the odds of being promoted at each
year in rank and the proportion of unpromot-
ed faculty who have reached a certain year in
a specific rank. The figures for the cells in the
probability table are calculated using an equa-
tion based on logistic or Cox regression analy-
ses that include only years in rank, the gender
or race category you are examining, and the
transition variable for the promotion.
Probability tables, like frequency tables, do
not control for other variables like Ph.D. or
years of experience at time of hire.

The beauty of probability tables is that for
each year in rank examined, the data for all
faculty who have ever reached that year in
rank are considered, whether they reached it
fifteen years ago or last year. All faculty members who
have reached their sixteenth year as an associate profes-
sor, for example, can be studied to compare the differ-
ence in the proportion of unpromoted men and women
after sixteen years as an associate professor.

Table 4.4 shows the relative probability at one insti-
tution of male and female faculty members being pro-
moted to full professor during each year they serve as
an associate professor. The annual promotion rate indi-
cates the probability of a faculty member experiencing
a promotion from associate to full professor at each
year. At year 9 as an associate professor, for example,
women faculty have a 4 percent chance (.041) of being
promoted to full professor, while male faculty members
have about double the chance (8 percent or .078) in the
same year.

Table 4.4

Analysis of Promotion-Probability Table:
Transition from Associate to Full Professor

Females Males

Annual Cumulative Annual Cumulative
Promotion Proportion Promotion Proportion

Year In Rank Rate Unpromoted Rate Unpromoted

1

2
8

4
5
8

7
8
8

10
11

12
18
14
15
18
17
18
19
20

0.007 0.989 0.013
0.011 0.979 0.021
0.016 0.963 0.031
0.022 0.941 0.043
0.029 0.912 0.055
0.129 0.783 0.066
0.039 0.743 0.075
0.042 0.701 0.079
0.041 0.660 0.078
0.038 0.622 0.072
0.033 0.589 0.063
0.027 0.562 0.051
0.020 0.542 0.039
0.014 0.527 0.028
0.009 0.518 0.018
0.006 0.512 0.011
0.003 0.509 0.006
0.002 0.507 0.003
0.001 0.506 0.002
0.000 0.506 0.001

0.979
0.959
0.928
0.885
0.830
0.764
0.689
0.611
0.533
0.460
0.397
0.346
0.307
0.279
0.261
0.250
0.243
0.240
0.238
0.237

Note: Event history statistical methods are commonly used to examine certain hazards such
as illness and death. Most event history studies therefore report "hazard rates" and "propor-
tions surviving." For applicability to promotions, we have renamed the hazard rate the "pro-
motion rate" and the proportion surviving the "proportion unpromoted."

The cumulative proportion unpromoted reports on
faculty remaining in the lower rank of associate profes-
sor.' By year twenty, the cumulative proportion of
unpromoted females is .51 (rounded from .506), while
the cumulative proportion of unpromoted males is .24
(rounded from .237). After twenty years at the associate
professor rank, then, more than half of female faculty
members have not been promoted to full professor. By
comparison, less than one-quarter of male faculty mem-
bers have not been promoted to full professor after
twenty years at the associate rank. See appendix H for
additional information on promotion probability tables.

Logistic and Cox regression
If you have created a database in which person-year is
the unit of analysis and each record is one year of a
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faculty member's career, you can
analyze this data using a basic
logistic regression procedure
such as that of Proc Logistic in
the SAS statistical analysis pack-
age. As long as you have correct-
ly coded variables such as years
in rank, years at institution, and
perhaps highest degree, and
changed them accordingly with
each person-year, you need not
worry about time-dependent
variables.

If your database unit of analy-
sis is the individual (not person-years), the analysis can be
accomplished using a statistical technique called Cox
regression.8 Cox regression can reconstruct a database
with individual records so as to analyze person-years. But
you will need to have someone on hand who understands
and can program the Cox regression procedure. There are
complexities. One is that the procedure needs to correctly
interpret cases that are never promoted, called censored
cases. Another is that time-dependent variables require
special programming for proper entry into the Cox regres-
sion calculations.

The computer output for logistic and Cox regression
provides a coefficient for the gender and race categories
you use. The exponential value (see glossary) of this
coefficient is the relative odds of those in one such cate-
gory (e.g., women) being promoted compared with the
odds for those in the default category (e.g., men). Table
4.5 illustrates gender results from a logistic regression
analysis including the coefficient, odds ratio, and statis-
tical significance (p-value) values for the variable female.

The coefficients resulting from logistic regression are
actually log odds. For ease of interpretation, the log odds
are converted to antilogs. In table 4.5, for example, the
assistant to associate professor transition coefficient is
-0.2197. The exponential of this number yields an odds
ratio of 0.803. This odds ratio tells us that female faculty
are, on average, 80 percent as likely as comparably expe-
rienced male faculty to be promoted to the rank of asso-
ciate professor in any one year. For the promotion from
associate to full professor, the odds ratio indicates that
female faculty are, on average, about 51 percent as likely
as male faculty with comparable experience and educa-
tion to be promoted to full professor in any one year.

Female to Male

Table 4.5

Event History of Promotion Results
Assistant to

Associate Professor
Associate

to Full Professor

Coefficent Odds Ratio p-Value

-0.2197 0.803 0.309

Coefficent Odds Ratio p-Value

-0.6824 0.505 0.182

Note: The control variables are years at institution, years of experience at time of hire, highest degree, and
the quadratic terms for the "years" variables. p-Value refers to statistical significance (see the glossary entry
for statistical significance and "Problem 5" subheading in chapter 6).

Summary of steps
1. Determine if you have the level of detail needed to
conduct event history analyses. Do you have complete
career history information for the individuals in the
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database? Does your database contain the year each fac-
ulty member received each promotion at the institution?
2. Restrict your study population to those fully subject
to the promotional mechanism of your institution. At
most colleges and universities, that means including
only those hired at the junior ranks of lecturer, instruc-
tor, or assistant professor.
3. Restrict the time frame being studied, that is, the
dependent variable years in rank, to the period when a
faculty member is eligible for the promotion being stud-
ied. Use the independent variables to control for influ-
ences before that period, such as time spent as a lecturer
or in postdoctoral study.
4. Transform the individual-level database to a person-
year database. The change can be accomplished either
by constructing a database in which you create a record
for each person-year or by using Cox regression.
5. Construct promotion probability tables that allow you
to view differences that may exist in the odds of being
promoted at each year of academic pursuit. Such tables
indicate the proportion of unpromoted faculty who
have reached a certain year in a specific rank.
6. Conduct logistic or Cox regression computer analyses
for each promotion you are studying. These analyses
estimate the relative odds of promotion for the gender
and race categories you enter.

Next Steps
So far, we have described how you can use frequency
tables, categorical modeling, and event history analyses
to diagnose gender or race bias in current rank. Now we
will consider your alternatives for analyzing bias in fac-
ulty salaries relative to your findings concerning dis-
crimination in current rank.

Findings of little bias
Four of the twelve SUNY schools we studied using cate-
gorical modeling showed little bias in current rank.
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Indeed, gender and racial bias in rank assignment is not
universal, and some institutions have developed rela-
tively equitable promotion processes. If your results
suggest no bias in current rank, then you can include it
in your regression analyses of salaries without fear of
recrimination.

You may, however, want to analyze your institution's
initial rank assignments. Three of the four SUNY cam-
puses with relatively little bias in current rank displayed
notable evidence of bias in the assignment of initial rank.

Findings of notable bias
If you have found bias in current rank and want to pro-
ceed with multiple-regression analyses of salaries, what
are your options? You can omit current rank from the
analyses and assume your results overestimate salary
disparities based on gender or race. We do not, howev-
er, recommend this option. Current rank is widely seen
as related to job level and as a legitimate determinant of
salary. If you leave it out, many academics will dismiss
the results of your salary analyses despite the care you
have taken to demonstrate that current rank incorpo-
rates bias. But if you include the tainted variable in your
analyses and still find gender or race bias in salaries,
these results cannot be easily discounted. Although
there may be evidence of bias in current rank assign-
ment, current rank directly reflects the institution's for-
mal recognition of individual status and performance.

Another option is to substitute performance data for
current rank. If your current rank data are tainted, one
solution would be to replace them with comprehensive
data on publications, research, and teaching. The litera-
ture notes that it is difficult and time consuming to
gather and score this information (Scott 1977; Gray
1990), so we do not suggest that you embark on collect-
ing it unless someone has already automated a substan-
tial proportion of the data. Even if you do have such
data available, building appropriate measures may be
complex. In measuring publications, for example, are
you interested only in quantity or also quality? How
should you rate a newspaper article versus a book
review versus a paper in a refereed journal versus a
book? How can you assess teaching effectiveness? Is it
necessary to score the productivity variables differently
for different disciplines?

Yet another option if you have found bias in current
rank is to clean the variable up by excluding the biased
categories. It may be that your analyses of current rank
will indicate bias across only two or three ranks. If you
remove the distinctions between these tainted ranks,
you will remove the bias and the potential to mask bias
in salaries. If, for example, you find women are substan-

tially more likely to be instructors than assistant profes-
sors but are appropriately represented in all other ranks,
you can create a new current rank category that com-
bines instructors and assistant professors.'1

Unfortunately, this approach has a major drawback. If
most faculty members are in the ranks you combine,
you will eliminate a substantial amount of current rank
information. This situation may arise if you find bias
between the associate and full professor ranks, for these
two ranks often contain 70 percent or more of the facul-
ty at a given institution. Combining the two would blur
important job level distinctions for most of the faculty in
your analyses.

Still another option is to include current rank and
assume that the results underestimate bias. Although it
is troubling to include a variable that can mask bias in
salaries, we prefer this option over that of leaving cur-
rent rank out of the regression analyses. The only com-
pensation for doing so is that it justifies the assumption
that any gender or race bias indicated by the regression
analyses underestimates the amount of discrimination
that actually exists.

Given the options we have described, is it worth con-
ducting analyses for taint in rank? Yes, for three reasons.
First, you may find that current rank is not biased.
Second, if it is biased, you can choose from among the
four options we have noted (or other options that you
may design), and assess your multiple-regression results
accordingly. Third, you may choose to use the results on
bias in current rank to diagnose where glass ceilings may
be blocking the promotion of women and minorities.

Among the twelve SUNY institutions we studied, we
observed different patterns depending on institutional
type. At two-year colleges, for example, a glass ceiling
seems to exist for women at the associate professor
rank, but once a woman breaks through and achieves
the rank, she is just as likely as a man to be promoted to
higher levels. At four-year colleges, women consistently
have lower odds of getting into the rank of assistant
professor than they have of getting into senior ranks
once they have achieved the assistant professor rank.
Women faculty at universities seem to continue to have
substantially lower odds of reaching senior ranks even
after obtaining the assistant professor rank. Having the
odds ratios for the ranks at your institution may enable
you to flag and change institutional processes that
create barriers.

Notes
1. Studies that control directly for productivity still find gen-
der bias in assignments of current rank (Downey et al. 1985;
Long, Allison, and McGinnis 1993).
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2. Note that for most institutions of higher education, these
data are available through the AAUP's Annual Report on the
Economic Status of the Profession.

3. There are other potentially tainted categorical variables. The
most likely culprits are administrative positions and initial
rank. As chapter 6 explains more fully, there are good reasons
to exclude both of these variables from salary analysis. Tenure
is also likely to be a tainted variable. If you have tenure data,
you can conduct categorical modeling similar to the analysis
described for current rank in this chapter.

4. The interaction term is created in the following way: all
minorities are assigned a value of 1 for the dummy variable
minority, and all females are assigned a value of 1 for the
dummy variable female. The interaction term is obtained by
multiplying the minority variable by the female variable and
creating a dummy variable with a code of 1 for all minority
females and a code of 0 for everyone else.

5. Such a conclusion, of course, assumes an adequate number
of cases in all of the cells being compared, and no zero cells.

6. Unlike categorical modeling, event history analysis exam-
ines each rank transition separately. The chance of experienc-
ing a transition from assistant to associate professor is a sepa-
rate analysis from the chance of transition from associate to
full professor.

7. To understand the relationship between the annual promo-
tion rate and the cumulative proportion unpromoted, subtract
the promotion rate for each year from the cumulative propor-
tion unpromoted column of the previous year to get the
cumulative proportion unpromoted for that year.

8. If you are using the SAS statistical package, the procedure
that will run Cox regression is called Proc PHREG.

9. Schrank (1988) raises the question whether the decisions of
journal referees and grant review committees incorporate gen-
der bias.

10. Allen (1984) suggests that variables measuring teaching
quality are probably unnecessary because it has never been
suggested that women are less effective teachers than men.

11. A complication of this approach is that the years in current
rank variable must be modified to reflect the time spent in the
newly created combined rank, but the dates of promotion to
previous ranks may not be available.
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Currently, widespread gender discrimination in wages in universities throughout this country
is supported and sustained by our tax dollars. To eliminate pay inequity, universities should
conduct independent wage studies to diagnose gender bias. By correcting salary disparities
shown in these studies, universities will affirm a commitment to equal pay in the workplace.

Norma Sadler
Professor of Elementary Education and Specialized Studies

Boise State University

FIVE

Gender and Race Bias in Salaries
By Lois Haignere

This chapter takes up where chapters 1 and 2 left
off on the use of multiple regression to assess
salary equity. If you have skipped those chapters,

you may want to read them now, particularly the con-
ceptual overview. Better yet, look at the discussion of
multiple regression in appendix A. Even readers famil-
iar with multiple regression may find this appendix
helpful in understanding the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the different types of regression models.
Again, many of the terms used in this chapter are
defined in the glossary.

The strength of using multiple regression to study
salary equity is that it sorts out how race and gender
affect salaries as if all elsehighest degree, years of
experience, and disciplinewere equal. As a result,
multiple regression is commonly acknowledged to be
the most useful statistical tool for studying salary equi-
ty, and there have been many multiple-regression
reviews of faculty salaries.

But not all multiple-regression approaches are alike.
The first section of this chapter discusses some ways of
modifying predictor variables to improve their use in
multiple-regression salary analyses. The second section
describes three regression model approaches that are
commonly reported in the literature and summarizes
their strengths and weaknesses. The final section pre-
sents our findings and recommendations concerning the
three regression approaches, based on their impact on
the results of salary studies for four universities, four
four-year colleges, and four two-year colleges.

Re-engineered Variables
Chapter 3 enumerates the variables that are desirable in
a data set. Here we suggest ways of adapting some of
these variables before entering them in multiple-
regression analyses.

Redundancy in time variables
Experience and longevity variables all involve time, and
overlap between time variables should be avoided.
Years in current rank and years at the institution are
often used as indicators of seniority and experience.
Using both introduces substantial redundancy.
Therefore, we recommend redesigning years at the
institution to be years prior to current rank, which
would be the time between initial date of hire and
appointment to the current rank. This eliminates the
overlap with years in current rank.

Years since highest degree at time of hire and years of
experience prior to hire are both measures of previous
experience. We recommend using both, although they
are somewhat redundant, because each has a disadvan-
tage that is lessened by use of the other. Years since
highest degree at time of hire is the more reliable of the
two measures because this variable represents a set
event that can be confirmed: graduation. However,
some people may not acquire professional experience
for every year since highest degree. Our data suggest
that women are credited with less experience than men
relative to their years since highest degree at time of
hire. But estimates of relevant work experience prior to
hire are subjective, and employees and personnel offices
frequently disagree over this issue. (See the discussion
of this variable in chapter 3.) Nevertheless, we believe a
years of experience prior to hire variable should be used
if you have it. The problem of overlap between these
two variables is reduced because some people acquire
previous experience prior to their year of highest
degree, and some do not get their degrees until after
they are hired.

If your campus has no automated data on years of
experience prior to hire, should you collect them? To
assess the importance of this variable, we ran regression
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analyses on salary with and without the years of expe-
rience prior to hire variable. Without this variable, the
results for eight of the twelve SUNY analyses did not
change substantially either in terms of the R or the
bias indicated. For the remaining four schoolsone
two-year and one four-year college and two universi-
tiesthe results did indicate an increase in both gen-
der and race bias when experience prior to hire was
omitted. The increase in the amount of bias shown at
these four schools was not, however, substantial, the
largest increase being $500. Whether this limited
improvement in precision merits the time and work
involved in collecting the relatively subjective data on
years of experience prior to hire is a judgment call for
policy makers. As noted in chapter 3, however, it is
important to collect previous experience information if
there is pressure to include initial rank in the regres-
sion analyses. Data on experience at the time of hire
are important in statistically assessing whether or not
initial rank is a "tainted" variable and, therefore, will
mask bias in salaries.

Age is rarely used in salary-equity analyses, as
long as better measures of experience and longevity
are available. To the extent that women interrupt
their careers more oftenor for more yearsthan
men, the use of age could overestimate gender differ-
ences in salaries. Moreover, our findings indicate
that inclusion of the age, variable does not add more
information (raise the R ) or change the estimates of
gender and race bias. In light of these factors, and to
minimize redundancy, we recommend leaving age
out of the model.

Curvilinearity: The problem and some solutions
Multiple regression assumes that there is a linear
relationship between the independent and depen-
dent variables. According to this premise, for each
year of additional experience, there is a correspond-
ing unit of increase in salary. Unfortunately, salary
does not always change in a truly linear way across
time. In fact, there are opposing nonlinear pressures,
particularly when a union represents the faculty.
Percentage raises that are negotiated by the union
cause salaries to grow at a faster rate as raises build
on raises over time. This effect, when graphed, pro-
duces an accelerating curve (see figure 5.1). The other
effect is that, as faculty acquire more years of experi-
ence, their salary growth may slow because they are
reaching the end of the promotion ladder and the
related raises (Gray 1991). (See figure 5.2.) If these
two pressures offset each other, curvilinearity may
be minimized so that linear multiple
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Figure 5.1

Accelerating Curve

Years

Figure 5.2

Decelerating Curve

regression correctly measures the relationships between
the time variables and salaries. If they do not offset each
other, either type of curvilinearity can adversely affect
the predictive power of multiple regression.
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The solution to the problem of curvilinearity, as we
indicated in the previous chapter, lies in adding to the
regression analysis a quadratic term for each time-
related variable. A quadratic term is the square of a
variable, the variable multiplied by itself. The methods
used in the regression do not change (Pedhazur 1982;
Hays 1991); the regression is just run with the quadrat-
ic term included. The new equation represents both the
linear aspect (the time-related variable itself) and the
curvilinear aspects (the quadratic term for the time-
related variable) of the data. If the regression result for
the quadratic term is negative, the data have some ele-
ment of a decelerating curve. If the result is positive,
the data have some element of an accelerating curve
(Gray 1991). The amount of curvilinearity is shown by
the amount of variance accounted for by the quadratic
term. You can examine this by noting the amount of
improvement in the R2 when the quadratic term is
entered.

As is so often the case, this solution creates another
problem: variable overlap or redundancy. A variable and
that variable multiplied by itself are very similar.2This
problem can easily be solved by centering the original lin-
ear variable. Centering involves subtracting the mean of
the variable from each measure of that variable, so that
the new mean is equal to zero (see appendix G).
Quadratic terms calculated on centered variables have
substantially less overlap. Another solution is to drop the
quadratic term, if it does not add anything to the analysis.

Redesigned Categorical Variables: Dummies
Variables like rank, gender, race, and discipline are cate-
gorical, rather than continuous. That is, they have a
finite number of categories that are probably not equal
in size. In contrast, continuous variables like years and
dollars deal in quantities and have units that are equal
in size (see the glossary).

Special steps need to be taken before categorical vari-
ables are included in multiple-regression analyses.
Specifically, a categorical variable must be transformed
into a set of dummy variables (see appendix A). Each
dummy variable has only two possible values, 0 or 1.
For example, for the variable female, all women are
coded 1, and all others are coded 0; for the variable
associate professor, we assign the value of 1 to those
who are associate professors and the value of 0 to all
others. Where there was originally one variable for cur-
rent rank, there are now several current rank dummy
variables, that is, full professor, associate professor,
assistant professor, instructor, and lecturer. Therefore,
the transformation to dummy variables involves a sub-
stantial increase in the number of variables.

For each categorical variable, the total number of
dummy variables entered into the regression equation is
one less than the total number of categories. The reason
is that all necessary information is present when you
enter all but one of the dummy variables. For example,
in gender there are two categories, male and female. If
we have a dummy variable for female, then we do not
need one for male. If you are not female, then you are
male. When there are more than two categories, the
same situation applies. If there are only four race cate-
gories and you are not African American, Latino, or
Asian, then you must be white, so we do not need to
enter a white variable in the regression equation.

The dummy variable category that is excluded from the
regression analysis becomes the default or reference
group and is crucial in interpreting the parameter esti-
mates of the other dummy variables. This is the group to
which all other groups are compared. For example, if
white is the default category, the parameter estimate for
Asian tells us how much more or less money Asians make
than whites with the effects of all the other variables in the
model held constant. The Latino parameter estimate tells
us how much money Latino faculty make compared to
whites. To see how much Latinos make compared to
African Americans, just subtract one parameter estimate
from the other. (This discussion presumes that the param-
eter estimates are unstandardized. See chapter 6.)

Since creating dummy variables substantially increas-
es the number of variables in the regression equation, it
is important to know how many variables are too many.
The answer depends on the size of the faculty data set.
Gray (1993) indicates that as few as five cases for each
variable are acceptable, if statistical significance is not a
concern. (See also Blalock 1979 and the discussion on
statistical significance in chapter 6.) This would mean
that with a faculty population of 250, you could use 50
variablesmore than we have ever used. The difference
between the R2 and the adjusted R2 is one way to assess
the effect of the number of variables. The adjusted R2
takes into account the number of variables, whereas the
R2 does not. Both measures are provided by the comput-
er output of the regression model. As a general princi-
ple, trim the number of dummy variables to the smallest
number needed.

Suggested Categorical Variables
You can follow these guidelines for including categori-
cal variables in your study.

Current rank
Combining rank categories is not recommended, unless
you do so specifically to erase the bias embedded in
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them (see chapter 4). Different ranks are rewarded at
different salaries. Therefore, we suggest entering even
rank categories with small populations separately in the
regression model.

Highest degree
You will probably find, as we have, that most faculty
members have either a master's or a Ph.D. for their
highest degree. In this case, you can reduce the number
of dummy variables for highest degree to two or three.
At the SUNY university centers and colleges, we
reduced nine categories to two: Ph.D. or equivalent and
non-Ph.D. Some disciplines have degrees that are desig-
nated "terminal" even though they are not Ph.D.
degrees. If the information concerning these degrees is
available, you may want to use a separate variable for
terminal nondoctorate as well.

At SUNY two-year colleges, where the majority of
faculty members had master's degrees, we used three
variables: above master's, master's, and below master's.
Some data sets include professional degrees. As we
indicated in chapter 3, we recoded these to appropriate
levels. In most cases, outside of medical and law school
analyses, medical and law degrees were recoded as
equivalent to Ph.D. degrees. M.B.A. and M.S.W. degrees
were recoded as master's degrees.

Discipline
While there are a limited number of ranks or levels of
educational attainment, there are usually many depart-
ments, which may add too many dummy variables to
the regression model. Therefore, as indicated in chapter
3, it is best to combine departments into disciplines. As
previously mentioned, the federal government has
developed Classification of Instructional Programs, or
CIP, codes for this purpose. Alternatively, you may
combine departments into discipline groups based on
common administrative units such as those in the same
college or under the same dean, or through the use of a
statistical technique called cluster analysis (see
glossary).

Instead of creating dummy variables, some
researchers transform discipline into a continuous vari-
able by using salaries. This approach uses the average
salary for each discipline within the institution, or the
average market salary for each discipline, to create a
continuous variable. We caution against this approach.
When we conducted analyses to observe its impact, we
noted that the R2 declined measurably when such con-
tinuous variables were used. Using averages ignores
how departments varyfor example, whether the
department is a new one with many junior faculty or a
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more established department with many senior faculty.
Using average market salaries ignores whether the dis-
cipline is one that brings great prestige to the institution
and, therefore, is allowed to pay top dollar to attract the
best in the field, or whether the discipline is one less
well regarded nationally. Entering each discipline as a
separate dummy variable allows the regression equa-
tion to assign the appropriate value for each discipline,
given the faculty salaries paid in that discipline by the
institution being studied.

Race and gender categories
Whether to combine race and gender categories is a
complicated question. Several factors need to be taken
into account: political consequences, potential masking
of bias, and the number in each category. Politically,
each racial constituency usually wants its own analysis,
and the women in each group also want their own anal-
ysis. The racial categories we analyzed at SUNY were
African American, Latino, and Asian. Other categories
might be appropriate for your study. For example,
schools in New Mexico and Alaska may want to include
Native Americans.

Different dynamics affect each group, so breaking
each category out is reasonable. But doing so can mean
fewer than ten people in many race-gender categories,
depending on the size of your institution (see table B.1
in appendix B). Even though you are using a population
rather than a sample, results based on larger groups are
more convincing than those based on one or two faculty
members. If the regression results show ten or more
African American males at a salary disadvantage, you
can be more confident that this group is being subjected
to systemic bias than if there are only one or two
African American males on the faculty.

Statistically, there is a danger of masking bias when
different race-gender groups are combined. For example,
at two of the SUNY universities, Asian male faculty
members as a group experienced a salary advantage rel-
ative to comparable white males, whereas African
American male faculty members were disadvantaged
compared with white males. Combining these two
minority male groups would have masked the salary
disparity experienced by the African American males.
The opposite pattern occurred at the four SUNY col-
leges. Asian males as a group had substantially lower
salaries than white males, while African American males
on average had a salary advantage over white males.

If you have several small race-gender groups and
you are wondering if it is all right to combine them,
first try running regression analyses with the groups
separate. This allows you to assess the degree to which
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masking could be a problem if you do combine these
groups.

What about minority women? Should they be includ-
ed as minorities, as women, or separately as their own
race-gender category? There may be more incentive for
combining minority women than minority men.
Judging from all twelve of the schools in our analyses,
there are fewer minority women than minority men on
faculties. The results from the twelve SUNY schools
indicate that minority women's salaries are more similar
to those of white women than to those of the men in
their same minority category, and that minority women
experience greater salary bias than their male counter-
parts. Our findings are consistent with other studies
that indicate that minority women's ranks and salaries
are below those of minority men (Exum 1983; Fairweather
1991; Tuckman 1979). Therefore, if you want to combine
minority women to create a larger pool, we suggest com-
bining them with each other or with all women, but not
with their minority male counterparts.

Finally, there is the question of whether to conduct
race analyses at all. Unfortunately, most of the studies
reported in the literature assess salaries for gender bias
but not for race bias. Of the studies that have examined
race, some have found that minorities are paid as well as,
if not better than, white men, while others have found the
opposite (Exum 1983; Fairweather 1991; Tuckman 1979).
We encourage you to conduct assessments for both race
and gender bias, bearing in mind that individual charac-
teristics can unduly influence analyses where there are
only a few individuals in a minority category.

Ignoring race may mask gender bias, since lower-paid
minority men could lower the male average salary. In
other words, if the average salary for male minority fac-
ulty is less than the average salary for white males, the
total male average will be lower than the white-male
average, thereby decreasing the gap between women's
and men's salaries. Our assessment indicated that
omitting race information did not substantially change
the amount of gender bias shown, or the adjusted R2, at
most SUNY institutions we studied. At one college,
however, the gender bias shown dropped by one-third
when minority men were included with white men. We
urge you retain the race variable unless the number of
minority males is very small.

Three Multiple-Regression Approaches
The three types of multiple-regression models reviewed
here are the ones most commonly reported in the litera-
ture.' You need not choose among them. You can use all
three to examine the consistency of the results. If the
results agree, the information provided here on the

differences between the three approaches may be of lim-
ited interest. If the results differ, or if you decide to limit
your study to a single approach, this section will be
helpful. First we describe each approach along with its
primary advantages and disadvantages; then we
describe our general findings relative to each approach,
and our resulting preference.

Total populationactual salary analysis
The first approach uses the total population of faculty in
deriving the regression equation. Men and women,
minorities and nonminorities are included in the analy-
ses. The dependent variable is salary in actual dollars.
Gender and race are accounted for by entering the
dummy variables for each race-gender category, such as
Latino male, Asian female, and so on.

An advantage of this model is that the regression
coefficients (parameter estimates) can be directly and
easily interpreted in real dollar amounts. For example,
the coefficient for the variable white female is the aver-
age salary difference between the default category,
white male, and white female, with all other variables
held constant. If the coefficient is -3,000, white females
are paid $3,000 less than white males with comparable
predictor variable scores. If the dummy variable African
American male is entered, then the average salary dif-
ference between African American males and the
default category, white males, is indicated by the coeffi-
cient for this variable. Appendix A explains this regres-
sion approach thoroughly.

The total-population regression analysis can mask
inequity because it assumes that every factor that influ-
ences white-male salaries affects female and minority
salaries at the same rate. As a result, some discriminato-
ry differences get averaged away. For example, if, on
average, males are rewarded $1,000 for having a Ph.D.
and females are rewarded $500, this model masks this
inequity because it looks only at the average reward for
Ph.D. Later in this chapter, we indicate how to compare
the results of the total-population analysis with the
white-male analyses to reveal whether women and men
are being paid differently. If this problem exists, one
way to eliminate it is to use the "white-male popula-
tion" approach.

Natural logarithm of salary analysis
The second model we tested was a total-population
model using the natural logarithm (ln) of salary instead
of actual salary as the dependent variable. Taking the
natural log of salary means that you are no longer
studying dollar units and that the parameter estimates
can no longer be directly interpreted in dollars. Rather,
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they become proportions by which a salary is changed
when an independent variable increases by one unit;
multiplied by 100, they become percentages (Hodson
1985; Gray 1991; Becker and Toutkoushian 1995;
Halvorsen and Palmquist 1980). For example, if white
males are the default group and the coefficient for the
variable female is -0.0634, then the average female in the
population is making 6.34 percent less than the average
white male.4

The natural log of salary transformation can create a
more "normal" (see glossary), less skewed and less
curvilinear, distribution. It is generally felt that the more
normal the shape of the data distribution, the better,
particularly if you are using a random sample to make
inferences about a population, rather than studying the
total population as is commonly done in faculty salary
studies (see "Problem 5" in chapter 6). The improve-
ment in the distribution of the data so that it is a "better
fit" for linear regression analyses is usually indicated by
an increase in the adjusted R . Gray (1991) notes that the
"log model generally allows us to get a better fit to the
data, but at the sacrifice of simplicity."

Using the natural log of salaries lowers the highest
salaries, bringing them closer to the mean and the rest
of the distribution (Hodson 1985), and reduces the effect
of very high salaries on the regression results. If there
are extremely high-paid individuals who make more
than ten times as much as most people in the salary
analysis, using log salaries could be very important in
reducing the impact of these individuals' salaries on the
regression results. The log of salaries also pushes the
lowest salaries further from the mean and the rest of the
distribution, thus tending to increase their impact on the
regression results.

The log of salary is conventionally used in the field of
economics, and faculty salary-equity studies frequently
attract the attention of faculty economists. Economists'
affection for the natural log of salary is related to their
focus on returns for investments and frequent research
on populations with an extremely wide range of
salaries. When focusing on return for investment, it
makes sense to report the results in percentage rates. To
report results in actual dollars means that you always
have to know the baseline. If an investment nets $100,
you need to know the size of the original investment.
On the other hand, if an investment nets 30 percent, you
know it has done well. Hodson (1985) notes that
economists find this useful because they can report find-
ings such as "each year of investment in education
brings a 13 percent increase in earnings. "5 But if you are
studying the effect of gender and race on salaries, the
logic of "investments" disappears. It makes no sense to
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say that for each year of investment in being a white
male, earnings increase by a certain percentage. Gender
and race are not investment choices.

Because using logs lessens the gap between the mean
and the high end of the salary distribution, they are
commonly used in studies of the general population
where the highest salaries may be a hundred times or
even a thousand times higher than the lowest salaries.
But the occupational and institutional context of faculty
salaries restricts their variations to a much narrower
and less skewed range than in the general population.
Observing this, Ferree and McQuillan (1998) concluded
that "converting salaries to logarithms offered more cost
in loss of ready interpretability than it was worth" (23).
We suggest that you weigh the importance of conduct-
ing the log salary analyses based on the range of
salaries. You can do this by dividing the highest faculty
salary by the lowest. If the result is greater than ten, say
from a lowest salary of $30,000 to a highest salary of
more than $300,000, you should conduct log analyses. If
you do have such a wide range of salaries, we suggest
you also visit the section on outliers in chapter 6 and
appendix I on how to locate outliers.

White- male - population salary analysis
The third approach, the "white-male-only" model, has
been widely promoted because it solves the total-
population problem of masking different rates of pay
for women and men (Braskamp, Muffo, and Langston
1978; Gray and Scott 1980; Scott 1977).6 The Higher
Education Salary Evaluation Kit by E. L. Scott (1977) rec-
ommends the white-male analysis because it provides
"an estimate of what the salary of the woman or minori-
ty faculty member would be if she or he were a white
male with the same attributes and experience."

To apply this method, you calculate a regression
equation using only the white-male faculty. There is no
need to use race-gender variables because there is only
one gender and race in the analysis. This "white-male"
equation is used to predict what the salaries for women
and minorities would be if their career attributes were
rewarded in the same way as those of white males. (See
appendix A for how to calculate a predicted salary
using regression parameter estimates.) The difference
between each woman or minority's predicted salary,
based on the white-male equation, and his or her actual
salary is called that person's salary residual. The average
residual for a race-gender category measures the differ-
ence between the actual salaries of those in the group
and what they would have been paid if their race had
been "white" and their gender "male." A negative
average residual indicates that the actual salaries of the
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category in question (for example, Latino men) are lower
than their predicted salaries based on how white males
are paid. A positive average residual means that the
race-gender category's actual salaries are higher than
their predicted salaries using the white-male equation.

Gray (1993, 1991) indicates that while this model is
theoretically better because it shows what females
would be paid if they were male, it may be more diffi-
cult to use. A problem occurs any time there are no
white males in a category where there are women and
minorities, making it impossible to derive an accurate
predicted salary for these women and minorities. For
instance, if there are no white males in the school of
nursing, then there is no parameter estimate for this cat-
egory and the salary worth of this discipline will
depend on the default discipline. Any category with no
parameter estimate is treated the same as the default
category.'

To get around this problem, Scott (1977) suggests
agreeing on another discipline that is similar to the dis-
cipline with no males in it. For instance, the pharmacy
white-male coefficient could be used in calculating the
predicted salaries for nursing faculty.

The smaller the white-male population, the more like-
ly you are to have disciplines or other categories (for
example, a rank like instructor, or an educational attain-
ment like master's degree) that have women and
minorities but no white-male counterparts. Even if there
are men in all categories, there may simply not be
enough white males to create a valid regression model.
We advise that there be at least five white males in each
discipline, rank, and degree category to apply this
method; otherwise, having one or two uncharacteristic
white males in a category can throw the validity of the
white-male analysis into doubt (see "Headaches"
below). If there are fewer than fifty white males among
the faculty, the accuracy of the white-male regression
results are questionable. As is the general rule for
regression modeling, there should be at least five cases
(faculty members) for each independent variable in the
analysis. Since twenty or more variables are common in
faculty equity studies, a count of a hundred or more
white males is desirable for these analyses.'

Recommendations
If you had only a single type of multiple-regression
analysis available to you, you would probably want it to
be the first method we described in this chapter, the
total-population salary analysis. It is easy to under-
stand. The unstandardized results represent the actual
salary variations. It does not exhibit the frequent prob-
lems experienced with the white-male analysis caused

by too few or uncharacteristic white males. The results
are in actual dollars and, consequently, more readily
interpreted and understood than log of salary.

But you may nonetheless find it worthwhile to try all
three models. If all three confirm a similar level of bias,
then they validate each other. (In three of the twelve fac-
ulty data sets we analyzed, one two-year and two four-
year colleges, our results were consistent across all three
analyses.) If the findings differ somewhat, you will need
to assess why, but in the process you will gain under-
standing of the salary anomalies that exist at your insti-
tution and how they relate to gender and race. Reporting
three estimates of bias also avoids overconfidently
reducing a complex issue to one summary number.

Headaches
If white males are paid more for a Ph.D. or for a year of
experience than women and minorities, this source of
bias is hidden in the averaging done by the total-
population approach. How prevalent is this problem,
and how does the white-male population approach cor-
rect for it?

Our analyses of the twelve SUNY institutions showed
that the white-male results supported the total-
population results in six of the twelve analyses. In other
words, at half of these institutions, there was no sub-
stantial differences by gender and race in the rewards
faculty received for career attributes such as Ph.D.'s or
years of experience. In fact, when differential rewards
existed, our findings indicated that the white-male
results were most likely to be based on anomalies in the
salaries of white men that are accentuated by the white-
male population approach.

The results of the white-male analyses showed sub-
stantially higher bias than the total-population salary
analyses for only two of the twelve SUNY data sets. In
both cases, the higher estimate of bias was based on the
aberrant salary of one white male. At one college, a
white male speech pathologist was paid $13,000 more
than the average for all the faculty members in this dis-
cipline.' As a result, the predicted salaries of the women
and minorities in this department were substantially
higher using the white-male method, and their actual
salaries seemed to be biased by comparison. When we
dropped this discipline from the analysis, the amount of
bias indicated by the white-male analysis was the same
as that for the total-population and log of salary results.
At a two-year college, an inconsistency resulted from a
white male in construction technology whose educa-
tional attainment was below a master's degree but who
was paid more highly than most of the Ph.D. faculty
members. The result was that the women and minorities
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whose highest degree was below a master's appeared to
be low paid by comparison, and their predicted salaries,
based on the white-male analysis, were substantially
higher than they would have been as a result of the
total-population analysis.

At one two-year college and one university, the
white-male analyses indicated substantially lower bias
than did the total-population salary analyses. Once
again, the presence of one white male with an atypical
salary caused the misleading white-male results. At this
two-year college, there was only one low-paid white
male in public service and early childhood education.
By comparison, the nine women and minorities in the
department looked overpaid. At the university, there
was only one white male in the school of nursing, and
his pay was relatively low. By comparison, the twenty-
three women in the school of nursing appeared to be
overpaid.

We concluded that when the number of white males
in a category is fewer than five, and when the white-
male results differ from the total-population results, the
total-population analyses are more likely to accurately
reflect the amount of bias present in salaries.

At two other SUNY institutions the white-male analy-
ses were problematic because there were no compara-
tors in disciplines where there were women and minori-
ties. Thus, six of the twelve white-male results are prob-
lematic. These problems were not confined to the small-
er schools. Three of the six institutions (one university
and two colleges) had more than two hundred white-
male faculty members. If our twelve SUNY analyses are
characteristic, a white-male analysis at any one institu-
tion has a fifty-fifty chance of displaying incongruent
findings that take time and resources to investigate.
Before deciding to conduct a white-male analysis, we
recommend that you check for disciplines or degree cat-
egories at your institution with no white malesor
fewer than five white malesand consider whether you
have the time and resources to investigate any anoma-
lies that may result.

The argument that white-male analyses avoid averag-
ing away greater rewards given to white males for
degrees and experience implies that the white-male
analyses reveal higher bias than total-population analy-
ses. We have not found that to be true.

Improved analysis
When the white-male results show inconsistencies, we
believe that using total-population analysis is more logi-
cal and defensible. Regression equations using the
entire faculty population include more information and,
thus, may be more accurate than the regression equa-
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tions based only on males. For example, a male-only
salary regression equation might include only two or
three faculty members in a particular discipline, but the
all-faculty salary regression at that campus may include
two or three additional faculty members in that disci-
pline. Thus, the all-faculty regression would have twice
as much information concerning how salaries in that
discipline vary relative to salaries in other disciplines.

If you are concerned about whether a total-population
analysis is masking differences in the way men and
women are paid, this problem can easily be assessed.
Place the regression-equation computer output for the
white-male analysis and the one for the total-population
analysis side by side.' Compare the coefficients (param-
eter estimates) for each of the variables. If you find a
substantial difference for a category, examine how
many white men are in that category. If there are four or
less, perhaps their salary-related rewards for this
attribute are very dissimilar from the others in this cate-
gory. If you find that the differences noted between the
white-male and total-population results are not due to
one or two aberrant salaries, you can correct for the dif-
ference by adding an interaction term to the total-
population analysis (Gray 1993).

An interaction occurs when the effect of one variable
changes across levels of another variable. Suppose that
the effect of not having a Ph.D. changes across gender.
An interaction term variable is created by multiplying
the two variables together." Create an interaction term
by multiplying the Ph.D. variable by the gender variable,
and include this interaction variable in the analysis. The
parameter estimate for the interaction term tells what the
difference is between men with a Ph.D. and women with
a Ph.D. For statistical purposes, it is important not to add
any more interaction terms than are needed.

Complexities
The primary disadvantage of using log of salary as the
dependent variable is the complexity it adds to inter-
preting the results. When dollars are converted to log
dollars, the intervals between the values of different
salaries change. One person earning more than another
will also have more log dollars, but the distance
between the log salaries of the two people grows small-
er as the size of their salaries increases. Complexity of
interpretation is more important in reporting findings
than it is in deciding which analyses to do. As indicated
earlier, if the range from the lowest to the highest facul-
ty salary is greater than a factor of ten, we suggest you
conduct log of salary analyses. But when it comes to
writing the report of your findings, assuming that the
results do not differ substantially, consider reporting on
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the salary results instead. Our preference for reporting
the salary rather than log of salary results is based on
simplicity and on the logic of reporting on what people
actually take home in their paychecks.

Using the natural log of salary usually results in
slightly higher adjusted R2 values, commonly in the
range of two or three percentage points. At the twelve
SUNY schools we studied, institutional type did not
seem to play any role in the amount or direction of the
change in R2 values. Closer examination indicated that
the slight improvements in the adjusted R2 values were
probably primarily due to the reduction of the positive
skew of the dependent variable at the universities and
colleges.

Two Additional Checks
Once the analyses have been completed, two important
additional tests remain to be conducted: a test for out-
liers and an examination of the residuals.

Outliers
Although we do not generally recommend dropping
outliers, it is best to check for them (see "Problem 3" in
chapter 6). Assessing the impact of outliers is a good
validity check on your data and results. For a discussion
of methods of checking for outliers, see Appendix I. As
noted there, we recommend the Cook's Distance (CD)
approach. The advantage of Cook's Distance is that it
pinpoints those cases that greatly influence the parame-
ter estimates rather than just aberrant cases on one of
the variables. Cases that are not distorting the results
need not be examined or eliminated before you certify
the accuracy of your analyses.

The developers of the Cook's Distance procedure
indicate a CD cutoff value of 1.0. Out of twelve SUNY-
campus analyses, we found only one case that exceeded
the CD cutoff value. A check of this professor's data
showed him to have been a full professor for only two
years, but he had actually been a full professor for sev-
enteen years. The erroneous "two years in current rank"
referred to the time at which he stepped down from a
dean's position. If your analyses include cases with CD
values above 1, review their data for accuracy. You may
find errors that explain their outlier status.

If you note CD values that are substantially higher
than those of most of the population, examine these for
potential data errors. For example, if the highest CD
value is 0.63 and the next highest CD value is 0.15, the
data for the case with the CD of 0.63 should be checked
for accuracy. If you are assessing a small population of
faculty salaries (under a hundred), consider how repre-
sentative that case is. At one small college, such a case

turned out to be a non-Ph.D. male instructor who had
received tenure thirty-five years ago but never pro-
gressed in rank. After running the analysis with and
without this outlier, the joint faculty-administration com-
mittee at this institution decided he was not representa-
tive of the population and left him out of the analysis.

Although the detection of outliers is a recommended
statistical procedure, dropping them is as much a politi-
cal decision as a methodological one. Drop outliers only
if they distort the real picture.

Residuals: The ungreat unknown
Regression analysis looks at the variation in the depen-
dent variable (salary) and all of the information provid-
ed by the predictor variables, and creates an equation
for the straight line that best predicts your institution's
salaries. But real-world salaries do not dutifully line up
on the straight line provided by the equation. They may
cluster tightly around it; how tightly is indicated by R2.
But even when the R2 indicates that 70 or 80 percent of
the variation in salaries has been accounted for with the
predictor variables, there is scatter around the line (see
figure A.2 in appendix A). This scatter of 20 or 30 per-
cent variation in salaries is called the unexplained varia-
tion or residual. It results from factors you have not
measured or cannot measure precisely. Some examples
might be unmeasured productivity, administrative
favoritism, and being hired in a financially dry year.

The residual or unexplained variation is the differ-
ence between a person's actual and predicted salary
from his or her actual salary. As explained in appendix
A, the regression equation provides a formula that can
create a predicted salary for each faculty member based
on the predictor variables. All of the widely used statis-
tical computer software programs provide the predicted
salary for each individual based on the regression equa-
tion (when properly asked, of course). They also pro-
vide the residuals or unexplained variations. You can
create a scattergram of the residuals by plotting each
faculty member's actual salary on the vertical axis and
the unbiased predicted salary on the horizontal axis. For
examples, see figures 6.1 and 7.1.'2

When you use the white-male regression equation
and arrive at the women and minorities' predicted
salaries by plugging in their career attributes (the pre-
dictor variables), the result is a direct measure of what
women and minorities' salaries would have been if they
were white men. But the predicted salaries and, by
extension, the residuals provided by the total-population
regression analysis output include the salary bias varia-
tion related to the female and minority variables. Regres-
sion analyses let us know how much of the variation in
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the dependent variable, salary, is accounted for by the
independent and predictor variables. We provide pre-
dictor variables that are seen as both legitimately related
to salary (experience, degree, discipline) and variables
that are seen as illegitimate predictors of salary (gender
and race). The regression equation that results does not
distinguish between these. It tells us mathematically
which variables predict the women and minorities'
salaries. If it finds that, after accounting for all the vari-
ables that we consider legitimately related to salaries,
women and minorities' salaries are best predicted by
subtracting something from their salaries, it includes
that subtraction in the equation that calculates the
women and minorities' predicted salaries. It is our job to
remove that part of the equation reflecting gender or
race bias.

If, for example, the coefficient for female is -1,000, the
salaries of the women faculty members are predicted to
be $1,000 less, on average, than if they were male facul-
ty. The predicted salaries for the female faculty must be
corrected by the amount of the coefficient for female: it
would be necessary to add the $1,000 back to each
female faculty member's predicted salary. Once you
have corrected the predicted salaries to remove any
gender and race effect, you can subtract them from actu-
al salaries to get a corrected residual. Alternatively, as
described above, you can create a scattergram of the
residuals by plotting each faculty member's actual
salary on the vertical axis and the "corrected-for-bias"
predicted salary on the horizontal axis.

There are both political and methodological reasons
for examining the residual or unexplained variation in
salaries (see chapter 7 for more on the political implica-
tions). You may observe a pattern of the residuals that
suggests an additional variable not included in the
analysis. Including that new variable could account for
more of the variation in salaries, thus raising the R2. For
example, you may note a cluster of faculty paid more
than their predicted salaries, all of whom are named or
distinguished professors. By including this as a catego-
ry you may improve your analyses. Or you may dis-
cover a group of faculty whose actual salaries are much
lower than their predicted salaries and who are all in a
particular subunit or discipline. As Ferree and
McQuillan (1998) note, such a result could point to a
pocket of bias caused by a particularly prejudiced
administrator.

Notes
1. In technical terms, redundancy means high correlations that
make it difficult, if not impossible, to determine the separate
effects of the two predictor variables on the dependent variable.
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2. To determine whether variable overlap is a problem, run a
correlation matrix to show how much each variable and its
quadratic term overlap. If any correlation reaches 0.9 or above,
you have a problem.

3. There are, of course, many variations in the literature. See
Toutkoushian (1994) for a statistical discussion of the alterna-
tive approaches and their potential impact on salary adjust-
ments. In the next chapter, we discuss why we believe two
variations, one that is called stepwise regression and one that
omits the gender and race variables from the equation, should
not be used. There is also the complex Oaxaca (1973)
approach, which uses both male and male regression analyses,
but, in practice, the results are very similar to using just the
white-male analysis.

4. When interpreting percentage rates, be aware that the rate
for one group is not the inverse of the rate for the other. Since
the percentage rate is based on the average salary of the
group, there is no common denominator. In actual dollars, if
women need to make $1,000 more to be equal to men, then
men would need to make $1,000 less to be equal to women.
However, with percentage rates, the numbers are not the
same. If men make $1,000 and women make $900, then a 10
percent decrease in male salaries would constitute equality,
but an 11.11 percent increase in female salaries would be
needed to achieve equality.

5. Hodson points out a very important implication resulting
from the use of natural logarithm of salary and the associated
rates of return, like the rate of return for a year of education. A
rate of return is always calculated based on the mean of the
group being analyzed. For example, if separate analyses are
done for men and women, the calculated rate of return is
based on increments above their separate average logged
salaries. Because women make substantially less, on average,
than men, women can appear to gain more, even though their
actual salaries are increased by less. Hodson (1985) notes that
whereas men make more in dollars ($66), which translates to a
0.54 percent rate of return, women make less ($46), but this
translates into a 1.25 percent rate of return, because of the
much lower average earnings of women. Thus, when differ-
ences in mean earnings between groups are substantial, the
analysis of logged salaries may create apparent differences
which are artifactual and very difficult to unravel.

6. For simplicity of explanation, this section assumes that the
dependent variable used in white-male population analysis is
salary as opposed to natural log of salary. Although there are
added complexities, it is, of course, possible to conduct a
white-male population log of salary analyses.

7. The impact on the predicted salaries of the nursing faculty
of having no white-male counterparts can be high or low
depending on which discipline is in the default category. That
is because any group or category with no parameter estimate
(coefficient = 0) is treated the same as the default category. If
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the discipline left out of the equation is psychology, then the
nursing faculty women will be paid like white-male psycholo-
gists. If the default discipline is the highest paid, the predicted
salaries of the nursing faculty will be based on their being in
the high-paid discipline; if the default discipline is the lowest
paid, the predicted salaries of the nurses will be based on
what they would make in this lowest-paid discipline.

8. If your primary analyses use a white-male regression
approach, it is advisable also to conduct a female-only regres-
sion analysis to check whether it underpredicts male salaries.
It is possible, although in our experience not probable, for the
male model to predict higher female salaries and for the
female model to predict higher male salaries (Gray 1991).

9. Speech pathology was the only department in the health
professions discipline.

10. Alternatively, a female- or minority-only analysis can be
run and its coefficients compared with the white-male line
coefficients. Some researchers recommend running the female
or minority regression and assessing the male faculty salaries
with this model. That is sometimes suggested to assess
whether the female-only model indicates that the male faculty
are underpaid (Gray 1991), just as the white-male-only model
indicates that female faculty are underpaid. Although this
potential is important to check, in reality it is rarely the case
that men are found to be underpaid using the female model
(Gray 1990). At most institutions of higher education, men still
constitute the bulk of faculty and are the basis for institutional
norms; it therefore makes more sense to fit the women to the
men's model than vice versa.

11. Using interaction terms involves complexities. If the non-
gender variable involved has more than two categories, the
default category used changes the interpretation. This is par-
ticularly noteworthy if you are doing interaction terms
between gender and a category like discipline or college with
the objective of deciding the relative salary bias in each disci-
pline or college. When interaction terms are used, the interpre-
tation of the regression coefficients changes (see Jaccard,
Turrisi, and Wan 1990).

12. With regard to white-male equation analyses, Ferree and
McQuillan note a second approach to examining the residuals.
The residual standard deviation units can be arrayed in a bar
chart that will approximate a normal curve. Creating one
array for the white males and another for the women and
minority categories may display "humps" in the residuals that
indicate pockets of bias that are not systemic. (See chapter 7
and Ferree and McQuillan 1998 for more information.)
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I have always believed that contemporary gender discrimination within universities is part
reality and part perception. True, but I now understand that reality is by far the greater part of
the balance.

Charles M. Vest
President

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

SIX

Small Errors with Big Consequences
By Lois Haignere

For many readers, this chapter will be the most
important in this guide. In designing a statistical
study, you will have to make many decisions. Too

often, these decisions are touted as strictly methodologi-
cal, and their subjective nature and potential political
impact are ignored.

Even if you are one of the policy makers involved,
you may be concerned that those conducting the salary-
equity analyses for your institution will, wittingly or
unwittingly, design them in a way that masks gender or
race bias. This chapter helps alert you to what to guard
against and what questions to ask. Some common cir-
cumstances with which this chapter will assist you
include the following.

The administration has handed you its study,
expecting you to accept the results as "objective truth."

Institutional researchers, or others with more statis-
tical knowledge than you, have suggested a research
design for your approval.

You are a member of a joint faculty-administration
planning committee to design a salary-equity study,
and you are suspicious of some suggested approaches.

You are conducting your own analyses, and you
want to know what procedures to avoid.

Problem 1: Standardization of the Coefficients
The regression coefficients (also called the parameter
estimates) are the values that indicate how much influ-
ence each variable has on the dependent variable,
salary. Most statistical computer packages provide
unstandardized regression coefficients by default,
because they are easier to interpret. Getting standard-
ized coefficients requires extra computer programming
to override the default. Unstandardized results indicate
the average dollars associated with each variable. (See
appendix A for a detailed explanation and an example
of computer output.) An unstandardized coefficient of

-1,500 for female faculty indicates that, on average,
women faculty are paid $1,500 less than comparable
male faculty.

Standardization of the coefficients does not mask gen-
der and race bias per se, but it does change the results of
the regression analyses from a form that almost anyone
can understand to one that only researchers and statisti-
cians can interpret.

To obtain standardized coefficients, both the indepen-
dent and dependent variables are changed to standard
deviation units. The standardized coefficient for a par-
ticular independent variable represents the amount of
change in that variable's standard units needed to pro-
duce a change in the dependent variable of one stan-
dard unita far cry from the direct dollars interpreta-
tion of the unstandardized coefficients. Standardized
coefficients can be converted back to dollar equivalents.'
However, this should not be necessary, since the analy-
sis can simply be rerun specifying that the output be in
unstandardized units.

Problem 2: Exclusion of Certain Categories
Some higher education institutions direct their research
where they may be least likely to find gender and race
bias in salaries, and then declare that they just can't find
it. They do so by systematically excluding the academic
groups where women and minorities predominate. For
part-time faculty, exclusions may be a necessary evil
(see "Study Population" in chapter 3). But all too often,
the full-time non-tenure-track faculty are unnecessarily
excluded without any methodological or theoretical
justification.
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Exclusions based on track or rank
Non-tenure-track teaching ranks are often excluded for
reasons that, if explained at all, are described vaguely as
either different teaching and research expectations
(Gray 1993) or different hiring and personnel policies
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(N. Moore 1992).2 Some institutions of higher education
have an array of non-tenure-track faculty, including
"visiting," "research," and "clinical" assistant, associate,
and full professors. But most campuses confine non-
tenure-track faculty to one or two lower ranks, such as
instructor or lecturer. At the SUNY institutions, most
non-tenure-track faculty are lecturers, long-term teach-
ing faculty who rarely have research obligations. But in
regard to teaching, their work is much the same as that
of tenure-track faculty. Most variations in teaching
expectations and hiring and personnel policies that exist
between non-tenure-track and tenure-track teaching fac-
ulty are no greater than those that exist across most
ranks. Just as rank differences are methodologically
accounted for by the inclusion of dummy variables for
the different ranks, non-tenure-track salary differences
can be measured by the regression equation through the
addition of a non-tenure-track dummy variable.

There may be different research expectations for the
faculty who are on tenure track than for those who are
not, but research expectations are not prevalent on all
campuses. In fact, teaching rather than research is the
primary focus at many two- and four-year colleges.
Even at research universities, the expectations regarding
research may depend as much on discipline as on
whether faculty are on track for tenure. If a department
is recognized as one of the best in its field, the research
expectation for those hired into it is often greater than
that for faculty in less prominent departments.

Moreover, differences in policy regarding research,
teaching, hiring, and other personnel issues are taken
into account by multiple-regression analyses. Multiple
regression can separate out pay differences that are
unrelated to gender and race as long as the separate
rank and discipline categories are named in the analy-
ses. By entering a variable for each discipline and rank
(see the discussion of dummy variables in appendix A),
we enable the regression equation to properly attribute
salary differences related to discipline or rank to the dis-
cipline or rank variables and not to gender or race.

We can do the same for non-tenure-track ranks. All
full-time faculty members, including those not on
tenure track, were included in our SUNY analyses. As
indicated in chapter 3, to account for non-tenure-track
salary differences, we entered the variable lecturer as a
synonym for "nontenure track." This means that any
gender or race salary differences within the lecturer cate-
gory can be captured by the equation and attributed to
the coefficients for the gender and race variables. Any
salary variations due to different teaching or research
expectations or personnel policies for lecturers will be
attributed to the coefficient for the variable lecturer.
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To assess whether dropping non-tenure-track faculty
improved the quality of the analysis, we reran the anal-
yses, excluding those in the rank of lecturer at the nine
SUNY schools that have this non-tenure-track rank.
Neither the adjusted R2 measures nor the amount of
gender or race bias shown changed substantially when
we dropped lecturers. At two campuses (one university
and one four-year college), the amount of bias increased
modestly, suggesting that, at these schools, those in the
non-tenure-track lecturer rank experienced less bias
than those in the tenure-track ranks. At two campuses,
the amount of bias measured did not change. At the
remaining five campusesone two-year college, two
four-year colleges, and two universitiesthe amount of
bias decreased slightly, suggesting that the non-tenure-
track faculty at those schools probably experienced
more salary bias than those in the tenure-track ranks.

Nevertheless, it is important to examine the regres-
sion results carefully for indications that the non-tenure-
track ranks could be masking bias in the tenure-track
ranks or vice versa. This lesson was made clear by a
study that we conducted recently at a private-sector col-
lege on the East Coast. The results indicated a modest
amount of gender bias in salaries. But a comparison of
the parameter estimate of the total-population and
white-male equations showed major differences for the
non-tenure-track variable. Interaction-term analyses
indicated that the bias was greater among the non-
tenure-track faculty. When we dropped the non-tenure-
track faculty from the analyses, the indication of salary
bias disappeared. As is true at many institutions, there
were too few full-time non-tenure-track faculty to sup-
port a separate analysis within the non-tenure-track
ranks, but the interaction-term results provided clear
evidence of salary bias in the salaries of those in the
non-tenure-track ranks.

The tendency to exclude non-tenure-track faculty in
salary analyses may be due in part to an assumption
held by many higher education policy makers that there
is less bias at the lower-status levels, where women and
minorities predominate. There is also an inclination to
believe that recent hires are treated more equitably than
less recent hires, and that the non-tenure-track ranks
include a higher proportion of recent hires. Our analy-
ses suggest that these commonly held assumptions are
often not supported by study results.3

The most important consequence of excluding non-
tenure-track faculty from the salary analyses, as we
indicated in chapter 3, is that they will be ineligible for
any salary adjustments that may result from the study.
That means that the lowest-paid faculty, who are likely
to be disproportionately minority and female, are
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denied the opportunity to have any bias in their salaries
assessed and corrected. We know of no theoretical or
methodological justification for this unfortunate exclu-
sion. All full-time faculty, including the non-tenure-
track ranks, should be included in the multiple-regression
salary review.

Potentially legitimate exclusions
Different campuses and institutions rely on an array of
titles, positions, and funding mechanisms to provide for
the diversity of staff needed. We have conducted analy-
ses at institutions that have research and clinical faculty
lines (sometimes called rank modifiers) that span the
assistant, associate, and full professor ranks and also
include both tenure-track and non-tenure-track faculty.
These are all considered faculty lines and should be
included in the faculty salary study.

By contrast, campuses also commonly have nonteach-
ing grant-funded positions, such as research assistants
and associated positions. Those holding these non-
tenure-track research assistant and associate positions
have much in common with faculty: they may hold
Ph.D.'s and work right along with faculty in a specific
discipline. But they are usually not in faculty lines and
do not teach, and their salaries may be determined in
whole or part by outside funding sources rather than by
the higher education institution. Here you may need to
sort carefully so that your study includes only teaching
faculty, both on and off the tenure track, whose salaries
are determined by the campus administrations.

Exclusions based on discipline
At some institutions the faculty members who special-
ize in teaching students basic reading, writing, and
mathematics skills are clustered in a special department.
At SUNY institutions these skills are taught in Equal
Opportunity Programs and Equal Opportunity Centers.
Segregating the remedial education function in a sepa-
rate organizational unit can result in excluding these
faculty members from a salary-equity analysis.

Here too, regression analyses can sort out the effects
of gender and race from those due to membership in a
separate discipline unit. All that is needed is inclusion
of a dummy variable for remedial education. Again, no
theoretical or methodological reason exists for exclud-
ing remedial educators. All full-time faculty should be
included in the multiple-regression salary review.'

Problem 3: Dropping of Outliers
Trimming the outliers, those whose pay is way out of
line with that of others, sounds like a statistically legiti-
mate, innocent thing to do. If your school has a Pulitzer

Prize-winning professor who was recently hired at a
very high rate of pay, why should she be allowed to
mask bias against other minority women? If your school
has kindly kept on staff, at a token salary, a severely
injured white-male professor so as to continue provid-
ing his health insurance, why should he be allowed to
mask bias? If the gender and race of these examples
were reversed, the logic would not change. The drop-
ping of such outliers should be discussed and agreed
upon by all parties. Appendix I explains three statistical
tests for locating outliers.

The problem comes when more statistically lazy or
politically expedient methods of "trimming" outliers
are used. If the hands-on researchers inform you that
they have dropped all "outliers" with salaries more
than two standard deviations from the mean, this is
not as innocent as it may sound. By definition, approx-
imately 2.5 percent of the faculty will be more than
two standard deviations above the mean and another
2.5 percent will be two standard deviations below it. If
the analysis involves four hundred faculty members,
that means dropping about twenty peopleten with
actual salaries much higher than their predicted
salaries and ten with actual salaries much lower than
their predicted salaries.

If gender and race are randomly distributed among
these two groups, dropping them from the analyses will
probably make no difference. Such randomness was not
the case at any of the twelve SUNY institutions in our
analyses; rather, those on the high-paid side were often
white males, and those on the low-paid side tended to
be females and minorities. The practice of dropping the
outliers is predicated on the assumption that they dis-
tort the real picture. If the so-called outlier faculty do
not distort the picture but are simply the highest- and
lowest-paid cases in the picture, there is no real reason
to drop them; doing so can peel off a chunk of the
gender and race bias.

Problem 4: Tainted Variables
The choice of predictor variables included in multiple-
regression analyses is critical in determining the accura-
cy of the results. If you include a predictor variable that
is biased, then some of the salary estimate that might
properly be attributed to being female or minority will
instead show up as part of the biased or tainted vari-
able's estimate.

For example, suppose height were included in a
salary-disparity analysis where gender bias exists.
Because women are shorter on average than men, any
gender differences in salaries could largely be explained
by the inclusion of height as a predictor. The salary
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disparity related to gender would be proportioned out
by the regression analysis to both height and gender,
masking the true magnitude of the gender bias.

While no one would include a height variable in a
salary study, there are several common variables that
can be tainted. Chapter 4 discusses in detail how to test
the categorical variable current rank for any taint that
might mask bias. We also discuss what to do if you find
that current rank is tainted. Our conservative recom-
mendation is that you still include it as a variable in the
regression analyses, but assume that the results under-
estimate the amount of bias. In this section, we warn
against inclusion of three variables that are likely to
mask bias even though it may not be possible to demon-
strate statistically that they are tainted: current or previ-
ous administrative appointment, initial rank, and initial
salary.

Current or previous administrative appointment
Because being appointed to dean, assistant dean,
department head, or another administrative position is
much more common for male than female faculty
(Johnsrud and Heck 1994), we thought it best to check
this variable for taint before including administrative
appointment data in our SUNY analyses. Unfortunately,
we found that for most of the twelve SUNY schools, the
statistical checks for bias in this variable were not reli-
able. The categorical modeling approaches detailed in
chapter 4 gave low R2L measures, indicating that the
variables in the model (years at the institution, years of
experience prior to hire, highest degree, gender, and
race) were poor predictors of receiving an administra-
tive appointment. Perhaps these variables will be better
predictors of administrative appointment at your insti-
tution. Or your data set may include other variables that
are more directly related to who is appointed to admin-
istrative positions.

At some institutions, the extra pay associated with
administrative appointments is awarded only while an
individual is in that office, and is dropped afterward. If
your institution is one of these, you can simply drop the
extra salary stipend of all current administrators, run-
ning the analyses on base salary.

For most institutions, however, the situation is not that
simple. Many campuses in theory remove the stipend
when the faculty member no longer holds an administra-
tive position, but in practice many faculty keep some or
all of the administrative salary increment after they step
down. Other institutions openly allow those who were
once in administrative positions to continue to be
rewarded at a higher rate, based on their history in an
administrative position. It may also be that those who
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have formerly served in administrative positions are dis-
proportionately awarded discretionary raises.

Although in our SUNY studies we were unable to
document gender bias in the awarding of administrative
positions using categorical modeling, we did not
include this information in our regression analyses. We
did this based on the substantially higher proportion of
white-male faculty that had received administrative
appointments. In our opinion, if former administrators
are allowed to keep the extra salary stipends associated
with their previous administrative roles, including this
variable is likely to mask bias in salaries.

Initial rank
If women are hired at lower initial ranks than men with
similar credentials on a systemic basis, and if the variable
initial rank is included in the analysis, then initial rank,
like height, could be interpreted as explaining salary dis-
parities more appropriately attributed to gender.

Studies reveal that department chairs, deans, and
members of faculty search committees prefer curricula
vitae attached to male names over the same vitae
attached to female names (Fide 11 1970; Steinpreis,
Anders, and Ritzke 1999; Davidson and Burke 2000).
Fidell found that the descriptions attached to male
names were, on average, 10 percent more likely to be
judged as deserving appointment at the tenured level
(associate and full professor) than those attached to the
female names.

Consistent with Fidell's findings, our categorical
modeling results at SUNY institutions indicated sub-
stantial gender bias in initial rank assignment. Women
were consistently at least two to four times less likely
than comparable men to receive senior rank (associate
or full professor). At two universities and one two-year
college, women were more than six times less likely to
be awarded initial ranks of associate and full professor
than men with similar highest degrees, years since high-
est degree at hire, and years of experience prior to hire.
Racial minorities were more likely to be hired as lectur-
ers and instructors rather than assistant professors.

These findings of bias in initial rank are consistent
with the results of a study at the University of Hawaii.
Male faculty there "have more than twice the chance of
women of being hired initially into upper ranks"
(Hauser and Mason 1993, 10). Both the Hawaii study
and the analyses of twelve SUNY institutions lacked
data on the relative supply of male and female candi-
dates, information that would ideally be included in any
study of bias in initial rank. Nevertheless, in our opinion,
the levels of bias shown for initial rank were striking and
suggested bias in hiring practices.
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To test the effect of omitting initial rank, we ran
regression analyses with and without this variable.
Although for many of the twelve SUNY institutions, the
amount of salary bias indicated did not change substan-
tially, at one university the bias indicated by the white-
female coefficient decreased by about 30 percent when
initial ranks were included in the model. This school
was also the university with the greatest amount of gen-
der bias in the assignment of initial rank. This result
offers a clear case of a tainted-rank variable masking
salary bias.

Based on this information, we omitted initial rank
from our SUNY analyses. We would also note that it is
illogical to include initial rank in accounting for current
salaries. The rank assignment that should account for
current salary is current rank.

Initial salary
Although we have not experienced pressures to include
initial salary in current salary analyses, other
researchers have. In negotiating the variables to be
included in a study examining gender bias in salaries at
the University of Nebraska, for example, the bargaining
unit representatives discovered that the university
administration intended to include starting salary as a
variable to explain existing salaries (Finkler et al. 1989).
The problem with including such a variable involves
both the likelihood that there is gender bias in starting
salaries and the substantial redundancy or overlap
between initial salary and current salary variables. In all
likelihood, this overlap will mean that most of the vari-
ance in current salaries will be explained by the vari-
ance in starting salaries, leaving little to be explained by
any of the other predictor variables, including gender
and race.'

If the administration on your campus suggests such
an approach, you may find it helpful to know how this
issue was handled by the AAUP bargaining unit repre-
sentatives at the University of Nebraska. The adminis-
tration claimed that starting salaries were not gender-
biased and, therefore, could be used in the analysis. The
basis for this claim was a regression analysis with start-
ing salary as the dependent variable. However, this
analysis included only faculty members hired since a
previous adjustment for discrimination in 1972. This
limitation meant that only 266 of the total 422 faculty
members were included. The results of this regression
analysis showed a disadvantage for women of $1,231 in
starting salaries, with a significance level of 0.0522 (see
glossary). The administration claimed that since this
finding was not statistically significant (the significance
level was not at or below 0.05), the variable starting

salary was not gender-biased and could be used in the
current-rank regression analysis.

The bargaining unit researchers responded that
although a significance level of 0.0522 meant that the
salary disadvantage could technically be considered sta-
tistically insignificant, it was not evident that there was
gender equality in starting salaries. They conducted two
additional analyses of starting salaries. The first ana-
lyzed the initial salaries of all 422 current faculty, rather
than just the 266 hired after 1972. That analysis found
gender bias at $1,038 with a significance level of less
than 0.02, which is highly significant. The second study
looked at all of the 600 faculty hired since 1974 regard-
less of whether or not they were still on staff. This analy-
sis found gender bias at the level of $810 with a statisti-
cal significance level of less than 0.01, indicating a very
high degree of significance. The administration dropped
its insistence on the inclusion of starting salaries.

There are two morals to this story. First, multiple
regression can assess gender bias in starting salaries just
as it can in current salaries. Unless starting salaries can
be shown to be bias free, they should not be used as a
predictor variable for current salary. Second, amounts
that would not reach statistical significance in smaller
data sets may become statistically significant with larger
populations or data sets. Whereas bias at the level of
$1,231 fell short of statistical significance when the data
set contained only 266 faculty, bias at the level of only
$810 was statistically significant when the data set
included 600 faculty. This is important background
information for our discussion of the "significance of
significance."

Problem 5: The Significance of Significance
If our results concerning salary bias are "significant,"
they are assumed valid. The question is, if regression
results indicating salary bias are not statistically signifi-
cant, are they invalid? The answer is no; to understand
why, we must look at the technical meaning of statisti-
cal significance.

Significance levels are also called probability levels.
Probability is a less misleading term, because what is
being measured is the probability of replicating the
findings in another sample. Probability levels were
developed for use with inferential statistics. Inferential
statistics make inferences about a whole population
based on a sample. If we wanted to draw inferences or
conclusions that extended beyond the faculty members
in our data set, significance levels would be important.
If we took a random sample of faculty members on a
campus and found a salary difference related to gender
or race, we would use a significance test to estimate
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whether this finding was due to chance or whether we
could expect the same difference if we selected another
sample or examined the entire population.

Most faculty salary studies directly examine the entire
faculty population at a higher education institution, not
a sample of that population. Nelle Moore (1993) notes
that faculty salary-equity studies should always involve
total populations: "There is no reason to draw a sample
when the complete data are available" (119). Any salary
difference found in that population is an actual salary
difference between the white male and female or minor-
ity faculty categories.

When you study a population of faculty members,
there is no sampling error, because there is no sample.
But when you ask the computer to do a multiple-
regression analysis, it does not know that a population,
rather than a sample, is being studied. It has been pro-
grammed to provide the sampling error and related
levels of statistical significance on the presumption that
it is looking at a sample. Since the figures are right
there, it is difficult to ignore them. But the focus should
be on substantive rather than statistical significance.

If women or minorities are, on average, affected by
even a few hundred dollars, this could be a "significant"
amount to them. At one of the four-year SUNY colleges
with a faculty of only 117, the regression result for being
female was -1,488, with a significance level of 0.06. In
other words, on average, female faculty members were
paid $1,488 less than male faculty, all other independent
variables held constant. Is this a substantial amount of
money for those involved? Given that $1,488 is an actual
difference within a population and not an inferential
finding from a sample, should a salary disparity of this
magnitude be ignored?

It is particularly important to understand that statisti-
cal significance is directly tied to the size of the
database. (Note the example of the University of
Nebraska study in the previous section.) The smaller the
data set, the less likely that the results will be statistical-
ly significant. A regression analysis on a data set with
fewer than two hundred faculty members is unlikely to
yield a statistically significant finding. With large data
sets, a small dollar difference can be statistically signifi-
cant but of little practical significance.

The size of the race-gender category being examined
is also important. Even when you have a large data set
of, for example, over a thousand faculty, if the number
in the group being assessed is very small, the amount of
bias indicated has to be substantial to achieve statistical
significance. If there are twenty Asian women profes-
sors, and the results indicate bias in their salaries, this
result is more likely to reach statistical significance than
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if there are only two Asian women. We do not have to
be statisticians to understand that. The salary disparity
calculated from a population of two Asian women is
more likely to be affected by unusual and random fac-
tors than it would be based on a population of twenty
Asian women.

The implications of this connection between the num-
ber of faculty in a category and statistical significance
bear noting. An institution with hiring practices that
keep the number of women or minorities low could con-
ceivably use the resulting lack of statistical significance
to exonerate them of salary bias. This possibility under-
scores the suggestion that significance levels should be
considered just one piece of information in the interpre-
tation of the results. If, for example, there are very few
Latino men on the faculty and the results indicate a sub-
stantial but not statistically significant bias in their
salaries, this result should be interpreted in light of pat-
terns for this campus. If there are few women and
minorities and the analyses show that they are paid less
than comparable white men, there may well be bias
against the Latino men. If, on the other hand, this col-
lege has hired many Latino women and other minorities
and if these groups are paid relatively fairly, the results
regarding Latino men might be considered to be chance
findings.

The issue of database size in relation to statistical sig-
nificance can become the focus in struggles between
those who do and do not want the study to indicate
salary bias. For example, in court cases the defendant
university will argue that deans or even department
heads determine salaries and that, therefore, smaller
units should be studied separately. Those suing the uni-
versity for salary discrimination will argue that the
provost or president has the final say on salaries and the
oversight responsibility to make sure that bias in
salaries does not exist, so the analyses should be con-
ducted at the university level.'

In our opinion, the appropriate approach is to recog-
nize the limited role of statistical significance when a
population is being studied and, therefore, to look at the
substantive importance of the results. A small salary
difference at a large university may not be important
even though it is statistically significant. A large salary
difference at a small college may be important even if it
is not statistically significant. If eliminating a salary dis-
crepancy could improve morale, recruitment, retention,
and fairness, asking if it is statistically significant is the
wrong question.

Nelle Moore notes that statistical significance has
been confused with substantive importance in part
because of the normal usage of the word significant.
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Noting that significance testing provides an illusion of
objectivity built on fantasy (Carver 1978), she concludes
that it has no meaning in salary-equity studies of insti-
tutional populations. She notes, "There is nothing ran-
dom about the data, about the hiring process, or about
the awarding of salaries. There is no sampling proce-
dure. There simply is no context within which the use of
significance tests could be considered appropriate" (N.
Moore 1993).

Gray (1991, 1993) is less emphatic about ignoring sig-
nificance levels. She agrees that no question of inference
exists when you study a population. However, she sug-
gests that statistical significance still be noted as an indi-
cator of whether the observed difference could be the
result of random variations in faculty salaries. For
example, salary increments for promotion may be
smaller in a low-funding year. Being both a lawyer and
a statistician, Gray notes that many courts have moved
from "complete disregard of the concept of statistical
significance" to an almost "mystical reliance" on the
0.05 significance level. She also indicates that there are
judicial decisions to suggest that the intent to discrimi-
nate can be inferred from sufficiently large statistically
significant differences (Gray 1993).

We recommend that tests of statistical significance be
used as one piece of information in weighing the
importance of the results. The importance of any salary
differences found should be evaluated in light of the
general pattern of the findings and should not be strict-
ly a statistical decision. We agree with Snyder et al.
(1994) that the absence of statistical significance should
not be viewed as proof of the absence of bias. The
authors note that if there is a pervasive pattern of nega-
tive residuals for the female variable across ranks and
colleges, there is cause for concern despite an absence
of statistical significance.

Problem 6: Divide and Hide
The objective of most multiple-regression studies of
faculty salary equity is to check for systemic gender
and race bias at the institutional level. But in studies at
some institutions, the total institutional analysis (the
forest) is skipped over in favor of separating the tenure
track from the nontenure track or senior ranks from
junior ranks. At this tree level, the decision is to look at
separate colleges or schools within the institution.
Within a set of disciplines or a large discipline, the sug-
gestion is made that the problem is really due only to a
few departments. At the department level (the twigs),
the problem is attributed to a few individuals. So we
get down to the leaves, the individual female and
minority faculty members.

Why bother to use regression analysis if you have dis-
carded the idea that discrimination is systemic and
affects all those in the group?

Failure to understand that regression analyses mathe-
matically control for discipline and rank may lead poli-
cy makers to accept the misguided practice of studying
only subsets of the faculty population. Studies of bias in
faculty salaries include the variables discipline, rank,
degree, and years of experience in order to control any
salary differences related to these variables while gen-
der and race are examined. Thus, by design, these anal-
yses do not address different jobs, but rather very simi-
lar ones, for example, associate professors in discipline
x. The result is an equal-pay-for-equal-work study,
where gender and race differences across disciplines or
ranks are statistically controlled. There is no reason to
conduct separate studies of the different disciplines and
ranks to accomplish this.

The problem with subdividing the population into
discipline or rank groups is that the data sets become
smaller and smaller. As a result, the regression analyses
may be less valid. As previously noted, for regression
analysis, it is recommended that there be at least five
observations (faculty members) for each independent
variable in the model (Blalock 1979). With fewer people,
the analysis has less information to go on. This will be
reflected in the deterioration of the significance levels
reported in the computer output. Even if significance
levels are ignored, the significance of the results will be
less clear when the data set and the numbers in the indi-
vidual race-gender groups are small. For valid results,
stick with data sets that have at least five faculty for
each independent variable.

There is some diagnostic appeal to looking for the
institutional subsets in which bias is more prevalent. See
chapter 7 for a discussion of when and how to validly
assess subunits like certain ranks and disciplines for
salary inequities.

Problem 7: Stepwise Abuse
The statistical procedure called stepwise regression pro-
duces results that at best are difficult to interpret and at
worst can mask a substantial gender or race salary dis-
parity simply by ignoring gender and race.

There are two types of stepwise analyses: forward
and backward. The forward stepwise procedure is the
more problematic for salary studies. In this procedure,
the researcher enters a long list of variables whose
effects are unknown, to discover which meet the test of
a specified level of significance. The procedure selects
the predictor variable that has the strongest relationship
with the dependent variable and enters it on the first
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step. Next, it searches for the second variable based on
the second strongest correlation with the dependent
variable and enters that variable on the second step.
This process continues until the procedure finds no
more variables that are related to the dependent vari-
able at the level of statistical significance specified. Such
fishing expeditions or exploratory studies are some-
times necessary, but Pedhazur (1982) and N. Moore
(1993) note that the researcher should be responsible for
selecting the variables, not the computer.

Stepwise procedure has its proper uses, but in salary
studies it is commonly used to conceal gender and race
relationships. If the forward stepwise procedure is used
with a restrictive level of significance, the stepwise pro-
cess may stop before the gender and race variables enter
the analysis.' The race and gender variables are then
declared "insignificant," and salaries are declared bias
free. This procedure is not designed for use when vari-
ables that are predictive of the dependent variable are as
well recognized as they are for salary analyses.
Moreover, since stepwise regression relies blindly on sta-
tistical significance, it should be avoided for all of the
reasons indicated in our discussion of significance levels.

If those conducting the research at your institution
insist on using a stepwise analysis, make sure that they
use a backward stepwise procedure. Pedhazur (1982)
notes that the use of the forward stepwise procedure is
problematic and that the backward is preferred.
Backward stepwise regression starts with all of the vari-
ables in the analysis and drops those variables that do
not reach the significance level specified, one at a time.
Thus, the computer output for the initial step of this
analysis allows you to view the results for the gender
and race variables even if these variables are dropped in
later steps for failure to meet the specified significance
level. Unless their intent is to hide the magnitude of the
gender or race relationship by using stepwise proce-
dures, the administrations should not object to using the
backward (rather than forward) stepwise procedure and
providing the computer output for the initial and subse-
quent steps.

While backward stepwise procedures are more
acceptable than the forward approach because they do
not hide the effect of gender and race, the results are dif-
ficult to interpret. Because they do not meet the signifi-
cance levels required, some of the dummy variables do
not enter the analysis. The smaller your faculty, the
more likely some dummy variables will be dropped by
the analysis. This means that some ranks enter the anal-
ysis and others do not. What does it mean, for example,
when lecturers and leading professors are left out of the
analysis because there are too few individuals in these
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categories to reach statistical significance? For one thing,
it means that both ranks are treated like the default or
reference current-rank category, that is, the dummy
variable rank that has been left out of the analysis or set
to zero. If full professor is the default, both lecturers and
leading professors are treated as full professors. If
instructor is the default, both lecturers and leading pro-
fessors are treated as instructors. Similar problems
occur when a highest degree or discipline dummy vari-
able is dropped by the backward stepwise procedure.

In our opinion, there is no reason to use stepwise pro-
ceduresforward or backwardto assess gender and
race bias in faculty salaries. Faculty salary-equity stud-
ies are explanatory, not exploratory, analyses.

Problem 8: Dropping of Gender and Race
Stepwise regression is not the only way that race and
gender variables get excluded from multiple-regression
salary studies. Some salary reviews, even when they
purport to check gender and race bias, leave these cru-
cial variables out of the analyses. The common excuse
for doing so is that since race and gender should not be
allowed to play a role in determining pay, they should
not be used to create the predicted salary of the individu-
al faculty member (see appendix A).

This sounds good in theory, but in practice the predict-
ed salaries are not the actual salaries. If we could get rid
of the effects of gender and race on actual salaries just by
leaving these variables out of regression analyses, how
wonderful that would be. What we need is to know how
much of the variation in actual salaries is attributable to
race and gender. If the variables are omitted from the
equation, the degree to which they explain actual salaries
is never determined. It is easy enough to remove race and
gender effects from predicted salaries. For example, if
being female is found to cost $1,500 on average, you sim-
ply add this amount to each woman's predicted salary.
Alternatively, you can calculate all faculty members' pre-
dicted salaries as if they were white males.

In addition, omitting these variables from the regres-
sion model embeds any gender or race bias that may be
present against white men, making them appear statisti-
cally to be overpaid. This happens because, in the
absence of any information on gender and race, the
regression procedure takes the entire population into
account, averaging the salaries of all faculty. Compared
to this overall regression line, most white men will
appear to be overpaid. By contrast, when race and gen-
der variables are entered, white men are compared to
their own average line. Half of the white men are above
the line and half below it, so their average residual is
zero. This is true for each of the race and gender groups.

6 6
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Figure 6.1 helps to make this clear. This graph shows
a scatter of actual salaries against predicted salaries for
a SUNY two-year college. Note that most of the female
faculty are in the lower part of the scatter and most of
the male faculty are in the upper pare The dark line
represents the regression line of the male scatter, and
the light line, that of the female scatter. If the gender
variable had not been entered in this analysis, the
regression line would be between these two lines,
pulled down by the lower salaries of the women faculty.
More of the male faculty scatter would then be above
the average line, making more men appear "overpaid."
If we gave all females enough money to bring their
average salary up to the average for the total popula-
tion, general scatter for the female faculty would still be
below that of the male faculty, indicating that there was
still bias in pay.

Without the race and gender variables, the regression
procedure creates an overall pay line that, because of
the lower salaries of female faculty, makes the male fac-
ulty look overpaid and fails to provide the proper esti-
mate to remove the bias in the female faculty pay.

Summary
In this chapter I have discussed eight ways method-
ological decisions can affect the outcome of the analy-
ses so as to mask gender or race bias. This list is far
from exhaustive. Every new research design brings
with it the potential for subjective methodological deci-

sions that influence the results. I hope, however, that
this chapter has alerted you to issues to guard against
and questions to ask concerning the research design
and results.

Notes
1. If you are stuck with interpreting standardized coefficients,
divide the standard deviation of the dependent variable by the
standard deviation of the independent variable. (The multiple-
regression computer output from most statistical software
packages provides the standard deviations for the indepen-
dent variables.) Then multiply the result by the coefficient of
the independent variable. This lengthy, unnecessary process
gives you the unstandardized regression coefficient dollar
estimates.

2. Chronister et al. (1997) report that the proportion of non-
tenure-track faculty has increased to 27.3 percent, with non-
tenure-track women faculty now making up more than half of
the faculty at two-year and master's-level institutions.

3. Our regression analyses examine whether faculty hired
within the last five years at a specific institution are less likely
to have gender or race bias in their salaries. We usually find
little evidence of less bias in the salaries of recent hires. By
contrast, Toutkoushian (1998), using 1988 and 1993 data from
the National Center for Education Statistics, finds evidence
that the wage gap for younger women is smaller than that for
older women in academe. Given the difference in methodolo-
gies and the populations being studied, there could be a num-
ber of explanations for these different findings.
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4. If your institution separates out remedial educators, thereby
providing an institutional mechanism through which they can
be paid less than others in their discipline despite their need
for special teaching skills, you may be able to use the occasion
of this study to correct their salary inequities. At the request of
Equal Opportunity Program members at a SUNY university,
we assigned these educators to the discipline they teach,
rather than the discipline of "remedial education." The aver-
age difference between their predicted and actual salaries
gives an estimate of the degree to which they have been sys-
temically underpaid.

5. Gray (1990) noted that a justification offered for using start-
ing salary as a variable to predict current salary is that if raises
have been equal for men and women, there is no current dis-
crimination. She cites a 1986 Supreme Court decision that
employers have a continuing obligation to equalize salaries
and that giving equal raises is not sufficient.

6. Ferree and McQuillan (1998) note that competing implicit
conceptions of discrimination also play a role in these strug-
gles. See chapter 7.

7. Most computer procedures set a nonrestrictive significance
level recognizing that fishing expeditions are best when they
allow many variables, even those with low predictive power,
to enter the analysis. SAS, for instance, has a default signifi-
cance level of 0.50 for forward stepwise procedures and 0.10
for backward stepwise procedures. If, however, the
researchers so choose, they can set much more restrictive sig-
nificance levels. That was done for a faculty study at a univer-
sity in Ontario. Forward stepwise regression was used with a
significance level of 0.05 rather than the common, less restric-
tive significance default of 0.50. Not surprisingly, the gender
variable did not enter this analysis. Lois Haignere was asked
by the faculty association to comment on this study. She used
institutional data from SUNY to demonstrate that a less
restrictive significance level would have, in all likelihood,
revealed a gender effect.

8. The only minorities in this data set are four Asian males.
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At first, we were surprised that our argument for an across-the-board settlement that it would
be fairer to the best women on the facultywas rejected. Ultimately, we imputed this resistance
to both the administration's tacit view of discrimination as an individual process and its desire
to keep salary information and decisions in its own hands.

Myra Mary Ferree
Professor of Sociology

University of Wisconsin

Julia McQuillan
Professor of Sociology

University of Nebraska

SEVEN

Diagnosis Dynamics and Treatment Turmoil
By Lois Haignere

The researchers analyzing faculty salaries at your
institution are likely to reach a point at which they
believe the job is done and a diagnosis of whether

or not salary inequities exist has been made. Other par-
ties in the process may have other ideas. In this chapter,
we note the practical side of the political dynamics of
diagnosis as the parties progress from research results
to remedy.

Diagnosis Dynamics
Before looking at remedies, faculty and administration
should attempt to come to an understanding of the
meaning of bias findings.

Two views of bias
Underlying many debates over how to study and correct
faculty salary disparities are assumptions about how dis-
crimination comes to be embedded in salaries in the first
place. Ferree and McQuillan (1998) have described the
two primary conceptualizations of discrimination as the
institutional and individual perspectives. The institutional
perspective views discrimination as systemic, generally
affecting all those in the women or minority category in
question. The individual perspective sees discrimination
as resulting from isolated personal prejudices that cause
pockets of salary disparity.

According to the institutional-systemic view, the basic
reason for gender bias in salaries is that women and
women's work have traditionally been undervalued.
There is a pervasive cultural attitude that women are
second-class citizens and, by extension, their work is
worth less than that of men. This cultural devaluing of

women and their work permeates all realms of our soci-
etyour psychological, political, and economic exis-
tence. "The market, as it functions in the daily lives of
people, is not independent of the values and customs of
those who participate in it" (Kessler-Harris 1990, 117).
Paying women less than men for equal work was not
made illegal until 1963; the acceptability of paying
women less remains an implicit social norm.

"Gender is present in the processes, practices, images,
and ideologies, and distributions of power in the vari-
ous sectors of social life" (Acker 1992, 567). Gender dis-
tinctions are created and maintained by everyday social
interaction and accumulated past practices and policies.
A basic tenet of the institutional-systemic perspective is
that historical and ongoing prejudice becomes embed-
ded in institutional processes, and the resulting policies
and practices undervalue most, if not all, women work-
ers. The purpose of a faculty salary study is to identify
and to propose institutional solutions for systemic
biases in the salaries of women and minorities.'

By contrast, the individual view of the potential for
gender and race bias in salaries is that the market tends
to reward human capital fairly. Thus, a year of educa-
tion or experience or the attainment of a higher rank
will be equally rewarded in the salaries of women,
minorities, and white men. Intervention is rarely needed
because the market is generally fair. Isolated personal
prejudices can exist, however, causing pockets of salary
disparities. The purpose of a salary study under the
individual perspective is to find the few individuals
whose salaries have been affected by personal prejudice
and adjust their salaries accordingly. Depending on the
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findings, a secondary objective may be to remove the
prejudiced person(s) from hiring and salary assignment
responsibilities.

Articulating these two different conceptualizations of
the source of salary bias early in your institution's pro-
cess of examining salaries can facilitate discussions about
the methods you use and the remedies you recommend.

Fit between perspectives and parties
You may find, as Ferree and McQuillan (1998) did at the
University of Connecticut Health Center, that these per-
spectives tend to be associated with the parties involved
in the salary discrimination studies: the faculty and the
administration. Ferree and McQuillan reported that the
faculty members on the health center committee believed
that salary inequity existed on the institutional level, as
the result of gender and race stratification that was his-
torical, pervasive, and ongoing. Ferree and McQuillan
interpreted the administration's behavior to be a reflec-
tion of their belief that gender- and race-based salary
inequities did not exist, or if they did, that they stemmed
from the isolated prejudices of a few individuals.

Note that these are not necessarily competing or
mutually exclusive perspectives. Holding the view that
historical and systemic gender or race bias is transferred
to salaries through societal and institutional processes
does not rule out also believing that biased individuals
can exacerbate bias in salaries in their particular depart-
ments or colleges. Faculty members and administrators
can, and frequently do, hold both perspectives.

There is also national variation in whether the
institutional-systemic perspective is espoused. In our
experience, both administrators and faculty members in
Canada, New Zealand, and other Commonwealth coun-
tries are more likely than their U.S. counterparts to hold
the institutional-systemic view of salary bias. In the
United States, both faculty members and administrators
tend to espouse the individual perspective. For exam-
ple, at an East Coast public research university, the
women faculty had previously won the right to use the
white-male regression equation to calculate their indi-
vidual predicted salaries for comparison with their actu-
al salaries. They believed this information empowered
them individually, despite the fact that the university
analyses showed salary inequities for women as a class
that were not being addressed.

Fit between perspectives and study results
In our experience, if bias is found at the university level,
administrators may push for analyses of the nooks and
crannies (colleges, departments) in hopes of making it
disappear or confining it to a few specific subunits. On
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the other hand, if bias is not found at the university
level, women and minority faculty are likely to lobby
for further analysis of subunits to see if pockets of bias
exist.

Overall, however, the tendency in the United States
concerning choice of perspective is consistent with the
experience of Ferree and McQuillan: administrators are
far less likely to espouse the institutional-systemic per-
spective on bias than are faculty. Like Ferree and
McQuillan, we have experienced many settings in
which administrators press for further analysis conduct-
ed at smaller and smaller institutional subunits (see
"Problem 6" in chapter 6).

Despite the administration's affection for the individ-
ual perspective, never have we had a brave administra-
tor say, "Well, it is gratifying to know that we have no
evidence of bias in salaries at the university-wide level,
but I suspect we have bias in salaries in the college of
XYZ. Would you please check there?" Such observa-
tions seem to come only from the faculty. Frequently,
they come from the faculty even if there is substantial
evidence of systemic bias at the institutional level.

Pockets of Bias
Pockets of bias may exist. Determining their effect as
distinct from that of institutional bias is a difficult and
sensitive problem.

Institutional-level checks
In the best-case scenario, there is a common apprecia-
tion among faculty and administration of the method-
ological fit between multiple regression's focus on class
differences and the logic of the institutional-systemic
perspective. A common agreement on this perspective
would mean that all parties accept the institutional-level
results. This does not mean that you fail to check
whether the individual perspective and pockets of bias
can explain your findings. Ruling out the presence of
pockets of bias may be accomplished in two ways:
through use of interaction terms and through examina-
tion of the pattern of the residuals.

As explained in "Improved analysis" in chapter 5,
you can check for interactions that indicate that your
results may be due to pockets of bias rather than sys-
temic bias. You may get a clue that findings differ based
on discipline or tenure status by examining the coeffi-
cients for these categories and comparing the white-
male with the total-population results. If you observe
substantial differences, first check the number of faculty
in the suspect categories. Might the differences be due
to one or two aberrant salaries? Are there more than
five faculty members in the categories involved? Next,
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rerun the total-population analysis with a race-gender
interaction term (see chapter 5) and observe the specific
impact. For example, you might surmise that average
lower salaries for women arise from salary bias among
non-tenure-track faculty and does not exist among
tenure-track faculty. To test that possibility, enter into
the analysis an interaction term for non-tenure-track
women. If the coefficient for this interaction term is neg-
ative and substantial while the coefficient for the female
variable (which now represents all female faculty except
the non-tenure-track women) is much less negative or
even positive, the *salary bias you observe relates pri-
marily to non-tenure-track faculty.

The second method of checking for pockets of bias is
to examine the pattern of the residuals using the white-
male faculty regression equation. Ferree and McQuillan
(1998), who recommend this method, note that:

If the average difference between men's and
women's residuals is explained by some individ-
ual women being grossly and unfairly under-
paidas the individual model suggests would
be the casethere will be a bimodal curve, with
a second "hump" near the tail end of the nega-
tive residuals. Such a "hump" would represent a
cluster of women with abnormally low salaries
who pull down the average for the whole group
(14).

If you find such an abnormal picture when you plot
the residuals, further analysis may reveal that the facul-
ty members in this "hump" are disproportionately in a
certain school, discipline, or hiring cohort. In turn, you
may find that this effect relates to a prejudiced adminis-
trator or administrative process that has a constricted
impact. (See "Residuals: The Ungreat Unknown" in
chapter 5 for more information on residuals.)

Subunit analyses
If no agreement exists on the institutional-level findings
and pressures exist for subunit analysis, the challenge
is to proceed in a methodologically correct way.
Multiple-regression statistical analyses are group-level
analyses of systemic bias. They should not be applied
to the individual level. The general rule of five cases for
each independent variable should be respected. Many
colleges within large universities are large enough to
sustain separate regression-model analyses and still
have five cases (faculty) for each independent variable.
However, just having the numbers necessary to analyze
subunits does not, in and of itself, legitimate such anal-
yses. Consider the reality of how salaries and salary

increments are assigned at the institution. Do the sub-
units actually have substantial input in determining
salaries? If so, then analyses at the subunit level may be
appropriate.

Case Study
The SUNY-UUP joint faculty-administration committee
met on a regular basis for over a year to decide how best
to adjust for salary bias revealed by multiple-regression
studies at twenty-nine SUNY institutions. At first, both
the union and the administration assumed that salary
adjustments would be individually determined. The
question that began to haunt us was: what level of data
accuracy was needed before we were justified in giving
money to one woman and not another, or to one African
American man and not another, or to several white
women but only one Latino man?

Despite close attention to data accuracy and diligence
in data cleaning (see chapter 3)plus a general pride in
the quality of our datawe did not believe our data
were accurate enough to estimate individual-level salary
disparities. If we had to validate the data for every indi-
vidual woman and minority man at twenty-nine SUNY
institutions, we would still be doing the study today.

We began to see the wisdom of an institutional-
systemic approach to awards, similar to the one used
in adjusting faculty salaries by the University of
Connecticut at Storrs in 1988. There is the advantage
that errors are assumed to be random, eliminating the
need to validate every piece of data studied. Although
consideration of the institutional approach was initial-
ly motivated by methodological concerns, the other
advantages to this approach became apparent, includ-
ing the extension of the adjustment to all women,
including the superstars; the adjustment of the female
scatter to more closely approximate the male faculty
scatter; the fit between multiple-regression class or
group results and the adjustments of salaries for all
those in the group; and lower total costs.' These advan-
tages are discussed more fully in the next section.

We concluded that using group rather than individ-
ual disparities provided the best approximation of
what the salaries of women and minorities would have
been in a completely gender- and race-blind society.
Thus, we gave all of those in the gender and minority
categories who had a negative coefficient the same
award based on the amount of negotiated money
available.

Institutional-Systemic Remedy
The institutional approach assumes that the effect of gen-
der and race on salaries is systemic, affecting all those in a
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given gender and race category. In other words, the under-
valuing of workers based on gender and race affects the
"superstars," the "duds," and the average performers.
Why should the highly productive females have actual sal-
aries that are lower on average than the highly productive
males? Similarly, why should the substandard women be
paid less, on average, than the substandard men? Gray
(1990) states that "discrimination affects the salaries of the
best, the poorest, and the average woman faculty mem-
ber"(7). Any remedy should address the entire class.

In fact, an emphasis on group or class differences,
rather than individual differences, is a more appropri-
ate use of multiple-regression statistics, because
multiple-regression results, like averages, indicate class,
rather than individual, differences (Gray and Scott
1980). For example, suppose the regression equation
indicates that women faculty members receive $1,200
less a year on average than comparable white-male fac-
ulty members after controlling for rank, discipline,
years of service, and the other predictor variables. This
does not mean that there are no faculty women who are
paid above the average received by comparable men.
Neither does it mean that there are no white men paid
less than women or minorities. What it means is that it
is less likely that white men make less than comparable
women and minorities and that it is less likely that
women and minorities make more than comparable
white men.

Applying the group approach to salary awards means
that the distribution of women and minorities' residuals
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(or the scattergram of their actual and predicted
salaries) will be more similar to that for white men.
The highest-paid women and minorities will have
salaries more like the highest-paid white males, and
the lowest-paid women and minorities will have
salaries more like the lowest-paid white males. Figures
7.1 and 7.2 show the effects of this approach on a
SUNY two-year college.

Figure 7.1 plots the actual salaries (vertical axis)
against the regression-predicted salaries (horizontal
axis) for each faculty member. Each rectangle represents
a male faculty member's predicted and actual salaries,
and each oval represents a female or minority faculty
member's predicted and actual salaries. The scatter for
the women and minorities is lower than that for the
men, and separate lines representing the general trend
of the scatter (the line of "best fit") have been plotted for
each group. Raising the salaries of all those in the
women and minorities category by the total amount of
their negative coefficient has the effect of moving the
female-minority best-fit line up to coincide with the
male line (figure 7.2). The scatter around that line will
persist so that relatively equal proportions of the white-
male scatter and women and minorities' scatter are
above and below that line.

While the group approach creates equalization across
gender and race groups, it does not change the distri-
bution of salaries within these groups. Most white
males in the UUP bargaining unit expected the gender
and race adjustments and knew that they came out of
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specially negotiated money that could not be used for
any other purpose and would not draw away from annu-
al increments or discretionary awards. However, women
and minorities were expecting some corrections in their
salaries. Awarding increments to some women and
minorities but not others would have created a difficult
situation. For the twenty-nine SUNY-WP institutions,
awards were based on institutional-level results. If the
multiple-regression analyses indicated no bias for a par-
ticular race-gender group at a particular college or uni-
versity, the individuals in that group did not receive a
salary adjustment. When bias was found for women or a
minority male group at an institution, each individual in
that group at that institution received the same salary
increase.' Under the group approach, no women or
minority faculty saw others in their same race-gender cat-
egory leap ahead of them in salary. The group approach
to remedy recognizes the underpaid women and minori-
ty stars and confronts the cultural pressures to limit them
to salaries that are average or below those of white men.

Longevity
The most senior women and minority faculty members
may have suffered more bias simply because of the
compounding effect of time.' Gray (1990) recommends
adjusting for seniority either by introducing an across-
the-board adjustment with a seniority bonus or by bas-
ing each individual's adjustment on the number of
years at the institution. The seniority bonus approach
could, for example, give a bias increment to all faculty

in an underpaid race-gender category and, in addition,
a longevity bonus to those with more then ten years of
service to the institution. Alternatively, the total remedy
could be based on years of service. For example, if the
regression results indicate that, on average, each person
in a race-gender category is underpaid by $1,000 and
the average time at the institution is ten years, then each
female or minority can receive $100 for each year at the
institution. Thus, a faculty member who has been at the
institution for five years would receive $500, and some-
one who has been there for fifteen years would get
$1,500.

A percentage increase is sometimes suggested as a
way of correcting for the compounding effect of bias
over time. The presumption is that the highest-paid
individuals have been at the institution longest and
therefore should be awarded proportionately higher
bias corrections. We do not recommend this approach.
As multiple-regression studies demonstrate, many fac-
tors other than longevity contribute to high pay. A per-
son hired last year as a full professor in a prestigious
discipline could receive a much higher award than the
many women and minorities in disciplines that are low
paid (Bellas 1994).

Flagging and Other Remedies
The group-award approach just described is popular
with researchers because of its consistency with the
multiple-regression method. It is popular with faculty
organizations because of its broad equitable approach to
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the problem. But it is not very popular with deans,
department heads, and others who have been responsi-
ble for the salary-setting process. These administrators
prefer to view gender and race bias as a rare occurrence
and, therefore, to "flag" those women or minorities
whom the analyses show to be underpaid relative to
their predicted salaries. Gray (1990) notes:

Any suggestion that one use the regression
model merely to identify individuals whose
salaries are below what is predicted for them
and raise their salaries to the predicted amount
must be resisted; even more invidious is the
notion that these, and only these, cases will be
examined to see whether the low salaries are
"justified" (7).

Salary bias identified by multiple regression is by def-
inition not individual, but pertains to class or systemic
differences (Gray and Scott 1980). Accordingly, it is con-
troversial to base remedies on the individual-level pre-
dicted salaries provided by the multiple regression.
Multiple-regression results, like averages, indicate class,
rather than individual differences. A class can be any
group membership such as a rank, discipline, highest
degree, gender, race, or hiring cohortbut not an indi-
vidual. Flagging, which uses multiple regression to
focus on individuals and individual corrections, is,
therefore, inappropriate.

The most common flagging approach locates all the
women and minorities whose actual salaries are lower
than their predicted salaries and raises their salaries to
the predicted levels. In other words, the salaries of
women and minorities whose residuals are negative
(who are below the white-male line) are brought to the
prediction line. Only white males remain below the
line. Those white males whose actual salaries are
below their predicted salaries do not receive any
adjustments and, therefore, end up being paid less
than the adjusted women and minorities (see figure
7.3).

Any remedy that involves only those whose predict-
ed salaries are below their actual salaries is misguided.
When the regression coefficient for any group or class
studied is negative, everyone in that group is, on aver-
age, paid less than everyone in the default group. For
example, if the default rank is associate professor and
the variable for assistant professor has a negative coef-
ficient, this indicates that, on average, all assistant pro-
fessors are paid less than associate professors. To
assume that being an assistant professor affects only
those assistant professors that are paid below the asso-
ciate professor line misuses this finding. Similarly, if
being in a liberal arts rather than a natural science dis-
cipline is shown to, on average, cost a faculty member
$400, it is wrong to assume that the only liberal arts fac-
ulty members affected are those paid below the natural
science discipline average.
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Moreover, a number of practical problems arise with
the application of this flagging approach. The most
obvious one is that leaving all of the white males below
the line while raising the women and minority faculty
members' salaries to the line increases the potential for
reverse discrimination allegations. This can lead to a
second problem. Faculty organizations sometimes
attempt to raise the salaries of all those below the line to
the line. Such an adjustment aggravates the gender bias
in salaries rather than eliminating it (figure 7.4). Raising
salaries of the many white males below the line lifts the
regression line itself, so that a substantial majority of the
female and minority faculty members are paid below
that line. This could lead to chasing the linean activity
like chasing your tail.

Another variation on this flagging approach is to
"allow" all the women and minorities whose actual
salaries are below their predicted salaries to apply for
individual case reviews. Case reviews can involve pair-
ing an individual woman or minority with a compara-
ble white male or small group of comparable white
males to illustrate the need for adjustment (Holmes-
Rovner et al. 1994). Case reviews are lengthy processes,
necessitating the development of criteria for comparing
faculty members, and focusing attention on the issue
and related controversy for an extended period of time.
Such comparisons tend to become accusatory, competi-
tive, and contentious, perhaps leading to recrimination,
defensive re-action, and exacerbation of any race or
gender animosity.

Whether or not case reviews involve paired compar-
isons, they have the obvious drawback of using the
same decision makers and institutional structures that
created the discrepancy in the first place, perhaps even
requiring self-incrimination. And what happens to
monies that are not awarded? Does the administrative
unit that does not award them retain them? (See Snyder,
Hyer, and McLaughlin 1994.)

Case reviews assume that bias is individual, not sys-
temic. Under this assumption, no reason exists to conduct
a multiple-regression analysis. Statistical methods do not
adequately address the individual level. Even if they did,
the data available for most salary analyses are not ade-
quate or appropriate for suggesting remedies for individ-
ual cases of salary disparity. Individual faculty salary dis-
parities are better explored through qualitative approaches.

If you use multiple-regression analyses and find indica-
tions of gender or race bias in faculty salaries, consider a
class-based remedy consistent with that statistical
method. Remedies that are distributed equally to all those
in the affected group can be applied easily, efficiently,
promptly, and without prolonged attention to the issue.

Remedy approaches that do not include the women
and minorities at the top risk confirming the stereotype
that women and minorities are low performers. Many
highly successful minorities and women may acquiesce
to such an approach because they feel apologetic about
having more power, status, and rewards than others in
their gender and race groups. Given that they are
already better off, they may be reluctant to insist on the
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real value of their work and to compare themselves with
white men. But fairness is more than just bringing up the
bottom. When elite women and minorities get paid more
fairly relative to white men, they make it easier for all
others in their race-gender group to be more fairly treated.

Toward a More Permanent Solution
When members of the AAUP's Committee on the Status
of Women in the Academic Profession first proposed,
over twenty years ago, that the average salaries for men
and women faculty be published separately, they opti-
mistically presumed that "unmasking salary discrimina-
tion would be the prelude to eliminating it" (Gray 1988).
But the problem persists. Both faculty and administra-
tors assume there is less bias in the salaries of more
recent hires. Too often this assumption is false.

In chapter 1 we noted that prejudice is resistant to
change because it is based on "unconscious ideology"
a set of beliefs that we accept implicitly, but which we
are not aware of because we cannot conceive of alterna-
tive interpretations of the world (Top 1991; Bern and
Bern 1970).

The author of this chapter experienced the resilience
of unconscious ideology directly in explaining a faculty
salary-equity study and related salary awards to a facul-
ty audience. A particularly unhappy white-male associ-
ate professor of physics explained that he and a woman
faculty member had been hired at the same time six
years earlier with what he admitted were equal creden-
tials. They had both been promoted in the same year,
four years after hire. He had been paid $1,300 more
annually than she until the gender-equity adjustment.
Under the remedy, she would be making $300 more
than he was making. In the six years since their hire, he
had made $7,800 more than she. At $300 a year, it
would take her twenty-six years merely to catch up. He
had not been bothered when the inequity was in his
favor, but when the tables turned in a nonstereotypical
direction, he felt the injustice keenly.

Statistical analyses have little impact on such uncon-
scious ideology. Gray notes that "[t]he courts' refusal to
accept well-constructed statistical models as evidence of
discrimination is not based on statistics, but on an un-
willingness to accept that statistics can prove what the
decision maker does not want to believe" (1993, 154).
Confronted with analyses of faculty salaries showing
evidence of discrimination, often the very faculty whose
stock in trade is to persuade others of the efficacy of
statistics refuse to believe what is presented to them
(Gray 1993).

We hope the information we have provided helps you
become more proactive in your efforts to identify and, if
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appropriate, remedy salary and promotion disparities.
Attention to the fairness of the many interrelated
aspects of academic life that influence the campus
reward system, including recruitment, hiring, promo-
tion, tenure, counteroffers, and the enticement of faculty
"stars," can help combat unconscious ideology.

Formal procedures that protect employees in general
protect against the subtle influence of gender and race
bias. Salary schedules that stipulate entry-level salaries
or attach specified criteria for salary setting deter
unconscious prejudice. Any standardization of the pro-
cesses used in awarding initial salaries, discretionary
salary awards, research resources, promotions, and
other honors can help prevent gender and race bias.

The methods we describe in this guide tend to be used
as one-time fixes for many higher education institutions.
They focus attention on the problem for a short time.
Although salaries are adjusted at a moment in time to
correct some of the historical impact of unconscious ide-
ology, the subtle drift toward gender and race bias con-
tinues. Periodic multiple-regression salary reviews and
diagnostic analyses of rank assignments should be con-
ducted, and they should be independent of the salary
setting and rank assignment processes.

We know how difficult it is to reach agreement on the
assessment of bias in salaries or rank once, let alone
repeatedly at regular intervals. But a powerful deterrent
to the subtle drift of gender and race bias is "the spot-
light." Higher education institutions such as American
University, the University of Wisconsin-Stout, and
North Carolina State University have implemented a
process of annual or other periodic review and adjust-
ment. Other institutions set the time period for the next
review when they finish the current study; the
University of Maine System, having just completed
studies of its seven institutions, has scheduled the next
study to be in three years.

Of the twelve SUNY institutions used to test the
methods for this guide, two (one two-year and one four-
year college) showed no substantial gender or race bias,
which indicates that salary bias is not inevitable. We
believe that it is possible for higher education institu-
tions to take the steps necessary to eliminate what sys-
temic gender and race bias exists in faculty salaries and
to maintain equitable salaries. We congratulate those
that have done so and hope that this manual encourages
others to achieve gender- and race-neutral faculty
salaries.

Notes
1. As indicated in chapter 1, the research described in this
guidebook does not address difference in pay that is related to
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the underpayment of disciplines where women and minorities
predominate. Discipline is one of the control variables.
Therefore, comparisons are constrained by the regression
modeling to those within discipline.

2. Snyder, Hyer, and McLaughlin (1994) suggest a variant of
this approach as an alternative to conducting regression analy-
ses on very small subsets. Once you have examined bias at the
institutional level, you can use the predicted salaries and com-
pare the average white-male and female or minority residuals
within rank and discipline subsets. This approach could reveal
the "humps" Ferree and McQuillan (1998) describe, if the
residuals are calculated using the white-male equation and
not the total-population equation.

3. Toutkoushian (1994a) notes that the across-the-board
approach to salary adjustments is likely to be less expensive
than individual adjustments because of restrictions on lower-
ing salaries in the remedy process. For example, if there are
four faculty women of whom three are underpaid by $1,000
and one is overpaid by $1,000, the average underpayment is
$3,000 - $1,000 /4 = $500. To give each of four faculty women
$500 costs $2,000. If the actual salary discrepancy were paid to
each individual with a negative residual, the cost would be
$3,000.

4. To address concerns about very low outliers, we agreed that
those whose residuals were more than one-and-a-half stan-
dard deviations below the mean would be submitted to each
institution for special discretionary award consideration.

5. Just prior to the SUNY-UUP salary-equity awards, some
longevity corrections had been made. As a result, the gender
and race awards did not address longevity.

6. The researchers involved in two studies, Virginia
Commonwealth University and the University of Hawaii at
Manoa, recommended the group-award approach. In both
cases, administrators chose instead to proceed with a "flag-
ging" approach.
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APPENDIX A

Multiple Regression and
Gender- and Race-Equity in Salaries

By Lois Haignere

This appendix provides an introduction to the
interpretation of regression statistics for salary-
equity studies. Recognizing that it will be read by

an audience with a wide range of mathematical knowl-
edge, we have attempted to make it understandable to
those who are not familiar with statistical techniques.

To begin with a simple example, assume that we are
interested in finding out how some variables relate to
body weight. These variables are shoe size, hours of
exercise each week, eye color, fast-food meals con-
sumed, height, and make of automobile. If we used
multiple regression to relate these characteristics to
body-weight data, we would expect some to be more
strongly associated with body weight than others. We
would probably find that make of automobile and eye
color had no relationship to body weight. The amount
of exercise each week might be negatively related to
body weightas exercise goes up, body weight goes
down. Height, shoe size, and fast-food meals might be
positively related to body weightas they go up, body
weight goes up. Among these positively related vari-

ables, we would probably find that height is more
strongly related than shoe size and fast-food meals.

The particular strength of multiple regression is that it
can isolate the effect of one of these variables while con-
trolling for all of the others. For example, it can control
statistically for height, shoe size, and fast-food meals
while examining the impact of hours of exercise each
week. Conceptually, we can compare a group of people
of exactly the same height, wearing the same size shoes,
and eating the same number of fast-food meals each
week, differing only in their amount of exercise.

Instead of body weight, we are interested in explain-
ing variations in faculty salaries. In particular, we want
to estimate the effect of variables like gender and race
while controlling for other important salary-related
variables, like years of service and discipline. To
explain how multiple regression works, we begin by
considering how just one variable, say, years of service,
explains differences in salaries. If we plotted the years
of service against salaries, we would probably see a
scatter plot similar to figure A.1. Even a casual glance at

Figure A.1
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Lois Haignere

this figure indicates that salary increases as years of ser-
vice rise. Note, however, that the relationship is not per-
fect; every increase in years of service does not result in
an equal jump in salary. If the relationship were perfect,
all points would fall on a straight line.

To describe this relationship statistically, we could
provide an equation that would estimate how large a
difference in salary we would expect, on average, for
individuals who differ by one year in their years of ser-
vice. This is done by fitting these points with the line of
"best fit" (figure A.2).

"Best fit" is a statistical criterion, indicating that the
line is drawn to minimize its distance from the points
scattered around it) In other words, the line is as close
to all points as a straight line can be. The slope of this
line indicates the predicted change in salary for each
year of service. For example, if we draw a straight line
up from five years of service on the horizontal axis of
figure A.2 until we reach the line of best fit and then
draw a line over to the vertical axis, we will find the aver-
age predicted salary for faculty members with five years
of service.

We do not have to have a graph or line of best fit in
front of us to be able to predict the salary of those with
five years of service. Regression analysis provides us
with a formula representing the straight line on figure
A.2. This line can be described by just two pieces of
information: (1) the intercept, that is, the place the line
starts on the vertical axis; and (2) the slope of the line
(called the regression coefficient), which is the average
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increase in salary for a one-unit (year) increase in length
of service.

This formula is: predicted salary = intercept point +
slope of the line x years of service. It is the same as the
formula we learned for a straight line in basic algebra: Y
= a + bX, where Y is the predicted salary, a is the inter-
cept value, b is the slope of the line, and X is years of
service.' Thus, for any number of years of service, we
can easily arrive at the predicted salary.

Assume, for example, that the regression formula tells
us that the starting point of the regression line (the
intercept or a) is $29,000, and the slope of the regression
line is $800. We can figure out that a faculty member
with five years of service is predicted to have a salary
of: Y = $29,000 + ($800 x 5 years of service) = $33,000.
This example is a simple two-variable linear regression.
Salary is the dependent variable and years of service is a
predictor or independent variable.

Since we want to know about the effects of many
variables on salary, we use multiple regression.
Fortunately, the equation for multiple regression is a
straightforward extension of the two-variable equa-
tion. Suppose we are looking at just two predictor vari-
ables, years of service and years in rank. The multiple-
regression procedure might tell us, for example, that
with the introduction of this new variable, our inter-
cept has changed to $31,000, the unstandardized
regression coefficient (the slope of the line) for years of
service has changed to $700, and the unstandardized
regression coefficient for years in rank is $800. For a
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faculty member with five years of service, two of which
have been in his or her current rank, the predicted
salary (Y) would be: Y = $31,000 + ($700 x 5 years of ser-
vice) + ($800 x 2 years in rank) = $36,100. But what hap-
pens when we try to include variables such as discipline,
which is not a quantity? How can this become a part of
our calculation?

Dummy Variables
The two independent or predictor variables we have
thus far used in the example, years in rank and years of
service, are continuous variables. That is, they take on a
series of values, equal distances apart; each additional
year of service or year in rank is equivalent to any other
year of service or year in rank. Such variables can be
entered into regression analyses in their current form.
But many of the independent variables commonly used
in studies of salary equity are not measured in equal
intervals; that is, they do not have numeric value.
Special steps must be taken to include them in the
multiple-regression analysis.

Discipline, gender, race, and rank are called categori-
cal variables; they represent categories rather than
quantities. Some categorical variables (discipline, gen-
der, and race, for example) cannot be ordered; others
(like rank) have an order, but the differences between
levels are not necessarily equal. For example, we do not
know if the value difference between the ranks of
instructor and assistant professor is the same as the
value difference between the ranks of associate profes-
sor and full professor, or whether the rank of full pro-
fessor is worth twice as much as assistant professor and
four times as much as instructor. Similarly, we have no
basis for deciding that being in the business and man-
agement discipline is worth twice as much as being in
the education discipline, but only half as much as being
in the computer and information sciences discipline.
Regression analysis can actually tell us these relation-
ships if we transform these variables by making them
into what are called dummy variables.

Dummy coding is a way of quantifying variables that
are basically qualitative or categorical in nature. For
group membership variables (race, sex, rank, and the
like) you need to convert each category within the vari-
able into a separate variable. Each of these new dummy
variables can have only two values: 0 or 1. For example,
for the variable female, all women are coded 1, and all
others are coded 0; for the variable assistant professor,
we assign the value of 1 to those who are assistant pro-
fessors and the value of 0 to all others. The transforma-
tion to dummy variables, therefore, involves an increase
in the number of variables. Where there was originally

one categorical variable called current rank, there are
now five dummy variables, one for each rank category.
Where there was originally one gender variable, there
are now twoone for male, coded 1 and 0; and one for
female, coded 1 and 0.

Of course, saying someone is female (female = 1) is
the same as saying she is not male (male = 0); we do not
need both categories. When entering a group member-
ship variable into the regression analysis, one of the
dummy categories is omitted. This is because you con-
vey all of the information contained in the codes of the
original variable with one less than the number of cate-
gories. If there are five categories of rank, anyone who is
coded as zero in four categories must be in the fifth. The
selection of the particular category to be omitted from
the regression analysis does not affect the analysis, but
it is simplest to consider the omitted category to be the
logical reference. Thus for pay-equity studies it makes
sense, for example, to choose white males as the refer-
ence group, omitting male as a gender category and
white as a race. Similarly, it may pay to choose a well-
understood rank category like associate professor as the
omitted reference category, rather than lecturer, which
is a rank whose use varies across institutions.

The estimate for the omitted category is represented
by the intercept. For example, if the category male is
omitted for gender, the category associate professor is
omitted for rank, and the category social sciences is
omitted for discipline, the salary at the intercept will be
the estimate for the average salary of male associate
professors in social sciences with zero years of service
and zero years in rank. To calculate the average salary
for any other group, the regression coefficient for that
group is added to the intercept value. (In the case of a
negative regression coefficient, the sum will be less than
the intercept, because adding a negative amount to a
number results in subtraction, thereby reducing it.)

How can the dummy variables be part of regression
equations?' Our dummy variables each have only one of
two values: 0 or 1. These values must be multiplied by a
regression coefficient, a number we derive signifying
the effect of that dummy variable on predicted salary. If
we find that being female has an average effect on
salary of -$900, then -$900 is the regression coefficient
for female. In effect, being female (1) adds to the equa-
tion (1 x -$900) or -$900. This coefficient has no effect on
the reference category male, since the intercept already
represents the salary for those in the default categories.

Suppose we include the dummy variables for gender
and discipline and leave out the reference categories of
male and social sciences. Say that our multiple-
regression equation indicates an intercept of $33,000

so
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Table A.1

Predicted Salaries of Male and Female Faculty in Three Disciplines

Male in business
Intercept
$33,000

Years Service
(3 x $700)

Female in business
Intercept Years Service
$33,000 + (3 x $700)

Female in social science
Intercept Years Service
$33,000 (3 x $700)

Male in fine arts
Intercept
$33,000

Years Service
(3 x $700)

Years Rank
(3 x $900)

Years Rank
(3 x $900)

Years Rank
(3 x $900)

Years Rank
(3 x $900)

Business Male Predicted
+ $2,500 0 = $40,300

Business Female Predicted
$2,500 -$900 = $39,400

Soc. Science Female Predicted
+ $2,500 + -$900 = $36,900

Fine Arts
-$400 +

Male Predicted
0 = $37,400

and these regression coefficients: years of service = $700;
years in rank = $900; fine arts = -$400; business = $2,500;
female = -$900. Using this intercept and those coeffi-
cients, Table A.1 estimates the salaries of male and
female faculty members with three years of service and
three years in rank in the disciplines of business, social
science, and fine arts.

Remember that the categories of social science and
male are the defaults and, thus, the intercept represents
the salary for faculty members in these categories. This
is why nothing is added or subtracted for these cate-
gories in the formula. You can see by these examples
that the parameter estimate (or unstandardized coeffi-
cient) for the dummy variable female is a measure of
how much on average it costs a faculty member to be a
woman, assuming that all the other variables in the
equation are held constant. Similarly, dummy variables
for race, such as African American and Latino, can indi-
cate the average effect of each race category.

Validity of Regression Equation
It is important to know how to judge the validity of dif-
ferent regression equations. Returning to the body-
weight example, we could run a regression equation
with variables like eye color and make of automobile
that do not strongly relate to the dependent variable. The
result would be a fancy equation that would not tell us
much. Multiple regression provides an estimate of how
well the set of independent or predictor variables (eye
color or shoe size) accounts for the variation in the
dependent variable (individual body weight). This mea-
sure is called the adjusted R (R-square). An adjusted R
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of 0.75 indicates that 75 percent of the variation in salary
is accounted for by the predictor variables in the equa-
tion; an adjusted R of 0.55 indicates that 55 percent of
the variation is accounted for by the variables.

Another way of conceptualizing this is in terms of the
scatter of points around the "best fit" line in figure A.2.
The smaller the scatter of observed points around the
line represented by the regression equation,,the better
the prediction and the closer the adjusted R is to 1. If
there is no association between the predictor variables
and the dependent variable (that is, the scatter is ran-
dom and does not tend to form a line) the adjusted R =
0. In the social sciences, an adjusted R below 0.3 is gen-
erally thought to indicate little or no association. Those
in the range of 0.4 to 0.6 are considered to indicate mod-
erate association. Those above 0.7 are considered to
show strong association, indicating that most of the
variations in the dependent variable have been account-
ed for by the independent or predictor variables.

Interpretation of Results
Table A.2 is an example of typical computer output
from a multiple-regression analysis of faculty salaries
for an institution we call Proxy College. At the top of
that illustration, the adjusted R results are reported as
0.8211. This means that 82.11 percent of the variation in
salary is accounted for by the variables in the equation.
The remaining 17.89 percent could be due to random
factors, measurement error, or variables left out of the
equation. An adjusted R of this magnitude is an indica-
tion that the variables in the equation explain most of
the variation in salaries.
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Table A.2

Sample Computer Output for Proxy College:
Regression Analysis of Faculty Salaries

Variable DF Sum°

Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

T for HO:

Parameter=0 Prob > T

INTERCEPT 1 335 29495 994.62906029 29.654 0.0001

YR_RANK 1 2927 544.348571 42.44607444 12.824 0.0001

YR_SERV 1 4988 336.390498 48.57062401 6.926 0.0001

ASST 1 81 -5447.273440 634.67422069 -8.583 0.0001
FULL 1 134 5951.380714 455.91364220 13.054 0.0001

MASTERS 1 101 -539.921096 808.87423663 4.005 0.0001
BACHELORS 1 4 -1076.643425 1641.2392210 -0.656 0.5123

AGIRFARC 1 11 5032.979425 1053.0875729 4.779 0.0001
ARMIN 1 9 3988.706165 1135.4294293 3.513 0.0005
BUSINESS 1 9 6457.295117 1170.5822575 5.516 0.0001
BIOLOGY 1 14 4456.221675 967.48669527 4.606 0.0001
AREASTDI 1 13 4976.437719 1004.8530098 4.952 0.0001
COMUNCTN 1 8 441.642358 1159.3391086 0.381 0.7035
COMPUINF 1 10 2922.576103 1067.8918658 2.737 0.0066
HIUCATIN 1 8 1422.662763 1155.0865960 1.232 0.2191
HIGNERIN 1 15 2393.906709 936.39183011 2.557 0.0111
HNEARTS 1 6 2380.802276 1340.5263086 1.776 0.0768
FORGNLAN 1 3 3548.019256 1724.3069450 2.058 0.0405
HEALTPRF 1 5 1738.377402 1395.4345988 1.246 0.2138
HONIECNMY 1 5 1588.998793 1376.3579156 1.154 0.2492
LAW 1 5 1356.105647 1378.8903794 0.983 0.3262
LETTERS 1 5 4060.422238 1467.0322010 2.768 0.0060
UBRARY 1 8 791.285924 1178.9245073 0.671 0.5026
MATH 1 14 473.654141 947.47812117 0.500 0.6175
PHYSICS 1 6 568.258532 1281.6642459 0.443 0.6578
PSYCLOGY 1 8 1243.279501 1146.2883723 1.085 0.2790
PUBSERVC 1 9 1476.943558 1106.7881700 1.334 0.1831
THEOLGY 1 17 466.892901 908.79433574 0.514 0.6078

FEMALE 1 117 -1016.832795 389.18698941 -2.613 0.0694

Note: Dependent variable: salary. Dummy variable defaults: male, social sciences, Ph.D., associate professor.
a. SAS output usually includes this column elsewhere with other simple statistics. We have transplanted it into this chart so that it is
beside the parameter estimate (unstandardized regression coefficient column).
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To illustrate the common appearance of multiple-
regression computer output, table A.2 includes columns
titled Standard Error, T for HO, and Prob > T even
though (you will be happy to note) these three columns
can be ignored by most faculty salary analyses. They are
important for inferential statistics, which make infer-
ences about a population based on a sample. Faculty
salary studies are typically not based on samples. Most
include the entire population of faculty at a given insti-
tution, so interpretation of inferential statistics is not
needed or meaningful. (See the discussion of "Problem
5" in chapter 6.)

The left-hand column in table A.2 identifies the inde-
pendent (predictor) variables. The next column, DF, indi-
cates the degrees of freedom. Each variable has one degree
of freedom associated with it. The next column, Sum, is the
sum of the variable for all cases in the equation.' For
dummy variables, the sum tells the number of cases in that
category. We see that there are 81 assistant professors and
134 full professors included in the equation.

The next column is headed Parameter Estimate. The
specific type of parameter estimate shown in this col-
umn is the unstandardized regression coefficient that
we have been describing. A single unit change in the
variable results in a change in predicted salary that is
shown by the parameter estimate. As previously indi-
cated, when dummy variables are used in a regression
equation, one category for each group-membership
variable must be omitted from the equation. In table
A.2, the omitted variables are listed in the table note. In
this case, they consist of male for gender, social science
for discipline, Ph.D. for educational attainment, and
associate professor for current rank. With these omitted
categories, the intercept, which is listed in the first row,
would represent the salary for a male associate profes-
sor in a social science discipline whose highest degree is
a Ph.D. This also explains why these variables are not
found in the variable list of the first column.

We can look down this column to the regression coef-
ficient (labeled Parameter Estimate in table A.2) for
Yr_rank, and see that it is 544.348571. This means that if
the individual's years in rank are greater than zero, we
would multiply those years in rank by 544.348571 and
add that amount to the intercept to get a more accurate
estimate of his or her salary. If the individual is not an
associate professor, but an assistant, we would add
-5,447 (the unstandardized regression coefficient for
assistant professor) to the individual's salary to improve
our estimate. (The addition of a negative number actual-
ly amounts to subtraction.) The unstandardized regres-
sion coefficient for the variable female shows us that,
even when controlling for all other factors in the equa-
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tion, women at Proxy College are paid an average of
$1,017 less than men. Again, this is indicated by the neg-
ative unstandardized regression coefficient.

To see if you understand this output, calculate the pre-
dicted salary for a full professor with a Ph.D., three years
in rank, and ten years in service in the discipline of busi-
ness. You should get a predicted salary of $46,895 if this
faculty member is a male and $45,878 if the person is a
female (rounding to the nearest whole number).

Notes
1. The line of "best fit" also creates an average residual of zero.
In other words, the average difference between the actual and
predicted scores is zero.

2. Another way to describe the intercept is the value of Y
(salary) when the value of X (years of service) is zero. Thus,
with our current example, it is what the average faculty mem-
ber is paid if he or she has no years of service.

3. We have included only two dummy variables to keep the
example simple. In an actual regression analysis of salary,
other dummy variables such as current rank and highest
degree would probably also be included.

4. SAS output usually includes this column elsewhere with
other simple statistics. We have transplanted it into this chart
so that it is beside the parameter estimate (unstandardized
regression coefficient) column.
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APPENDIX B

The Twelve SUNY Data Sets
By Lois Haignere

In selecting the twelve SUNY institutions on which
we tested the methods explained in this guide, our
first criterion was attaining the broadest possible cross

section of different-sized data sets within each institu-
tional type. A second consideration was the accuracy of
the data and the ease of correcting any belatedly discov-
ered data errors. The four selected two-year colleges
included both the largest (244 full-time faculty members)
and the smallest (99). The four selected four-year colleges
ranged in size from 421 to 117 faculty members, and the
four university centers, from 811 to 477. This variety in
faculty size and institutional type has enabled us to
observe the effects of the different statistical approaches
on a range of institutional types and sizes.

As indicated in chapters 1 and 2, the AAUP publishes
its Annual Report on the Economic Status of the
Profession in the MarchApril
issue of its bimonthly maga-
zine, Academe. According to the
descriptive categories used in
these reports, the four SUNY
university centers are "doctor-
al-level institutions," character-
ized by significant doctoral-
level education, granting a
minimum of thirty doctoral-
level degrees. Although two of
the SUNY universities include
health science centers, the fac-
ulty at these centers were not
included in these analyses.

Three of the four colleges are
"comprehensive institutions,"
characterized by diverse post-
baccalaureate programs, grant-
ing a minimum of thirty post-
baccalaureate degrees. The
fourth college is a "general bac-
calaureate institution," charac-
terized by a primary emphasis
on undergraduate bachelor's
degree education. The four
two-year colleges are classified
as "two-year institutions with

academic rank," characterized by conferring at least 75
percent of their degrees below the bachelor's-degree
level. The SUNY two-year institutions are technical col-
leges, which resemble community colleges in that the
faculty's main responsibility is teaching. Therefore,
salary determinants at the two-year colleges more close-
ly resemble those at community colleges than those at
institutions with strong research missions.

Table B.1 displays the gender and race composition of
the twelve faculty data sets. Clearly, white males are the
predominant race-gender category at every institution.
As a result, and because they are presumed not to expe-
rience bias, white males form the baseline comparison
group for assessing salary equity. Testing for race and
gender bias requires comparisons, and the appropriate
comparison is the white-male reference category.

Table B.1

Faculty Composition by Race and Gender at Twelve
State University of New York Institutions

Universities

Albany
Binghamton
Buffalo
Stony Brook

Colleges

Buffalo
Geneseo
Oswego
Purchase

Two-Year Inst.

Alfred
Canton
Cobleskill
Farmingdale

Total
Faculty

634
477
811
639

421
233
311
117

175
99

132
244

White
Male Female

African
American

Male Female
Latino

Male Female
Asian

Male Female

430 122 7 10 15 10 31 9
323 95 10 5 11 2 29 2
560 124 25 6 7 3 79 7
447 97 15 5 6 5 54 10

286 95 10 6 5 4 11 4
154 63 1 3 1 1 8 2
211 71 6 4 4 1 12 2
64 41 2 1 2 0 5 2

148 23 0 0 0 0 4 0
72 26 0 0 0 0 1 0
88 34 2 2 1 1 3 1

147 75 6 3 3 3 6 1
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Salary-Equity Contract Language
By Donna Euben

Contract language addressing salary equity varies a
great deal from contract to contract. While one
contract may contain a detailed article establishing

a joint faculty-administration salary-equity committee,
another contract may simply include a new salary sched-
ule that does not explicitly mention salary equity but that
incorporates equitable salary rates. Some collective bar-
gaining agreements include no salary-equity provisions,
because such efforts are included in a memorandum of
understanding, which is a separate side agreement. Con-
tract clauses covering the following areas may be designed
to help achieve salary equity: the makeup of, and proce-
dures for, faculty-administration salary-equity commit-
tees; the amount of money available; the establishment of
minimum salary floors; and the grievance procedure.

Regardless of the final language negotiated, your
salary-equity contract provision should clearly establish
that no professor's pay will be downgraded as a result
of a salary-equity adjustment program. For example, the
1989-92 collective bargaining contract of the AAUP
chapter at St. John's University stated that the informa-
tion gathered for salary adjustments "shall be used sole-
ly for the purpose of determining the needs for upward
salary adjustments. In no event shall the salaries of any
faculty members be lowered as a result of these proce-
dures, nor shall the foregoing procedures be used for
any purposes other than salary adjustments."

The specific contract language that you bring to the
table will depend on your union's salary-equity policy,
as well as the particular circumstances in your universi-
ty or college. Some or all of the following suggestions
may apply to your situation.

Joint Faculty-Administration Committees
If you decide to bargain for a salary-equity study, the
most important contract language is a clause that estab-
lishes the faculty union's role in this process, generally
through a joint union-administration committee. The
language should specify the committee's membership,
selection mechanism, goals, the scope of the commit-
tee's work, the process the committee will use to reach
decisions, the timetable for the committee's work, and a
dispute-resolution procedure.

Often helpful in such joint committee discussions is
salary data from the institution. The AAUP's annual
salary survey, published in the MarchApril issue of the
AAUP's bimonthly publication, Academe, provides a
wealth of information on faculty salaries by institution,
including wage differentials based on gender, which
may be helpful to you in negotiations. For example, the
1995-98 collective bargaining agreement of the
University of Cincinnati's AAUP chapter provided:

Equity Study. In order to assure that the
University has an equitable salary and rank
structure, the parties to the contract hereby
establish a joint committee to study these issues.
The committee will be composed of four (4)
individuals: two (2) selected by the
Administration and two (2) selected by the
AAUP. The Committee shall be named no later
than the beginning of Fall Quarter 1993. The
Office of Institutional Research should be
charged with the responsibility to assist in this
project; the report from the Salary Equity
Committee details a comprehensive model for
such a study and should be considered the
guide for this study. The final report and rec-
ommendations from the Committee will be sub-
mitted no later than June 1,1994, to the parties
to the contract.

The United University Professions (UUP)State
University of New York (SUNY) collective bargaining
agreement (1985-88) provided as follows:

A joint SUNY-UUP committee consisting of
three members appointed by the Chancellor
and three members appointed by the President
of UUP shall be established to review perceived
salary disparities, including, but not limited to,
retention and recruitment problems and salary
disparities by title based on comparisons within
or outside the University. The Committee's first
priority shall be to investigate, consider and
review instances where the salary of any
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employee with ten or more years of University
service is below the average salary for such
employee's rank. Joint recommendations to cor-
rect demonstrated salary disparities shall be
made by the committee to the Director of the
Governor's Office of Employee Relations.

Money
Another stepeither before or after the completion of a
salary-equity studyis to negotiate contract language
that sets aside a specific amount of money and delin-
eates the controlling formula. The LTUP-SUNY agree-
ment established a "disparity fund":

The State agrees to make every effort to address
demonstrated salary disparities which may
exist within the unit. To this end, the State shall
apportion an amount of One Million
($1,000,000) dollars in the second year of this
Agreement and Two Million ($2,000,000) dollars
in the third year of this Agreement . . . to be
used to correct demonstrated salary disparities.
. .. The unexpended portion of any year's
apportionment shall be carried over into the
succeeding year and added to the apportion-
ment for the succeeding year. These funds may
not be used for across-the-board increases on a
University-wide basis.

The salary-equity provision in the 1993-96 collective
bargaining agreement of the Eastern Michigan
University's AAUP chapter established a percentage
amount:

Salary Differential Pool. EMU-AAUP and the
University recognize and are concerned that on
occasion salary differentials may be created
among faculty in departments owing to external
market conditions. In order to address these
concerns, an amount equal to seven-tenths
(7/10) of one percent (0.7 percent) of Faculty
base salaries, calculated as of February 1, 1994,
shall be set aside and shall be distributed
among faculty immediately following the
1994-95 salary adjustment . . . in accordance
with the formula developed by the University
and EMU-AAUP. Additionally, an amount
equal to five tenths of one percent (0.5 percent)
of Faculty base salaries, calculated as of
February 1, 1995, shall be set aside and shall be
distributed among faculty immediately follow-
ing the 1995-96 salary adjustment .. . in accor-
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dance with the formula developed by the
Association and the University.

Minimum-Salary Scales
Collective bargaining language that establishes
minimum-salary scales often helps to mitigate salary
disparities by limiting the salary gap (at least among the
lowest paid faculty in each rank) that often emerges
between male and female faculty. For example, the
1995-97 collective bargaining contract of the Cleveland
State University's AAUP chapter included the following
provision:

Minimum salary. Effective retroactively to
September 19, 1994, the following minimum
salaries will be implemented: (1) Instructor-
$28,000, (2) Assistant Professor-$34,000, (3)
Associate Professor-$42,000, (4) Professor-
$52,000.

Other helpful collective bargaining language ensures
that existing faculty are brought up to these minimums.
For example, the 1996-98 contract of Kent State
University's AAUP chapter provided:

Salaries and Promotion: Academic Years 1996-97
through 1997-98: . . . Salary Floors-Beginning
Academic Year 1996-97. As a means of assuring
appropriate entry-level pay at both academic
ranks, the Employer will establish salary mini-
ma on a University-wide basis. The minimum
annual contract salaries for Faculty members at
the professional academic ranks of Instructor
and Assistant Professor .. . shall be as follows:
Assistant Professor (with terminal degree)
$37,500 (nine months), $45,833 (twelve months).
Instructor (nonterminal degree) $31,000 (nine
months), $37,888 (twelve months). The salaries
of all current Faculty will be brought up to
these minima. No one's salary or rank will be
reduced.

Similarly, the recent UUP -SUNY collective bargaining
agreement (1995-99) provided for such salary mini-
mums and that not only a new hire but lamn incumbent
promoted on or after the effective dates ... shall receive
not less than the minimum basic annual salary for the
rank or grade to which that incumbent has been
promoted."

In addition, such minimums can be set for new facul-
ty positions, which provide the union with the opportu-
nity to ensure that equity is established at the outset.
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The contract may spell out provisions for obtaining
union agreement with the creation of new positions and
the assignment of these positions to salary ranges.

Grievance Procedures
To the extent the law allows, salary disparities based on
sex, race, or national origin, and so on should be subject
to the grievance and arbitration procedures in a union
contract. While it is difficult to recommend language
that would be adaptable to all contracts because
grievance procedures vary, the following points apply
in many situations.

Any claims that arise under a fair-employment clause
that prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex, for
example, should be grievable and arbitrable, and should
be broad enough to include dealing with salary
inequities. In addition, the grievant should not be pre-
cluded from seeking other available external remedies.
The current law is unsettled in this area, and it is impor-
tant to confer with a lawyer who practices in your juris-
diction to determine any legal restrictions regarding the
interplay between your contract and antidiscrimination
laws.

A contract provision should require the employer to
furnish payroll and other information, including after-
salary adjustments and the source or type of adjust-
ment, to the union in order to bargain or to administer
existing contracts without barring disclosure of the
information to the membership. (Decisions of the
National Labor Relations Board entitle private-sector
unions to this information. In the public sector, the
information is available through bargaining laws and
"freedom of information" laws.) For example, the
1989-92 collective bargaining agreement of the St.
John's University AAUP chapter provided: "The
Administration shall provide the AAUP-FA with a com-
plete list of all salaries of continuing faculty members in
the affected discipline after the adjustments have been
made, identifying the adjustments made."

In the end, the ultimate language to which you agree
is specific to your local or chapter and the higher educa-
tion institution. The above suggestions are provided to
foster discussion about the most effective ways for your
faculty organization to address salary-equity issues in
collective bargaining.
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U.S. Laws on Gender-Based Wage Discrimination
By Donna Euben

The purpose of this guidebook is to encourage
faculty and administration to work together in
developing and implementing salary-equity

studies and recommendations. Nevertheless, salary-
equity studies are sometimes undertaken for, or used
in, litigation in which professors challenge salaries set
by administrations as discriminatory. The application
of federal laws to salary equity in the academy can
raise a myriad of complex legal issues. This appendix
briefly reviews the federal laws that address gender-
based salary inequity on higher education campuses.
There are four legal bases for challenging such dispar-
ities under federal law in higher education: the Equal
Pay Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, Title IX of
the Education Amendments, and Executive Order
11246.'

Equal Pay Act
The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (EPA), which is part of the
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), 29 U.S.C. Sec. 206(d),
provides:

[N]o employer [who is covered by the FLSA]
shall discriminate . . . between employees on the
basis of sex by paying wages to employees in
such establishment a rate less than the rate at
which he pays wages to employees of the oppo-
site sex in such establishment for equal work on
jobs the performance of which requires equal
skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are
performed under similar working conditions.

However, the EPA allows salary differences when
such differences are based on: (a) a seniority system; (b)
a merit system; (c) a system that measures earnings by
quantity or quality of production; or (d) a differential
based on any other factor other than sex.

Congress passed the law to fight the "ancient but out-
moded belief that a man, because of his role in society,
should be paid more than a woman" and to ensure that
"'equal work will be rewarded by equal wages"'
(Corning Glass Workers v. Brennan, 417 U.S. 188 [1974]).
In EPA cases, the issues are whether the jobs in which
an alleged pay disparity exist are "substantially simi-

lar," and whether any of the four exceptions mentioned
above apply. The EPA is enforced by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). (See D.
Green, "Application of the Equal Pay Act to Higher
Education," 8 Journal of College and University Law 203
[1981-82].)

Title VII of Civil Rights Act
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 2000e et
seq., prohibits discrimination based on race, color, reli-
gion, sex, or national origin in employment, including
hiring, promotion, and dismissal. It provides, in rele-
vant part:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice
for an employer
(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any
individual, or otherwise to discriminate against
any individual with respect to his compensa-
tion, terms, conditions, or privileges of employ-
ment, because of such individual's race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin; or
(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees
or applicants for employment in any way which
would deprive or tend to deprive any individu-
al of employment opportunities or otherwise
adversely affect his status as an employee,
because of such individual's race, color, reli-
gion, sex, or national origin.

Wage discrimination based on gender constitutes
sex discrimination under Title VII. In 1972 Congress
amended the law to apply to all public and private
educational institutions, including colleges and uni-
versities. Generally, Title VII cases, unlike those aris-
ing under the EPA, require proof of intent: "Under
Title VII, in all but a few cases, the burden of proof
remains with the plaintiff at all times to show discrim-
inatory intent. In contrast, 'the Equal Pay Act creates a
type of strict liability in that no intent to discriminate
needs to be shown"' (Fallon v. Illinois, 882 F.2d 1206,
1213 [7th Cir. 1989]). Title VII complaints are filed
with the EEOC or the state human rights commission
counterpart.
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Title IX
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C.
Sec. 1681 et seq., prohibits sex discrimination, including
in employment, in all education programs or activities
receiving or benefiting from federal financial assistance.
(See North Haven Board of Education v. Bell, 456 U.S. 512
[1982].) In so doing, it also offers protections to women
who work at educational institutions that receive feder-
al funds. Title IX is administered by the Office for Civil
Rights of the Department of Education. (See AAUW
Legal Advocacy Fund, A License for Bias: Sex
Discrimination, Schools, and Title IX [2000].)

Executive Orders
Executive Order 11246, as amended by Executive Order
11375, prohibits discrimination "because of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin," and mandates affirma-
tive action for minorities and women. The order applies
to federal government contractors and subcontractors,
including colleges and universities. Such contractor
agreements must include an equal opportunity clause,
and contractors must file compliance reports with the
federal contracting agency. Some state and local govern-
ment contractors are exempt from coverage. However,
"educational institutions and medical facilities" are
excluded from that exemption. The executive order is
administered by the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs of the Department of Labor. (See
Annotation, "Right to Maintain Private Employment
Discrimination Action Under Executive Order 11246, As
Amended, Prohibiting Employment Discrimination by
Government Contractors and Subcontractors," 31
American Law Reports Federal 108 [2000].)

Note
1. For a more thorough examination of the legal issues
involved in salary-equity litigation in higher education, see
Euben 2001.
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APPENDIX E

Activist Strategies When All Else Fails
By Maita Levine

If you find that you can not gain the cooperation of
the administration in designing the study in a valid
way or addressing any salary inequities that may be

found, you may find the list below helpful.

Invite all faculty members, especially women, to a
meeting to discuss the study.

Use campus grievance procedures.
Request meetings with individual members of the

administration and the board of trustees to discuss solu-
tions to the problem.

Bring the issues to the bargaining table if you are on
a campus engaged in collective bargaining.

Obtain the names and addresses of alumni from the
university development office and mail copies of your
report or grievance to them.

File a complaint and ask for an investigation by
your regional office of the U.S. Department of Labor,
Office of Contract Compliance.

Publicize the results of the study as widely as possi-
ble, both on campus and in the community.

These activities assume an increasingly adversarial
relationship. Since studying and correcting salary
inequities involves reordering existing priorities, some
of the more extreme strategies listed may be required.
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APPENDIX F

Categorical Modeling
By Lois Haignere and Bonnie Eisenberg

Selecting an appropriate statistical approach is
important. We chose to use as our categorical mod-
eling method the most generalized logistic regres-

sion model, based on maximum likelihood tables, as
opposed to (a) a logistic regression for an ordinal
response variable, which satisfies the assumption of
proportional odds; (b) a logistic regression for adjacent
levels of an ordinal response variable; or (c) a discrimi-
nant analysis.

The logistic regression for ordinal response variables,
which satisfies the assumption of proportional odds,
was not used because in ten of our twelve data sets, the
levels of the response variable (current rank) were not
parallel with regard to predictor variable effects; that is,
proportional odds could not be assumed. That would
mean, for instance, that having previous experience or a
Ph.D. has the same predictive value for full professors
as it does for assistant professors. We could have used
the logistic regression if we had included interaction
terms, but that would have produced too many predic-
tor variables in the model. To discover if all current
ranks at your school are affected in the same way by the
predictor variables, you can perform a score test for the
proportional odds assumption.

A logistic regression for adjacent levels of an ordinal
response variable did not work with our data, since the
statistical software that we used allowed only for the
weighted least squares method of estimation with this
type of regression. This form of estimation is more sen-
sitive to very small data pools than the maximum likeli-
hood tables method. Even a faculty of more than eight
hundred, when broken down by current rank and then
further subdivided according to each of the predictor
variables, produced very small data pools. So we chose
the method least sensitive to small numbers.

When used for studying potential gender or race bias,
discriminant analysis produces results that are more dif-
ficult to interpret than does the method chosen. Rather
than generating an odds ratio for women and men for
each pair of adjacent ranks, discriminant analysis
requires two separate analyses to produce interpretable
results, one for men and one for women. These analyses
report the percentage found above, at, and below the
predicted ranks. After these analyses are done, you

must still make the comparison of these percentages for
men and women. Thus, the results are not easily inter-
preted, requiring much manipulation before any conclu-
sions can be made. In addition, discriminant analysis
does not work with categorical predictor variables such
as gender or race, although it can be used if these vari-
ables are translated into dummy variables.

The software that we used, SAS CATMOD, led to two
complexities worth noting. First, each rank step required
a separate model to produce results that were easily
interpreted. Since the last level of the dependent or
response variable was the one to which all others are
compared, we needed to run a separate analysis for each
pair of adjacent ranks. The first model would compare
all ranks to assistant professors in order to analyze the
promotional step from instructor to assistant professor;
the second model would compare all ranks to associate
professors to analyze the step from assistant to associate
professor, and so on. Although there was an SAS option
to analyze adjacent ranks in one model, this option used
the weighted least squares method of estimation, which
will not work on the very small pools of data found in
current rank analyses.

The second complexity worth noting was that the
results were in the form of the natural log of the odds
ratios, not the odds ratios directly. Therefore, we had to
add programming to create the inverse natural log of
the estimate produced for each predictor variable before
the odds ratios could be easily interpreted.

Data
To analyze gender bias in current rank, you must have
enough men and women in all of the rank levels. If you
have ranks that lack either men or women (zero cells),
then you cannot use categorical modeling to investigate
gender bias for these ranks.

To identify the zero cells in your data, produce a fre-
quency table like table 4.1 that shows men, women,
whites, and minorities in each current rank. If you have
faculty members in each category (no zero cells), then
you can perform categorical modeling that will provide
you with information about bias for every promotional
step. If some current ranks lack women or minorities, or
white males for that matter, then you need to determine
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whether your zero cells are critical ones that preclude
using categorical modeling.

If you are analyzing both gender and race bias, the
two must be examined separately for zero cells. As table
4.1 shows, it is possible to have critical zero cells for
minorities that block race analyses but still have enough
women to allow gender analyses.

The distribution of women faculty in table 4.1 also
illustrates that zero cells will eliminate only some of the
promotional steps from a study. The absence of female
lecturers stops the model from computing gender bias
from lecturer to instructor. But there are women in the
instructor, assistant, associate, and full professor current
ranks, so three pairwise comparisons are possible: (1)
instructor to assistant professor; (2) assistant to associate
professor; and (3) associate to full professor.

If there are zero cells, but not in every pairwise com-
parison, you will need to decide whether categorical
modeling will provide enough insight to be worthwhile.
For example, if the only step categorical modeling can
assess is from instructor to assistant professor, you may
decide that this information is not valuable enough to
warrant running a categorical model.

Overall Model Statistic
It is valuable to know whether the predictor variables
chosen for your categorical model are any good at pre-
dicting the response variable (the dependent variable).
In a current rank analysis, this translates into: do the
control or predictor variables truly influence current
rank at your institution? If the control variables do not
have substantial influence on rank assignments at your
school, then any bias suggested by the findings can be
minimized by the argument that the logistic regression
model cannot accurately predict rank with the variable
information available to it. The overall model statistic
R2L (R-square sub-L) provides an indication of how well
the predictor variables are predicting rank, so that you
can have some measure of confidence in your results.

A categorical model analysis of current rank without
any predictor variables shows the total amount of vari-
ability found in rank. This measure, called Do (D-
Naught), is the last iteration (or final estimate) of the -2
log likelihood found in the maximum likelihood analy-
sis table. The amount of variability remaining after the
predictor variables are included in the model is called
the Dm (D-M, which stands for model). Dm is the last iter-
ation of the -2 log likelihood produced for the model
that includes the predictors. Gm is simply the difference
between Do and Dm, and represents the amount of vari-
ability accounted for by the predictor variables. Finally,
the R L (the proportion of variability accounted for by
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the predictor variables) is calculated by dividing Do (the
total amount of variability) by G, (the variability
accounted for by the predictor variables).

For categorical models, R2L values in the middle range
indicate the most reliable results. A value for R2L of 0.8 is
questionable because it is too close to perfect. At the
other extreme, R2L values below 0.2 indicate that the
variance accounted for is very little.
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APPENDIX G

Redundancy Problems
By Lois Haignere and Bonnie Eisenberg

Statistical modeling tries to determine mathemati-
cally how much of the dependent variable (current
rank or salary) differences are attributable to each

predictor or independent variable. When two predictor
variables overlap or measure the same underlying
dimension, the results may be unreliable because the
procedure cannot reliably determine which of the two
predictor variables should get the credit for explaining
certain current rank or salary differences. This problem
is called redundancy or multicollinearity.

Redundancy is relative. There may be total redundan-
cy, as when the same information is labeled differently;
age and time since birth date would be completely
redundant. Accordingly, one of the variables has to be
dropped. There may be partial redundancy, as with the
two variables time since degree at hire and experience
prior to hire. If we use both of these variables in analy-
ses, we test carefully to see if the redundancy between
them could make the categorical modeling results unre-
liable. The redundancy between these two variables was
not a problem at any of the twelve schools studied, due
in part to the fact that some people acquire previous
experience before they receive their highest degree, and
some people do not get their degrees until after they are
hired.

There is, however, a source of redundancy that we
frequently find has to be addressed. Recall that to con-
trol for curvilinearity a quadratic term variable is used
for each time variable in the analysis. To do this you
square the variable. Not surprisingly, there is redundan-
cy between each variable and its squared term, between
time at the institution and (time at the institution)2, for
example. Initially, we tried dealing with this problem by
dropping one of the two redundant variables. It is
accepted practice to drop the quadratic term if it is not
statistically significant. However, to determine whether
or not the quadratic is significant or, alternatively,
which variable is less important and, therefore, should
be the one dropped, requires running the analysis twice,
once to determine relative importance so as to decide
which variable to drop and a second time to get the
results.

We find it easier to just "center" these variables.
Centering a variable is simple, and the redundancy is

sufficiently reduced so that dropping a time variable or
its quadratic term is no longer necessary. Just subtract
the mean for that variable from each of the measures of
that variable. For example, if the mean or average num-
ber of years a person has been at the institution is 5.4,
then 5.4 is subtracted from each faculty member's years
at the institution. The effect is that those with fewer than
the average number of years at the institution (for exam-
ple, 4) will have a negative score (4 5.4 = -1.4) and
those with more than the average (say, 7 years) will
have a positive score (7 5.4 = 1.6). The mean for this
centered variable is zero (if there are no rounding
errors). The quadratic or squared term is recalculated
based on the newly centered variable.

At the twelve SUNY campuses we studied, centering
eliminated all but one redundancy problem between
time-related variables and their quadratic terms.
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APPENDIX H

Promotion and Salary Inequities Between
Men and Women Faculty
By Robert Johnson and Dorothy Kovacevich

For nearly a century now, studies have documented
disparities in salary and rank between the men
and women who teach in our nation's colleges and

universities. Laws forbidding discrimination in salary
or conditions of employment date back to Title VII
(1972) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Pay
Act of 1963, yet the effects of discriminatory practices
continue to trouble most institutions of higher learning
in the United States. In 1990 the American Association
of University Professors' Committee on Women and
Minorities reported that most campuses were far from
achieving pay equity, especially for women faculty
members with many years of service. At the end of the
1990s, institutional discrimination on the basis of sex
remained a primary source of salary inequity for
women in the workforce. Evidence shows that women
are hired and promoted less often and at slower rates
than men (Johnson and Herring 1989). The combined
effects of the market's devaluation of sex-integrated
occupations and institutional discrimination by sex are
often compounded when differences between academic
disciplines are used to measure legitimate (nondiscrimi-
natory) market factors. This problem is widely recog-
nized by researchers who attempt to model salary
inequities by sex (Be llas 1994).

Academic Rank As a Measure of Productivity
One attempt to resolve the problem of measuring pro-
ductivity uses academic rank as an indicator of total
productivity, on the assumption that people who attain
higher ranks are more productive in research, teaching,
and service than those who do not. Rank, it is argued,
represents factorsthe quality of a professor's research,
teaching, and servicethat go unmeasured in other
models of salary inequity. The idea is that once you
introduce rank and the sex difference in salary disap-
pears, then there is no inequity. This notion has obvious
flaws. Teaching, research, and service are not rewarded
equally across ranks, nor across colleges or campuses.
Some campuses emphasize their teaching mission over
research. Others place equal stress on teaching and
research, while yet others focus primarily on research.

Few campuses or colleges emphasize service to the
same degree as research or teaching. Rewards for teach-
ing, research, and service can also vary across ranks. At
the assistant professor level, for example, research pro-
ductivity often carries more weight than teaching or ser-
vice. On the other hand, teaching may become more
important at higher ranks at the same institution.

A related problem is that rank is a minimum thresh-
old measure of productivity, not a continuous measure.
It cannot account for differences in levels of productivi-
ty that might distinguish the faculty member who meets
the minimum criteria for promotion from the professor
who far exceeds that performance threshold. Moreover,
rank cannot account for increasing expectations of
scholarly performance as the thresholds change for each
new cohort of faculty. And rank most certainly cannot
account for the variations in productivity that occur
after promotion to full professorship. For a further dis-
cussion of the use (or misuse) of rank as a measure of
productivity in regression models that predict salaries,
see chapter 4.

Academic Rank As a Reflection of Status
Using rank to judge individual productivity has obvi-
ous flawsyet promotion, rank, and tenure remain
important predictors of salary. If they do not measure
productivity, what accounts for their effects on salary?
The simple answers are often overlooked. Promotion is
a status transition, and rank and tenure represent
achieved status. Status itself, regardless of differences in
productivity, is something valued and rewarded in our
society. We confer status on people we value highly (or
who have attributes we esteem), and we withhold status
from individuals we value less highly (or who have
attributes we do not esteem). Thinking about promo-
tion and rank in terms of status is more suitable than
conceiving of rank as a measure of productivity. In a
society that values men over women, the status of rank
will be conferred more often on men than women, and
withheld more often from women than men. Such sex
bias is a strong argument against using a status attain-
ment variable as a measure of productivity. Doing so
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becomes particularly troublesome when the evaluators
of women seeking to attain status are men, especially if
these men rely on traditional sex-biased values in their
evaluations.

Conceptual and Statistical Models
Some studies of salary inequity, assuming that the pro-
motion process is probably not free of bias, have
attempted to quantify the level of discrimination in the
process. A study by Behling et al. (1994) applied a
multinomial-ordered probit model to rank, which pre-
dicts the probability of a given faculty member being in
a given rank. Using the model as described by Maddala
(1992), the study concluded that the variable of rank
therefore contained significant sex bias.

Other studies (Raymond, Sesnowitz, and Williams
1990) have attempted to estimate the conditional probabil-
ities of attaining a given rank at a given time, making
adjustments for those who do not meet minimum require-
ments (faculty who have fewer than five years in rank, for
example). The adjustments simply restrict the sample to
individuals who have met the minimum criteria.

Unfortunately, neither approach considers the timing
of the promotion or allows for "early promotion," some-
thing believed to be more common among male faculty
members than among females. An alternative to both
approaches, which does adjust for the timing of the pro-
motion, is the proportional hazard linear regression
model. The "Data" and "Findings" sections of this
appendix describe how the model was used to analyze
promotion patterns at Kent State University. Before
touching on the Kent State study, however, it is neces-
sary to explain the hazard rate, which is the dependent
variable in the model. The hazard rate can be thought of
simply as the likelihood of an event happening at any
given time. For example, how likely is it that, after ten
years, a female faculty member will be promoted to the
next rank? That likelihood is the hazard rate.

The hazard rate is usually examined in the context of
descriptive tables known as life or survival tables. The
hazard rate is depicted by the expression h(t), which is
the risk of an event (the hazard) occurring at time t, or
the probability of an event occurring at time t in an at-
risk population. The hazard rate is formally defined by
the following equation, where G is a number of individ-
uals from the population j at any given time, t is the
time, At is the change in time, (t + At) is a time later than
t, and to is the time at which all members of j were at
risk (when G=j) (Tuma and Hannan 1984).

hj(t I t 0)a. lim G j(t I t0)-G j(t +At I to)

At 10 Gj(t I t0)At
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The equation reads "the hazard rate in a population j
at time t, given to , is defined as the limit as the change
in t goes to zero of the ratio of (those in G at t, given to ,
minus those in G at t plus the change in t, given to) to
(those in G at t multiplied by the change in t)." If we let
At (the change in time) get smaller and smaller and take
the limit of the function above, we have a formula for the
hazard rate. This hazard function gives the instantaneous
probability of an event occurring at a specific time t.

Consider, for example, the proportion of faculty mem-
bers who have not been promoted by time t, but who
will be promoted between t and (t + At). This proportion
is the number in the group G at t who are promoted
between t and (t + At), divided by the number of faculty
members eligible for promotion at time t. In the models
examined in this chapter, the event used for the hazard
rate is promotion in rank. It will be calculated separately
for men and women to compare the probability of pro-
motion over the course of a twenty-year career. The haz-
ard rate is a useful indicator not only of the probability
of promotion, but also of the timing of promotion. For
even though men and women may have the same prob-
ability of occupying each rank, they may be promoted at
different times in their careers.

When 50 percent of a group under study has experi-
enced an event, the median survival year has been
reached. It is based on another useful indicator of sur-
vival analysis, the cumulative proportion surviving
(known as the survival function) at any given time. For
the purposes of this chapter, the surviving proportion is
made up of faculty members who were not promoted.
The survival function depends on the hazard rate, and
can be roughly thought of as its inverse function,
although neither the survival function nor the hazard
rate is ever negative. That is, as a hazard rate increases
with time, the survival function exhibits a faster decline,
although it will not increase as the hazard rate decreas-
es. The survival function remains constant if the hazard
rate is zero.

Among faculty members, there are several normative
expectations regarding the survival function and hazard
rates for promotion to associate and full professor.
Promotion to associate professor is expected to occur at
the end of the tenure process, which usually takes place
five or six years after service to the university begins.
Some faculty members receive credit for earlier career
activity (postdoctoral studies or tenure-track service to
another university, for example), while others may be
promoted before five years for extraordinary scholarly
performance. Similarly, when scholarly performance is
limited, tenure may occur, but promotion may be
delayed for several years. Nonetheless, based on the
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principle of "up or out," most faculty members are pro-
moted to associate professor at the time they receive
tenure. Two patterns in the hazard rate for promotion to
associate professor are therefore expected: (1) peak haz-
ard rates should occur five or six years into college or
university service, and (2) most promotions should
occur earlier rather than later over the course of a
twenty-year career.

Promotion to full professor is also a normative expe-
rience, which often follows a five-year period spent as
an associate professor, a period commonly referred to
as "time in rank." Promotions to full professorships do
not, however, occur at a substantial rate until after
about ten years of service, including an initial five-year
period, promotion to an associate professorship, and
five additional years at the rank of associate professor.

Moreover, it is not expected that all faculty members
will attain the rank of full professor. Even over the
course of twenty years of service to the university,
many faculty members will not perform enough schol-
arly activity to merit such a promotion. Two additional
patterns are therefore expected: (1) peak hazard rates of
promotion to full professor should begin after a mini-
mum of ten years of service, and (2) there should be a
much smaller cumulative proportion of promotions to
full professorships compared with promotions to associ-
ate professorships.

Hazard rates can also be specified as the dependent
variable to be estimated in general linear models of pro-
portional hazards. The regression estimates obtained in
the "Data" section of this chapter are defined by the Cox
(1972) proportional hazards linear regression model.
Independent variables are used to predict the hazard
rates. The model is represented in the equation:

h(t)=e a+Ebixi

In the data described in the following section, regres-
sions of the hazard rate for promotion to associate pro-
fessor are performed among all faculty who were hired
at the assistant professor rank. Regressions of the pro-
motion rate for promotion to the full professor rank are
performed among all faculty members who were hired
at the assistant professor rank and later promoted to
the rank of associate professor. In each model, one vari-
able is sex. If the estimate for sex is negative and signif-
icant, it will mean that females are less likely than men
to be promoted at any given time.

Data
The Office of the Associate Vice President for Academic
and Student Affairs at Kent State University provided

the data in this section to the Kent State University
chapter of the American Association of University
Professors under the provisions of the faculty collective
bargaining agreement. The database contains informa-
tion on each faculty member in the collective bargaining
unit for the Kent campus and for seven regional cam-
puses of Kent State University. Full-time administrators,
including those who hold faculty rank (for example,
department heads), are excluded from the analysis,
which is based on 833 full-time, tenure-track faculty
whose main responsibilities are teaching and research.
There are 636 faculty members on the Kent campus (449
men and 187 women) and 197 faculty members on the
seven regional campuses (130 men and 67 women).
With regard to rank, there are 18 instructors (6 men and
12 women), 326 assistant professors (181 men and 145
women), 287 associate professors (212 men and 75
women), and 202 full professors (180 men and 22
women).

The information on each faculty member provided by
the administration included date of birth, sex, race,
salary, rank, years in rank, year hired, department, the
calendar years of promotion to each rank, year tenured,
year of highest degree, and highest degree. These are
the variables used in the analyses described above to
determine the existence and magnitude of sex inequities.

Findings
Table H.1 shows the hazard rates and cumulative pro-
portion of female and male faculty members not pro-
moted to associate professor in each of the twenty years
following receipt of the highest degree.

The analysis was conducted only for faculty members
hired at the assistant professor or instructor level.
Faculty members hired at the associate or full professor
level were excluded, because they were promoted else-
where or negotiated a rank at time of hire and were
therefore not fully subject to Kent State's promotion
mechanism. The median survival time among the 464
men eligible for promotion to associate professor was
9.55 years, while the median survival time among the
229 women eligible for the same promotion was 16.93
years. The 7.38-year gap between men and women in
time spent in a lower rank means that the women in the
sample had a lower probability of promotion in each of
the ten years after attainment of the highest degree. On
top of that, the men continued to get promoted to asso-
ciate professor at high rates even after the normative
five- to six-year probationary period, while the rate of
promotion among the women dropped off drastically
after the sixth year. In other words, the men continued
to receive promotions even when they failed to follow
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Table H.1

Hazard Rate and Cumulative Proportion
Not Promoted to Associate Professor, by

Sex and Year Since Highest Degree

Year Since
Highest Degree

Hazard Rate for
Promotion

Female Male

Cumulative
Proportion
Surviving°

Female Male

1 .01 .01 .99 .99
2 .00 .03 .98 .96
8 .02 .04 .97 .92
4 .02 .06 .95 .87
5 .09 .10 .87 .79
6 .08 .14 .80 .68
7 .06 .10 .75 .62
8 .03 .15 .73 .53
9 .05 .12 .69 .47

10 .10 .09 .62 .43
11 .02 .12 62 .38
12 .05 .10 .58 .34
13 .02 .04 .57 .33
14 .08 .03 .52 .32
15 .03 .05 .51 .30
16 .03 .03 .50 .29
17 .04 .06 .48 .28
18 .00 .04 .48 .27
19 .00 .04 .48 .26
20 .06 .02 .46 .25

a. The cumulative proportion surviving is the proportion of
faculty members who have not been promoted in each year
since receiving their highest degree.

the normative pattern for time spent on probation,
whereas the women seemed marked if they were not
promoted "on time." The repercussion of not being pro-
moted is important for salary, because an associate pro-
fessor earns on average $10,615 more than an assistant
professor.

The same discrepant patterns of promotion between
men and women showed up for faculty members eligi-
ble for promotion to full professor (see table H.2). But
for both the men and the women in this group, the
median survival time for promotion was over twenty
years, suggesting that fewer than half of all academics
can expect to receive full professorships in their first
twenty years of service. Nonetheless, among the actual
proportion surviving in the Kent State sample after
more than twenty years, men still fared better than
women: only 54 percent of the men remained in the
lower ranks, while 74 percent of the women did. This is
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Table H.2

Hazard Rate and Cumulative Proportion
Not Promoted to Full Professor, by Sex

and Year Since Highest Degree

Year Since
Highest Degree

Hazard Rate for
Promotion

Female Male

Cumulative
Proportion
Surviving°

Female Male

8 .01 .01 .99 .98
7 .00 .01 .99 .97
8 .00 .02 .99 .95

.00 .03 .99 .93
10 .01 .03 .98 .90
11 .02 .06 .96 .85
12 .03 .04 .93 .82
18 .01 .02 .92 .80
14 .01 .05 .91 .76
15 .02 .05 .89 .72
16 .02 .03 .88 .69
17 .04 .03 .85 .67
18 .04 .02 .81 .66
19 .03 .04 .79 .64
20 .03 .02 .77 .62

a. The cumulative proportion surviving is the proportion of
faculty members who have not been promoted in each year
since receiving their highest degree.

important for salary, because a full professor earns on
average $26,224 more than an assistant professor and
$15,609 more than an associate professor.

The Cox (1972) regression model predicting probabili-
ty of promotion to associate and full professor at each
time interval since receiving the highest degree includes
the variables sex, whether or not the faculty member
has earned a Ph.D. degree (as opposed to another
degree such as a master's), whether or not the faculty
member is on the Kent campus, and the number of
years of service to Kent State University. The results as
reported showed that the coefficient for sex in both
equations was negative and significant at p<.05 (one-
tailed test). This meant that women were less likely
overall than men to be promoted to either the rank of
associate or full professor. The exponential value for the
coefficients are the relative odds ratio for promotion of
women compared to men. For the associate professor
level, this value is .70, indicating that women are only
70 percent as likely as men to be promoted in any given
year. For the full professor level, the value of the expo-
nent or the coefficient is .66, indicating that women are
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only 66 percent as likely to be promoted in any given
year since their highest degree.

Conclusion
The Kent State analysis revealed that female faculty
members at the university were promoted later and at a
lower rate than their similarly situated male colleagues.
Discrimination against female faculty members proba-
bly accounted for most of these promotion inequities.
The prevalence of discrimination can be detected in
failure to promote or to promote on time, and its most
serious consequence is individual salary inequities in
the $10,000 range.
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APPENDIX I

Locating Outliers
By Lois Haignere and Yangjing Lin

The practice of dropping outliers is predicated on
the assumption that they distort the real picture.
As indicated in chapter 6, sometimes outliers get

dropped in salary-equity studies when they do not dis-
tort the picture but simply are the highest and lowest
cases in the picture.

There are a number of diagnostic measures that can
be used to detect outliers, but three are of particular
interest for salary equity studies. They are:

the studentized residuals, which locate dependent
variable deviant cases;

the hat matrix diagonal element, which locates pre-
dictor (or independent) variable deviant cases; and

Cook's Distance (CD), which locates cases that are
deviant relative to both dependent and independent
variables and substantially affect the parameter estimates
or distort the results.

The following is a brief discussion of each of these
three measures.'

Studentized Residual
The studentized residual is a measure that identifies an
outlier in the dependent variable. It is created as
follows:

A regression model is run without one individual's
information.

The results of this regression are used to create a
predicted salary for the individual who was left out of
the regression.

The difference between the actual salary and the
predicted salary (the salary residual) for that individual
is calculated.

This residual is then standardized by dividing it by
its standard error. The resulting value is the studentized
residual for that individual.

This measure determines observations that have
unusually high or low dependent variable data (salary).
The suggested cutoff value to identify outliers ranges
from the absolute value (negative or positive) of two to
the absolute value of three (Stevens 1984). Larson (1994)

recommends using a table based on the number of
model parameters and the sample size (incorporated in
an SAS macro program) to determine this cutoff value.
Based on this macro program, the cutoff values for our
twelve SUNY schools for the studentized residual were
generally greater than three, and relatively few of the
faculty in these analyses exceeded the cutoff value, that
is, were found to be outliers. If you observe individual
cases that are outliers based on the studentized residual
values, remember that this does not mean that the
observation in question substantially affects the param-
eter estimates or distorts the results (Stevens 1984).

Hat Matrix Diagonal Element
The hat matrix diagonal element is a measure that iden-
tifies an outlier in predictor (or independent) variables.
The cutoff value for the hat diagonal element depends
on the number of predictor variables (p) in a regression
model and the number of cases (n) in the study. For a
data set that has more than ten predictor variables and
more than fifty cases, it is suggested that 2p In be used.
For example, if there are eleven predictor variables and
sixty cases, then the cutoff value would be 2 x 11 /60 =
0.4. Any value that is greater than the number derived
from this formula is considered an outlier. Like the stu-
dentized residual value, a large hat diagonal element
does not mean that the observation identified substan-
tially affects the parameter estimates or distorts the
results (Stevens 1984).

Cook's Distance
Cook's Distance (CD) is a measure indicating the com-
bined effects of the dependent variable, as well as the
independent variables, on the change of the regression
parameter estimates that would occur if a given obser-
vation were dropped from the regression model.
Outliers identified by this method substantially affect
the parameter estimates and may distort the results.
High CD values are more likely to be found in small
rather than large data sets.

The cutoff value for CD is about one (Cook and
Weisberg 1982, 118). In our experience, those cases that
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have a substantially higher CD value than the rest of the
population can also potentially have significant effects
on the parameter estimates even though the CD value is
less than one. A case in point is a white female faculty
member at a two-year college. Her CD value is 0.52,
which is about ten times higher than the other people at
her school (the average CD value for the analysis of this
school is 0.05). Dropping this highly paid woman from
the regression analysis substantially increases the bias
indicated for white females.

Comparison of the Three Outlier Measures
In our experience, using either the studentized residual
or the hat diagonal element alone can be misleading
because neither necessarily identifies cases that affect
the parameter estimates. If the estimates are not affect-
ed, then the case is not distorting the results and need
not be eliminated. At the twelve SUNY schools, we
found that the percentage of cases reaching the cutoff
value for the hat diagonal element (about 10 percent)
was higher than for the studentized residual (about 5
percent). By contrast, at all twelve SUNY schools there
was only one case that was found to exceed the CD cut-
off value. This means there was only one outlier that
had excessive influence on the parameter estimates.

Using the studentized residual or the hat diagonal
value alone to flag and drop outliers is a questionable
procedure. By the very nature of the studentized residu-
al statistic, positive and negative outliers are identified.
In salary-equity studies, most of the high-paid outliers
are white males, while most of the low-paid outliers are
females or minorities.

Observations flagged by Cook's Distance should be
scanned for data errors. A case in point is an individual
from one of the SUNY two-year colleges who was iden-
tified as an outlier by a CD of 1.66. We carefully exam-
ined his information regarding salary, current rank,
highest degree, and years in current rank. After check-
ing all the possible information, we found that this indi-
vidual had seventeen years in his current rank as a full
professor instead of two years, as was recorded in our
data. He had been a dean, as well as a full professor, for
fifteen years. He stepped down from the deanship but
continued to be a full professor. The two years in cur-
rent rank referred to the time after he left the dean's
position. Adjusting his years in current rank dropped
his CD value to 0.08, indicating that he is not an outlier.

Dropping the deviant cases flagged by Cook's
Distance (greater than 1.0) may be appropriate once
their data have been carefully confirmed as accurate.
These are cases that are very different from the general
population being studied and excessively influence the
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parameter estimates. Nonetheless, remember that while
statistical methods can be used to detect outliers, drop-
ping them is as much a political decision as a method-
ological one. The practice of dropping outliers is predi-
cated on the assumption that they distort the real pic-
ture. Don't drop them unless they do. (See chapters 5
and 6 for additional discussion.)

Note
1. For a more technical discussion of using influence statistics, see
Stevens 1984; Chatterjee and Hadi 1988; Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch
1980.
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Adjusted R2
A measure of how much variability in the dependent
variable is accounted for by the predictor (indepen-
dent) variables in a regression analysis. As the adjust-
ed le gets closer to 1.0, the predictor variables account
for more of that variability. The term is referred to as
"adjusted" because it accounts for the number of pre-
dictors. (For a more in-depth discussion of this topic,
see appendix A.)

Anti log
See Log Odds.

Categorical Modeling
A statistical procedure used to analyze the relation-
ship between predictor variables and a categorical
variable. It is a generalized logistic regression model
that uses maximum likelihood tables to estimate these
relationships.

Categorical Variable
A variable that classifies subjects into a limited num-
ber of categories. Even if we assign numbers to each
category or level, the categorical variable does not
become continuous because the intervals between lev-
els are not equal. Rank provides a good example.
Even if we assign lecturer = 1, instructor = 2, assistant
professor = 3, associate professor = 4, and full profes-
sor = 5, we do not know if the difference between
being an instructor (rank = 2) and an assistant profes-
sor (rank = 3) is the same as the difference between
being an associate professor (rank = 4) and a full pro-
fessor (rank = 5), or whether an associate professor
(rank = 4) is worth twice as much as an instructor
(rank = 2) and four times as much as a lecturer
(rank = 1).

Cell
Number of Individuals by Race in Each Rank

Race Lecturer Instructor Assistant Associate Full

Black 3 5 7 3 4

Asian 2 4 2 8 5

Hispanic 1 0 0 2 1

White 25 63 572 641 250

Each piece of information found within a table or
matrix is called a cell. In the matrix (table) in this

example, each number represents a cell. The bolded 3
is the cell that identifies the number of black lecturers
in this institution. All zeros in the table identify cate-
gories that have no individuals in them and are called
"zero cells." Hispanic instructors and Hispanic assis-
tant professors both constitute zero cells.

Censored Cases
Censored cases are used in event history analyses.
Cases that are censored are ones that contain incom-
plete or missing information. Typically, the infor-
mation is missing or incomplete because the indi-
vidual fails to experience the event during the time
period in which the analysis occurs. For example, if
the event we are studying is promotion from the
rank of associate professor to full professor during
the time period 1990-97 and the individual has not
been promoted during this time, this individual
case becomes censored. By censoring the data, this
individual contributes seven person-years to the
database, even though she or he has not experi-
enced a promotion.

Cluster Analyses
Any of several multivariate procedures designed to
determine whether cases are similar enough to fall
into groups or clusters.

Coefficient (Parameter Estimate)
The regression coefficient, which is also called
parameter estimate, is a number that indicates how
an independent variable affects the dependent
variablefor example, how years of experience or
gender or race affect salary. The coefficient also
represents the slope of the line for the independent
variable relative to the dependent variable. An
unstandardized regression coefficient in an analysis
of salary can be interpreted in dollar equivalents. If
the coefficient for years of experience is 200, on aver-
age, each year of experience increases salaries by
$200. See appendix A for a detailed explanation of
how coefficients are multiplied by variables in
regression equations to calculate predicted salaries.
In studies of the effect of gender and race on salaries,
the coefficients for the gender and race variables are
the results, or findings. For an explanation of the
standardized coefficient and its common misuse, see
"Problem 1" in chapter 6.
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Continuous Variable
A variable that is numeric, with equal intervals
between levels of the variable. Salary is an example of
a continuous variable. For salary, we know that each
additional dollar of salary is the same as all other dol-
lars. The interval between one level of salary and the
next level is equal no matter what level is being
reviewed. The difference between $1 and $2 is the
same as the difference between $40,000 and $40,001.

Cox Regression
A logistic regression procedure that reconstructs indi-
vidual records to person-years.

Critical Zero Cells
Empty cells that preclude categorical modeling as an
analytical tool. If gender bias in the awarding of aca-
demic ranks is being examined, critical zero cells
occur when every other rank lacks females. If race
bias is being examined, then critical zero cells are
found when every other rank lacks minorities.

Curvilinearity
A relationship between two variables that, when plot-
ted on a graph, forms a curve rather than a straight
line or linear relationship.

Default Category
The group that is not represented by a value of 1 in
any of the dummy variables. For example, if you have
a dummy variable for female (female = 1, male = 0),
then the default category is male. As a result, the
regression coefficient for the female variable in a
salary-regression analysis represents what females
are paid compared to males. In an analysis where all
of the race-gender groups are represented by dummy
variables, then white males are the default group, and
the coefficients represent what each minority-gender
group is paid compared to white males.

Dependent Variables
The focus of an analysis whose values are predicted
by or "depend" on the independent or predictor vari-
ables (Vogt 1993). Changes in the independent vari-
ables are thought to affect the dependent variable. In
an analysis of whether salary allocation is biased by
gender, the dependent variable is salary.

Dummy Variable
A variable that is used to represent the different lev-
els of a categorical variable. A dummy variable has a
value of either 0 or 1. The number of dummy
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variables needed to fully represent a categorical vari-
able is the number of levels of that variable minus
one. For example, for a variable with two levels, such
as gender, you will need one dummy variable,
female, which you can code 0 for males and 1 for
females. Because anyone who is not female is male,
you do not need a variable for male. If the variable
has three levels, you will need two dummy variables,
and so on. See appendix A for a further discussion of
the use of dummy variables.

Event History Analyses
Methods for studying the movement over time of
subjects through successive states or conditions. The
goal of event history analyses is to study changes
from one state to the next, such as from associate to
full professor. Event history analyses are a useful
adjunct to pay studies for diagnosing gender or race
bias in the promotion process.

Exponential Value
The exponential value of a coefficient (or of a number)
is the power (or exponent) to which the base of natu-
ral logarithms, e, is raised. For example, if the coeffi-
cient is equal to c, then the exponential value is ec,
where e=2.718. When the coefficient (or number) is
negative the exponential of this number yields an
odds ratio, for example, ell= e022= 0.803.

Independent (Predictor) Variable
A variable that is used to predict changes in a depen-
dent variable, based on a change in its own value.
Some possible independent (predictor) variables that
may affect the dependent variable salary are gender,
race, years of experience, educational level, and
discipline.

Interaction Term
A term that describes the effect of one independent
(predictor) variable on the dependent variable across
levels of a second independent variable. For example,
if males are paid $200 for each year of previous expe-
rience, but females are paid $100, then there is an
interaction between gender and years of previous
experience. The interaction term is the product of the
two independent variables.

Log Odds
An odds ratio that is based on the logarithm or the
exponent of a base number indicating the power to
which that number must be raised to produce another
number. For example, the log of 100 is 2 because 102
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(10 x 10) equals 100, and the log of 1,000 is 3 because
103 (10 x 10 x 10) equals 1,000. The antilog turns the
relationship around. For example, antilog 2 = 100 and
3 = 1,000.

Logistic Regression
A type of regression analysis used when the
dependent variable is categorical and scored 0, 1.
It is commonly used to predict whether or not an
event (such as promotion or business failure) will
happen.

Multicollinearity (Redundancy)
The condition that exists when one predictor variable
is highly correlated with another predictor variable or
group of variables in the analysis. In general, correla-
tions above 0.80 are suspect, and correlations above
0.90 are red flags. These high correlations mean that
the variables overlap so much that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to determine their separate effects on the
dependent variable. Also called redundancy.

Normal Distribution
A distribution of scores that when graphed produce a
symmetrical, bell-shaped curve, centered around the
mean (average). Statistics are often tested using
normal distributions.

Outlier
A case in the data that has extreme values on one or
more variables in the analysis.

Parameter Estimate (Coefficient)
A number that indicates how an independent variable
affects the dependent variablefor example, how
years of experience or gender or race affects salary. In
multiple-regression analyses, this measure is also
called the coefficient. See Coefficient for more
information.

Predictor Variable
Used interchangeably with Independent Variable. See
Independent Variable.

Quadratic Term
A variable that has been squared (multiplied by
itself). It is used to solve the problem of curvilinearity
in statistical models that rely on linear relationships
between predictor and dependent variables. Time-
related variables are often thought to have curvilinear
attributes, and are frequently included in models in
both the linear form and the quadratic form.

Redundancy: See Multicollinearity.

Response Variable
The dependent variable in categorical modeling. In an
attempt to predict academic rank based on other
career characteristics, rank is the response variable.

SAS
A statistical analysis software package that is com-
monly used by social scientists.

Scatter
The distribution of scores above and below a regres-
sion line. A large amount of scatter means that the
regression model is not very good at predicting scores
on the dependent variable. In this case, the addition
of other independent variables may reduce the scatter
and improve the predictive power of the model.

Scattergram
A pattern of points that indicates the relationship
between two variables. Each point represents where
one unit of the analysisfor example, a faculty mem-
beris on the two variables. For the purposes of
studying salary, we frequently put salaries on the ver-
tical axis and another variable, like years of experi-
ence, on the horizontal axis so that the scatter repre-
sents the relationship between salary and the other
variable. (See appendix A, figures A.1 and A.2.) The
more the points tend to form a straight line, the
stronger the relationship. Also called "scatter dia-
gram" and "scatter plot."

Statistical Power
The probability of being able to say that one variable
affects another. If the effect of one variable on another
is very small, then more power is needed to detect the
effect, just as you would need a higher power micro-
scope to see a virus than you would need to see an
ant. Aspects of the data set, such as the number of
variables, variance, and sample size, affect power.

Statistical Significance
A judgment criterion based on the probability that a
sample comes from a specific population. The num-
ber can range between 0 and 1; a low number for sta-
tistical significance indicates that the data are unlikely
to be ascribable to chance. The alpha level, which is
usually set at either 0.05 or 0.01, is the point at which
we reject the null hypothesis that our sample came
from the same population that we are comparing it to;
that is, it is the point at which we consider our results
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to be statistically significant. (See also "Problem 5" in
chapter 6.)

Tainted Variable
In bias studies, a variable that is likely to have dis-
crimination embedded in it and thus mask or sup-
press the gender or race effects. In research vernacu-
lar, such variables are called confounding or sup-
pressing variables because they obscure or conceal
causal relationships between other variables.

Time-Dependent Covarlate
A variable whose value can change over time. For
example, highest degree is commonly a time-
dependent covariate, since individuals in the database
who are hired with a master's degrees commonly
subsequently receive Ph.D. degrees. Time-dependent
covariates are used in event history analyses. Special
programming is needed to assure that time-
dependent covariates are properly recognized by the
statistical software.

Zero Cell
Any cell of a matrix that contains no observations. In
some analyses, for example categorical modeling, a
zero cell can curtail the analyses or cause misinterpre-
tations of the results.

Note
1. Some of the definitions in this glossary are borrowed from
the Dictionary of Statistics and Methodology by W. P. Vogt (1993).
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